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ABSTRACf

The purposeof thisdissertation was thedevelopment of a solarpond system design

computer model which incorporates a numberof unique features which might help to

improve the validity of simulation resultsand thedesignand performance of solarponds.

Thecomputermodeldeveloped for this studyextends previous treatments of internal

reflection by: (1) dividing the spectrum into a finitenumberof spectralwavelength bands

(five), assuming an average extinction coefficient for each wavelength bandand separately

evaluating theeffectsof internal reflection and absorption on each wavelength band;

(2) separately evaluating diffuse anddirect radiation components; and (3)extending

equations developed for a single-fluid solarpond to two- and three-fluid solarponds.

This latterfeature, when combined withappropriate heat transferand stability relationships,

allows the comparison of simulations of various multi-fluid solarponds (e.g.,gel or

inuniscible solarponds) to thatof a saltgradientsolarpond. Furthermore, through

manipulation of thesegoverning equations, the performance of membrane stratified solar

ponds, or pondswith four, or more, fluidscan also besimulated andcompared to other

types.
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A second unique feature of this computermodel is its abiiity to evaluate variousmethods of

augmenting the performance of solar ponds. Methods of augmentationinclude the use of

deep, cold seawater as a heat sink and auxiliary heat sources such as high temperature

solar, waste heat, and fossil or biomass fuels.

A number of simulationruns were conducted. Among the major conclusionsare: (l) the

computer model developed provides reasonable, but more conservativeprojectionsof solar

pond performance; (2) the effectsof wind mixing, convective overturn and internal

reflectionare significantand may have to be controlled; (3) solarpond performance can be

significantlyimproved by augmentation, with use of cold, deep sea water and superheating

of working fluid vapor showing considerable promise; and (4) further work is required to

more effectively use the equations developed for multi-fluid solar ponds. In particular,

suitablefluids need to be identifiedand their radiation transmission and other fluid

propertiesand heat transfermechanismsneed to be better characterized
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Solar energy, though abundant, is diffuse and intermittent in nature. Because it is

diffuse, large collector areas are required; and, because it is intermittent, energy storage

is required. Solar ponds, unlike most other solar technologies, combine collection and

storage in an integrated system. This feature favors the use of solar ponds for

applications which require continuous and/or periodic high peak energy inputs.

A solar pond is basically a shallow body of water exposed to and heated by the sun. In

a salt gradient solar pond (SGSP), heat is collected and stored in a high-salinity and

high-density, convecting, storage layer at the bottom of the pond (LCZ -- lower

convecting zone). Heat loss is suppressed by a non-convecting layer located above the

storage layer in which a salt gradient (increasing concentration with depth) has been

established (NCZ -- non-convecting zone). Finally, a relatively thin, low-salinity or

fresh water, convecting layer lies on top (UCZ -- upper convecting zone). Temperature

increases with depth and reaches its maximum in the storage layer.

This temperature inversion phenomenon was first observed in naturally saline lakes and

has been applied to artificial ponds. Collection efficiencies of 10 to 20 percent (in

SGSPs) and storage zone temperatures over 9QOC have been achieved [8, 30, 89].

Thermal energy from a solar pond can be converted to mechanical and electrical energy

with overall efficiencies of -1 to 3 percent [8, 23, 89].

The most common type of solar pond is the salt gradient solar pond (Figure 1). A
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number of problems are associated with SGSPs, including: (1) the high cost of salt in

some areas; (2) maintenance of brine clarity; (3) establishment and maintenance of the

salt gradient; (4) destabilization of the salt gradient by wind-induced brine agitation and

evaporation from the UCZ; (5) environmental effects of potential brine leakage on soil

and ground water; (6) corrosive properties of the brine; and (7) the effects of heat

removal on the salt gradient [23, 36,42, 71, 87].

Non-convecting
NCZ density (salinity)

gradient

C UCZ Fresh or low salinity water layer

High
density (salinity)
brine

LCZ
(storage

zone)

Figure 1. Salt gradient solar pond.

A number of alternative solar pond designs have been proposed and are currently under

development. Many of the design features of these alternative solar ponds are intended

to eliminate or mitigate the inherent problems associated with SGSPs. Other solar

pond types include: (1) shallow; (2) gel; (3) membrane stratified; and

(4) immiscible/miscible.
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Direct applications of the thermal energy collected and stored in solar ponds include:

(1) agricultural and industrial process heat; (2) space-heating and absorption air

conditioning; and (3) desalination of brackish- and salt-water, brine concentration, salt

production, and fresh water production. Low-grade heat from solar ponds can be

upgraded using heat pumps.

Indirect applications, which involve the conversion of thermal energy into mechanical

energy, include: (1) electricity generation and (2) irrigation pumping and other types of

water pumping. Various combinations of these applications, use of cold deep seawater

to improve power cycle efficiencies, and various methods of augmenting solar pond

output are also possible.

Early research work in the area of solar ponds involved theoretical analyses and small

scale laboratory research [8,9,22,23,26, 36,42,67, 71, 87,88]. Theoretical

mathematical models designed to simulate solar pond performance were developed

using general principles of heat transfer and fluid flow, thermodynamics,

hydrodynamics, solar radiation transmission and absorption, salt diffusion, etc. In the

era before the introduction of widely available computers and subsequent reductions in

the cost of computer time, the need to evaluate changes in solar pond performance due

to variations in selected solar pond parameters generally necessitated tedious, repetitive

hand calculations.

These early studies served to identify factors which affect the theoretical performance

of proposed solar pond system designs. For example, researchers found that pond depth

and surface area affect performance. The surface area of the pond determines the

amount of insolation to which the pond is exposed. Overall pond depth, storage zone
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thickness, and clarity affect the solar radiation transmissivity, collection efficiency, and

the maximum temperature in the storage zone. The maximum temperature in the

storage zone is a function of the rate of heat removal (heat losses plus heat extraction),

as well as the heat collection rate [29].

Small-scale physical models were used to further evaluate selected characteristics of

solar ponds, to verify the results obtained from simulations, and to improve

mathematical models. However, it is costly to develop adequate laboratory- or pilot

plant-scale physical models which can be used to investigate the simulated performance

of proposed solar ponds. A properly designed and constructed mathematical

(computer) model is one possible way to overcome many of the deficiencies of such

physical models. A mathematical model using judiciously selected governing

equations and operating parameters can be used to simulate months, or even years, of

solar pond operatiun in a matter of minutes, or at most, hours. This feature enables an

investigator to vary important solar pond parameters as often as desired, and in a

manner which may not be possible using physical models.

Early attempts at computer modeling employed a large number of simplifying

assumptions. Many of these were incorporated into preliminary modeling work

conducted by the author [72]. The objective of this work was to develop a viable solar

pond model which realistically models and predicts solar pond behavior during warm

up and during operation. The model was designed for use on a personal micro

computer. The initial model was a "first-cut" approach and was therefore relatively

basic. This model considered only pond warm-up and subsequent operation based on

heat gains due to incident insolation transmission to, and absorption in, the heat storage

zone (lower convecting zone (LCZ» and heat losses due to variable loads and surface
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and bottom losses. Owing to the fact that this model was a "first-cut", and for

simplification, this model did not take into account stability criteria and other

complicating features.

The purpose of this dissertation is the development of a solar pond system design

model which incorporates a number of unique features which may help to improve the

validity of simulation results and the design and performance of solar ponds.

The computer model developed for this study extends previous treatments of internal

reflection by: (1) dividing the spectrum into a finite number of spectral wavelength

bands (five), assuming an average extinction coefficient for each wavelength band and

separately evaluating the effects of internal reflection and absorption on each

wavelength band; (2) separately evaluating diffuse and direct radiation components;

and (3) extending equations developed for a single-fluid solar pond to two- and three

fluid solar ponds.

This latter feature, when combined with appropriate heat transfer and stability

relationships, allows the comparison of simulations of various multi-fluid solar ponds

(e.g., gel or immiscible solar ponds) to that of a salt gradient solar pond. Furthermore,

through manipulation of these governing equations, the performance of membrane

stratified solar ponds, or ponds with four, or more, fluids can also be simulated and

compared to other types.

A second unique feature of this computer model is its ability to evaluate various

methods of augmenting the performance of solar ponds. Methods of augmentation

include the use of deep, cold seawater as a heat sink and auxiliary heat sources such as

5



high temperature solar, waste heat, and fossil or biomass fuels.

Chapter 2, Development of Governing Equations, presents a review and distillation of

an extensive literature search. In Section 2.1, Insolation Modeling, governing equations

are developed for insolation modeling and basic geometric relationships and factors

affecting atmospheric attenuation of insolation and insolation models are discussed.

Appropriate insolation models are selected which allow the use of data for global solar

radiation, number of sunshine hours and cloud cover.

Section 2.2, Absorption of Solar Radiation, addresses reflection, transmission and

absorption of radiation in solar ponds. Various approaches to treating radiation are

discussed. These include: (1) multi-part transmission functions, (2) fitted analytic

functions, and (3) single extinction coefficients. The multi-part transmission function

was identified as the most appropriate. Treatment of diffuse and direct radiation

components, as well as bottom reflectivity is also discussed. Based on this

information, Appendix A - Development of Governing Equations for Transmission and

Absorption of Solar Radiation in Solar Ponds, was developed. Appendix A presents

governing equations for one-, two- and three-fluid solar ponds.

In Section 2.3, Energy Balance, governing equations are developed for various heat

transfer processes in the solar pond. These include: (l) heat gain through solar

radiation; (2) bottom, side and surface heat losses due to radiation, evaporation and

convection and (3) heat storage. Surface heat losses include the effects of wind, air and

effective sky temperatures, and relative humidity. Bottom and side heat losses are

affected by area and ground conductivity. Various methods of heat extraction are

considered and governing equations for energy storage and calculation
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of solar pond efficiency are developed.

Section 2.4, Stability Considerations, discusses various stability criteria, both static and

dynamic, for solar ponds. Destabilizing factors, such as salt flux, heat flux, fluid flow,

wind, waves and currents are reviewed. Various methods of reducing these effects are

also considered. Algorithms are developed for wind mixing and convective overturn.

Section 2.5, Types of Solar Ponds, describes and discusses the advantages and

disadvantages of various types of solar ponds. Section 2.6, Augmentation of Solar

Pond Performance, discusses various methods of augmenting the performance of solar

ponds. Among these are the use of auxiliary heat sources and the use of cold, deep

seawater as a heat sink.

Chapter 3, Basic Model Development and Incorporation of Unique Features, is divided

into three sections. Section 3.1, Basic and Unique Featcres of this Model, summarizes

basic features as well as several unique features of the computer model. Section 3.2,

Assumptions Used, provides a summary of these assumptions and Section 3.3,

Development of Solar Pond Algorithms, summarizes the algorithms used in the model.

Chapter 4, Results and Discussion Concerning the Solar Pond System Design Model,

presents the results and a discussion of a number of simulation runs in which selected

parameters were varied and/or operational strategies were evaluated. Finally,

Chapter 5, Conclusions and Recommendations Concerning the Solar Pond System

Design Model, summarizes conclusions reached and makes recommendations for

model modifications and future research.
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CHAPTER 2

DEVELOPMENT OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS

2.1 Insolation Modeling

2.1.1 Basic Geometric Relationships

In order to determine the amount of insolation (incoming solar radiation) that reaches

the energy storage zone of a solar pond, is absorbed there and heats the water, we must

first determine how much of the available extraterrestrial radiation is able to penetrate

the atmosphere as well as the layers of water (or other fluids) above the energy storage

zone.

The annual average extraterrestrial radiation constant (Gse> on a horizontal surface was

previously determined to be 1,353 watts/square meter. More recent measurements [56]

have produced the value which has been adopted as the International Standard of the

World Meteorological Organization:

Gse =1,367 watts/square meter (2.1-1)

Owing to seasonal variation in the earth-sun distance, Gse varies by up to ± 3.3 %. The

magnitude of Gse on any given day of the year can be approximated by:

GON =Gse (1.0 + 0.033 cos (360 n/365» CW/m2) (2.1-2)

Where: GON =Extraterrestrial radiation measured on a plane normal

to the radiation on the nth day of the year (January 1: n =1)
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At any point in time, the solar radiation outside the atmosphere incident on a horizontal

plane is a function of the zenith angle (ZA) (angle of incidence) of the sun as shown in

Figure 2 and can be expressed as:

Go = Gsc (1.0 + 0.033 cos(360 n/365» cos(ZA) (W/m2) (2.1-3)

Where: cos(ZA) =cos(DE) cos(LA) cos(W) + sin(DE) sin(LA)

(2.1-4)

Combining Equations (2.1-3) and (2.1-4) gives:

Go = Gsc (1.0 + 0.033 cos(360 n/365»

x (cos(DE) cos(LA) cos(W)

+ sin(DE) sin(LA»

Where: ZA =angle of incidence, that is, the angle

between the beam radiation on a surface

and the normal to that surface.

(2.1-5)

DE = declination, that is, the angular position of the sun at solar

noon with respect to the plane of the equator,

north positive.

-23.45 < DE < 23.45 (degrees)

= 23.45 sin(360 (284 + n)/365)

LA = latitude, that is, angular location

north or south of the equator, north positive.

-90 < LA < 90 (degrees)

9
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W = hour angle, that is, the angular

displacement of the sun east or west of

the local meridian due to rotation of

the earth on its axis at 15 degrees per

h01Jf, morning negative, afternoon

positive.

-Ws < W < Ws (degrees)

Ws = sunset hour angle (= -Ws or sunrise

hour angle)

=cos- 1 (- tan(DE) tan(LA»

N =number of daylight hours.

=(2/15) Ws

(2.1-7)

(2.1-8)

The total daily extraterrestrial radiation on a horizontal surface <He) can be calculated

by integrating Equation (2.1-5) from -Ws to Ws (sunrise to sunset):

Ho = 86,400 GscfPi x (1.0 + 0.033 cos(360 n/365»

x (cos(DE) cos(LA) sin(Ws) +

(2 Pi Ws/360) sin(LA)sin(DE»

Where: Pi =3.141593

Gsc in W/m2

He in J/m2
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Monthly average extraterrestrial radiation data are often represented as the radiation for

the given day of the month which is closest to the monthly average, multiplied by the

number of days in the month. Table 1 shows the recommended average day for each

month and the values of n by month.

Table 1. Recommended average day for each month and values of n by month.

mwuh n {orith day ~ n. da,y of year

JAN i 17 17

FEB 31 +i 16 47

MAR 59+i 16 75

APR 9O+i 15 105

MAY 120+i 15 135

ruN 151 + i 11 162

JUL 181 + i 17 198

AUG 212 +i 16 228

SEP 243+i 15 258

ocr 273 +i 15 288

NOV 304+i 14 318

DEC 344+i 10 334

2.1.2 Factors Affectin~ Atmospheric Attenuation of Insolation

The above analysis provides estimates of insolation on a horizontal plane at any point

on earth, at any time, in the absence 2fml atmosphere. A number of factors affect the

attenuation of insolation in the atmosphere and thus reduce the fraction reaching the

earth's surface. Insolation can be absorbed by gases such as ozone, oxygen, carbon

dioxide, and water vapor as well as particulates and is further attenuated by Rayleigh
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scattering from atmospheric molecules and mie scattering from particulates (including

ice particles and water droplets) [19,86]. The probability of being absorbed or

scattered is a function of path length (often referred to as effective air mass) -- a longer

path length increases the probability of absorption or scattering. One factor affecting

path length is the sun's angle of incidence. The angle of incidence, and consequently

path length, is greater near sunrise or sunset or in winter.

2.1.3 Types of Insolation

The typical measurement of insolation at ground level provides global or total radiation

which needs to be divided into direct and diffuse components [85]. Direct radiation is

collimated, is capable of casting a shadow, and can be concentrated by focusing by

means of a reflector or lens. It is that portion of extraterrestrial radiation which reaches

the ground after minimal interaction with the atmosphere. Diffuse radiation is

dispersed or reflected by the earth's atmosphere and is not collimated [17]. Diffuse

radiation is caused by Rayleigh and mie scattering. Factors which effect diffuse

radiation include: (a) pathlength, a geometric quality which is a function of time of day

and day of the year, and climatic factors such as (b) cloudiness, (c) atmospheric

turbidity, and (d) multiple reflections between the earth's surface and the sky. Of these,

cloudiness affects diffuse radiation the most [52].

2.1.4 Tmes of Measurements

There are many stations in the world where horizontal global and diffuse radiation data

are recorded, but their distribution is far too sparse to provide useful input data for
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every specified location [56]. Often the only measurement available is sunshine

duration -- more sites measure this parameter than global radiation [12]. For some sites,

only data from routinely recorded meteorological parameters such as relative humidity,

cloud amount, cloud type and visibility (a measure of atmospheric turbidity) are

available [19]. Finally, in many remote or sparsely populated areas, no measurements

of any type are taken.

2.1.5 Insolation Models

Obviously, the ideal situation is where both global and diffuse insolation are measured.

Often this is not the case, and either or both of these parameters must be derived from

available data. A large number of insolation models were evaluated with the objective

being to find one, or at most a few, which could be applied using a minimum of

measured data.

Typical correlations for estimating horizontal global radiation fall into three categories

[56]. The first, the Angstrom-type correlation, can be expressed in two ways. The first

form expresses monthly average global radiation (H) as a function of the number of

bright sunshine hours. That is:

(2.1-10)

Where: H =monthly average global radiation (W/m2)

He =perfectly clear day horizontal insolation (W/m2)

a and b are empirical coefficients

ii = monthly average number of instrument-
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Nd = average day length (hours)

n=n2
= :E .2.. cos-1 (- tan(LA) tan(DE»/ (n, - n2)

15

(2.1-11)

nl and n2 are day numbers at the beginning and

end of the month.

-Owing to the fact that He varies from site to site and with season and atmospheric

transmission at a given site, the first form of the Angstrom equation is often modified

to give the second form [12] which is based on extraterrestrial radiation on a horizontal

surface (Ho) and which can be easily computed using Equations (2.1-1) through (2.1-9).

(2.1-12)

The constants a and b are site dependent and vary with geographic location and climatic

conditions [56] and hence must be known for the particular location of interest The

magnitude of a depends on the type and thickness of clouds and b on the transmission

characteristics of a cloud-free atmosphere. Mani and Rangarajan [57] found that typical

values of a ranged from 0.14 to 0.54 and those of b, from 0.18 to 0.73. Lower values of

a were associated with higher values of b and vice versa. The variability of (a + b) was

much less than that of either a or b and assumed values in the range of 0.65 (for a moist

and turbid atmosphere) to 0.80 (for a dry and dust-free atmosphere).

Ma and Iqbal [56], based on their statistical comparison of various solar radiation
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correlations, recommended Rietveld's formulation (Equation (2.1-13» which they

claim is accurate anywhere in the world. They found that Rietveld's equation generally

yielded the best results in terms of deviation between calculated and measured values

for both short-term performance (expressed as root mean square error) and long-term

performance (expressed as mean bias error).

H/Ho =0.16 + 0.62 (nJNd)

The root mean square error (RMSE) is defined as:

RMSE = ([~ (Hi,calc - Hi,meas)2]/n) 1/2
1=1 I

Where: Hi,calc is the ith calculated value

Hi,meas is the ith measured value

(2.1-13)

(2.1-14)

The root mean square error test allows a term by term comparison of the actual

deviation between the calculated value and the measured value. However, a few large

errors can significantly increase the RMSE.

The mean bias error (MBE) is defmed as:

n

MBE = [L (Hi,calc - Hi,meas)]ln
i=1

(2.1-15)

A low MBE is desired. A positive (negative) value gives the average amount of over

(under-) estimation in the calculated. One drawback of this test is that over-estimation

of an individual observation will cancel under-estimation in a separate observation.

It should be noted that only relatively high latitude stations were used in Reitveld's
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analysis. However, if the relationship is accurate anywhere in the world (as Ma and

Iqbal claim), its use would greatly simplify calculations.

The second type of correlation takes meteorological parameters into account. Ma and

Iqbal [56], based on their analysis of a number of correlations, recommended one

developed by Hay. This correlation is site-independent. However, it should be noted

that the following values assigned to Pa and Pc are based on Canadian conditions only

and the coefficients in Equation (2.1-16) are derived on the basis of these values.

- --H/Ho =[0.1572 + 0.5566 (n/Nj)]!

(1- P [Pa (~!Nj) + Pc(l- ~j)] l

Where: P =monthly average ground albedo

Pa =cloudless sky albedo (assumed to be 0.25)

Pc = cloud albedo (assumed to be 0.6)

Nj =modified day length which excludes the

fraction during which the solar zenith

angle is greater than 850 . Hay

introduced this modified day length

because the Campbell-Stokes sunshine

recorder employed by most meteorological

networks does not function when the

solar altitude is less than 50.

={cos-1 [(cos 850 - sin(LA) sin(DE))j

(cos(LA) cos(DE))] In.5

17
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The third type of correlation uses total cloud cover data (also called sky cover) which

are more numerous and, in some instances, geographically better distributed than

sunshine data [56]. This type of correlation has the general form:

H!Ho=a- bC

Where: C =the monthly average fraction of the

daytime sky obscured by clouds

(2.1-18)

A quadratic equation was developed by Black using data from many parts of the world

and is presented by Ma and Iqbal [56].

HtHo = 0.803 - 0.340 C - 0.458 C2; C<0.8 (2.1-19)

In his analysis of several bulk transmissivity models, Carroll [19] found that cloud

effects were the most difficult to model realistically because they have such a large

variability. This may account, in part, for Black's correlation having the largest errors

of the three correlations presented here (Reitveld, Hay and Black).

Focusing or concentrating collectors require values for direct beam radiation. In the

absence of measurements, direct beam can be estimated directly from the global

component or indirectly from the difference between global and estimated diffuse

components [12]. Correlations for estimating hourly diffuse radiation belong to two

general types. The first is of the form:
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(2.1-20)

Where: iidfH =monthly average diffuse fraction

(2.1-21)

Where: KT =average monthly clearness index

For correlations of this form, the only input variable required is the measured monthly

average horizontal insolation. Ma and Iqbal [56] evaluated and compared several

correlations of this form (Liu and Jordan; Page; Iqbal; CoIlares-Pereira and Rabl; and

Erbs, Klein and Duffie). Of these, Page's generally gave the best results -- errors were

lower and it is a very simple equation. Based on data from ten widely spaced sites

between 4QON and 4QOS latitude, Page recommended:

HeJIH =1.00 - 1.13 KT (2.1-22)

The second form of diffuse radiation correlation expresses the fraction Hd/H as a

function of bright sunshine hours per day. Most of the above diffuse radiation

correlations require the use of measured global radiation data. Iqbal attempted to

rearrange the second form to develop an equation independent of measured data (other

than sunshine duration). Unfortunately, this approach gives the poorest results of the

diffuse radiation correlations evaluated.

Other global and diffuse radiation correlations were rejected for one or more of the
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claimed; (2) they were based on data from only a few stations; or (3) they required

additional input data which are not often available. Rejected correlations included

those by Ogelman et al. [63], Bird [13], Hay [56], Vignola et al. [92], Skartviet and

Olseth [85], Mani and Rangarajan [57], the SOLMET clear sky model as discussed by

Powell [69], and bulk transmissivity models as discussed by Carroll [19].

As stated before, the ideal situation would be where both global and diffuse radiation

measurements are available. Often this is not the case. Each of the proposed

correlations has some deficiencies. However, the order of preference, based on the

accuracy of the calculated data and simplicity of the correlation selected, would appear

to be: (1) global insolation data; (2) sunshine duration (with H derived from Equation

(2.1-13»; (3) meteorological parameters (with H derived from Equation (2.1-16»; and

(4) cloud cover (with H derived from Equation (2.1-19». Then the fraction of diffuse

radiation can be determined using Page's diffuse radiation correlation (Equation (2.1

22».

Finally, in the absence of any measured data, use of data from nearby measurement

sites or from measurement sites with a similar climate and geographic location may

have to be used. The less accurate the input data, the less accurate the results of the

insolation model will be. This fact must be recognized when evaluating the results of

preliminary designs using this model. A [mal system design and operation will require

at least short-term on-site insolation measurements with correlations with nearly long

term insolation measurement stations.
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2.2 AbsOll'tion of Solar Radiation

Solar radiation incident on a solar pond can be reflected, transmitted or absorbed. The

direct and diffuse components of this incident radiation are generally treated separately.

Figure 3 is a cross-sectional diagram of radiation incident upon a solar pond (in this

case with a diffusely reflecting bottom).

o
z\ -----------4:...+-~-------_I_+_------

Z~-------------4--=..---+-----=.-------

!

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of a solar pond with a diffusely reflecting bottom.

2.2.1 Surface Reflection

Reflection from the water (or other fluid) surface is generally assumed to be specular

(in which the incident and reflected radiation are at the same polar angle and azimuthal

angles differ by 180 degrees). Surface roughness has been found to have little effect on

surface reflectance, at least up to a wind speed of 15.4 mlsec (34.4 mph) [21, 92]. If the

upper fluid surface is smooth, or only slightly turbulent, then the fraction of direct

radiation reflected from the surface will be given by Fresnel's equation [6]:
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1 hin2 (ai - ar> + tan2 (ai - ar> \

2 \sin2 (ai + ar> tan2 (9i + ar)} (2.2-1)

Where: ai = angle of incidence (degrees)

ar = angle of refraction (degrees)

2.2.2 Tx:ansmission

Only a small fraction of the incident radiation is reflected back to the atmosphere from

the air-water interface. Figure 4 shows the magnitude of the Fresnel reflection (p) as a

function of the incident angle (ai). For example, less than 3 percent of the direct

incident radiation is reflected at incident angles of 45 degrees, or less. Reflection is

relatively higher (greater than 13 percent) for incident angles of 70 degrees, or more.

However, only a small fraction of the average daily insolation occurs at these larger

incident angles which occur close to sunrise or sunset. The remaining fraction of the

incident solar radiation is refracted into the water according to Snell's Law:

sin ai = sin ar
nl I1{j

Where: no = refractive index of air

nl =refractive index of water (or other fluid)

(2.2-2)

Strictly speaking, the refractive index (n) is a function of wavelength. However, for

water, the refractive index varies by less than 3 percent over the wavelength range

0.3 - 1.61lm [21].
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2.2.3 Attenuation

As the refracted solar radiation propagates through the water, it is attenuated (scattered

and absorbed) [94]. The principal causes of scattering in natural waters are biological

organisms and suspended particles. Water molecules are a minor source of scattering

(-7 percent in very clean natural waters) [21J. Hull [41] states that, in most cases, the

presence of biological organisms and suspended solids are the main cause of poorer

transmission of radiation in solar ponds than that in clean water or brine.

Cengel and Ozisik [21] and Viskanta and Toor [94] have found that scattering in both

pure and natura! waters is peaked in the forward direction (i.e., the direction of

refracted radiation). The analysis can be greatly simplified if it is assumed that all of

the radition is scattered in the forward direction. However, this approach may not

adequately represent diffuse radiation.

2.2.4 Abso1]Jtion

Absorption of radiation in a transparent medium is a complex, but strong, function of

wavelength and optical path length. The decrease in intensity can be described

assuming that the attenuation is proportional to the local intensity of the radiation. For

example, if IA,(x) is the monochromatic radiation at wavelength A, after radiation has

traveled a distance x, the change in the intensity of the incident radiation can be

described by Bouger's Law [51]:

-dIA,(X) = IA,(x) JlA dx
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Where: dIA.(x) =change in the intensity of the

monochromatic radiation in the

incremental distance dx (W1m2)

IA.(x) =local intensity of the monochromatic

radiation (w/m2)

J.1A. =the monochromatic extinction

coefficient at the wavelength (m-1)

dx . =the incremental distance

(pathlength) traveled (m)

The above equation can be integrated over the optical pathlength (L) under

consideration to yield the remaining monochromatic radiation at a given depth (z):

IA.(L) =IA.,o e-u A. L

Where: IA.(L) =local intensity of monochromatic

radiation at depth z (W/m2)

IA.,o =incident radiation penetrating the

air-water interface (W1m2)

='t 10

't =transmission coefficient

=1 - p(ai)

10 =radiation incident on surface (W/m2)

L =z/cos ar (m)
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2.2.5 Absomtion Equations

The incident solar radiation is composed of a spectrum of wavelengths with associated

extinction coefficients which must be determined for the transparent medium under

consideration. In order to simplify the analysis, researchers have taken three basic

approaches [6]: (1) divide the spectrum into a finite number of spectral wavelength

bands and assign an average extinction coefficient to each of the bands, (2) fitting of

simple analytic functions, and (3) specifying a single extinction coefficient.

2.2.5.1 Multi-part Transmission Functions

The first approach is represented by the following relationship:

k
I(z) =10 't [ L ni exp (-ui L) ]

i=1

Where: I(z) =fraction of incident radiation (10)

remaining at depth z (Wjm2)

ni =fraction of incident radiation

in wavelength band i

~i =extinction coefficient for

wavelength band i (rrr l)

L =path length (m)

(2.2-5)

The quantity in brackets on the right hand side of Equation (2.2-5) is often referred to as

the radiation transmission function (h(z».

For example, Rabl and Nielsen [70] used a four-part transmission function. They
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divided the spectrum into four wavelength bands over the range of 0.2 - 1.2 urn,

determined the fraction of incident radiation in each wavelength band, and assigned an

average extinction coefficient to each band, These data are presented in Table 2.

The sum of nl through n4 in Table 2 (as developed by Rabl and Nielsen) is 0.776. This

represents only 77.6 percent of the refracted incident radiation. The balance, 22.4

percent, represents long-wave infrared radiation with a wavelength greater than 1.2 um

which is quickly absorbed within the first few centimeters of water. Water is

practically opaque to radiation with a wavelength greater than l um. A fifth average

extinction coefficient has been added to Table 2 to account for this remaining radiation.

Table 2. Multipart transmission functions.

Babl and Nielsen Model Hull Model

i ~ ~ ~i i Il; ~

1 0.237 0.032 0.2 - 0.6 JlII1 I 0.190 20.0

2 0.193 0.45 0.6 - 0.75 2 0.230 1.75

3 0.167 3.0 0.75 -0.9 3 0.301 0.0656

4 0.179 35.0 0.9 - 1.2 4 0.141 0.0102

----------------- -------------
5 0.224 260 > 1.2

Hull [34] divided the spectrum into 40 wavelength bands over the region from 0.3125 

1.3125 um using newer absorption data. Hull also fitted a four-part function to his 40-
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part spectrum. No attempt was made to divide the spectrum into four wavelength

bands. Hull's coefficients are also shown in Table 2.

Rabl and Nielsen's model predicted that about 36 percent of the incident radiation

reaches a depth of 1 meter. Actual measurements in the Dead Sea show that only about

28 percent reaches this depth [6]. The corresponding value predicted by Hull's model

is 46 percent, which is about 10 percent greater than the Rabl and Nielsen model.

Hull's data agree well with spectral transmission measurements made in very pure

natural waters [35]. The primary difference in transmission values between these

models and natural waters appears to be scattering by suspended particulate matter (the

effect of colorless dissolved salts is negligible). Rabl and Nielsen's model appears to

provide a more conservative prediction of radiation transmission which is closer to that

of natural waters.

2.2.5.2 Fitted Analytic Functions

A second approach, which is often used to simplify solar pond modeling, involves

fitting modeled (using the multi-part transmisson function approach) or measured

radiation transmission data to a simple analytic function. For example, Bryant and

Colbeck [18] use a simple fit to the Rabl and Nielsen model of the following.form:

h(z) =a - b In(L)

Where: a = 0.73 with L in centimeters

(0.36 with L in meters)

b = 0.08

28
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Hull [35] has also fitted his 40-part model to an equation of the form:

h(z) = 0.727 - 0.056In(lOO L) (with L in meters)

fitted equation to Hull's 40-part transmission function are shown in Figure 5.

(2.2-7)

Some investigators (e.g., the Tybout relationship as discussed by Lowry and Johnson

[55]) have developed empirical relationships to describe radiation transmission. Use of

empirical equations derived from measurements made in a few solar ponds, or only a

single solar pond, do not appear to be applicable when the desired goal is to develop a

general model of solar pond performance.

2.2.5.3 Single Extinction Coefficients

The third approach involves an attempt to fit the radiation transmission function to a

single average extinction coefficient of the general form:

I(z) =10 e JlL (2.2-8)

This approach is unsatisfactory, as large errors can result As stated previously,

absorption is a strong function of wavelength. Therefore, an approach which divides

the spectrum into a number of wavelength bands has proven to be more accurate.
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2.2.6 Bottom Reflection

Some of the incident radiation is able to penetrate all the way to the bottom of the solar

pond. Some of this radiation is absorbed there and the remainder is reflected. This

reflection is generally assumed to be diffuse. That is, the incoming radiation is

scattered in all directions [21, 37,44,49,94]. This is a reasonable assumption because

the solar pond bottom is often covered with rough-textured dirt and salt crystals [37].

Radiation reflected from the bottom is transmitted upward. Some of this radiation is

absorbed before it reaches the surface. A portion is reflected back downward from the

water-air interface and the remainder escapes to the atmosphere. Multiple reflections

occur at the bottom and at the water-air interface and in the case of fluids with different

refractive indices, at the fluid interfaces. It is very important to take these multiple

reflections into account in solar pond modeling.

Based on their calculations, a number of investigators [37, 44, 49] have found that an

increase in bottom reflectivity leads to a decrease in solar pond efficiency. The strong

effect of bottom reflectivity on solar pond efficiency is a function of the relatively weak

absorption of radiation in water (after the first few centimeters) [49]. Kooi [49] and

Hull [37] state that if bottom reflectivity is sufficiently high, instabilities can be created

which can ultimately lead to the destruction of both the salt and temperature gradients.

This effect is particularly disastrous for shallower ponds. Typical reflectivities are 0.14

for soil, 0.30 for dead leaves, and 0.5 - 0.7 for salt crystals [37].

2.2.7 Treatment of Incident Diffuse Radiation

Most textbooks and solar pond investigators treat diffuse radiation as isotropic. Other
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investigators claim that, owing to the strong forward scattering effect of aerosols,

diffuse radiation should be treated as anisotropic [31]. Uncertainties and difficulties in

handling diffuse radiation have led many investigators to neglect diffuse radiation

altogether or to treat it as direct radiation with some modifications [6].

For example, Rabl and Nielsen [70] did not find it necessary to distinguish between

direct and diffuse radiation. They assumed that the slightly lower absorptive losses due

to a shift in the spectrum of diffuse radiation towards shoner wavelengths is balanced

by slightly higher reflective losses. Hull [35] postulated that on clear or hazy days, a

significant fraction of diffuse radiation is emitted in parts of the sky close to the sun

and is only slightly scattered with a spectral composition not too different from that of

the direct component of radiation. As a result, for calculational purposes, Hull assumed

that diffuse radiation was anisotropic and treated it as direct radiation.

Proper treatment of diffuse radiation, albeit difficult, is important in solar pond

analysis. Gueymard [31] has stated that a significant part of the differences in

predicted perfo:mance of solar thermal systems could be attributed to differences in the

radiation models they used. He further stated that these differences were due to the

models' treatment of diffuse radiation.

2.2.8 Governing Equations for Transmission and Absomtion of Solar Radiation
in Solar Ponds

Governing equations for the transmission and absorption of solar radiation in solar

ponds are developed and presented in Appendix A. Equations are presented for the

reflection, absorption and transmission of the direct component of incident radiation in

a single fluid solar pond and for solar ponds with multiple fluid layers with both
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specularly and diffusely reflecting bottoms. Similar equations are also presented for

the diffuse component of incident radiation.

2.3 Energy Balance

The input of energy into a solar pond from insolation has been discussed in

considerable detail in Section 2.2 and in Appendix A. The present section will discuss

the remaining components of the energy balance equation. These components include

surface heat losses (due to heat conduction from the storage zone through the non

convecting zone and subsequent radiation, surface convection, and evaporation), bottom

and side heat losses (due to heat conduction into the soil) and heat removal for various

applications. Other energy flows to the pond surface occur due to addition of makeup

water, precipitation, and use of the surface layer for heat rejection.

2.3.1 Governing Energy Balance Equation

The following differential equation must be solved for the simulation of heat transfer

processes in the solar pond [76].

(2.3-1)

Where: p =fluid density (kg/m3)

Cp =specific heat of the fluid (J/kg_OC)

T =temperature (OC)

t =time (sec)

z =vertical coordinate (m)
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K =coefficient of thermal conductivity of

the fluid (WIm-OC)

Qi = source of thermal energy (insolation +

advective heat fluxes to surface layer) (w/m3)

Qo =removal rate of thermal energy (heat losses + heat

removal for various applications) (W/m3)

Equation (2.3~1) can be integrated twice to give T(z) with the derived constants

evaluated by applying appropriate boundary conditions. If the pond is divided into a

number of horizontal layers, the heat distribution in each layer can be solved using an

explicit finite difference method. It should be noted that some of the terms in the heat

balance equation are applicable only in certain layers.

The quantity, Qi, represents the heat source term.

Qi =Qi,i + Qi,a (2.3-2)

Where: Qi,i =source of thermal energy due to insolation (W/m3)

o
=As I Jh(z,t)dz (W/m3)

zb

(2.3-3)

As =surface area of pond (m2)

I =insolation incident on pond surface (W/m2)

h(z,t) =fraction of insolation reaching

given depth z as a function of time

zb =depth of pond bottom (m)
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Qi,a = source of thermal energy due to advective

heat fluxes to surface layer (W)

=mmuw Cp,muw (Tmuw - Ts)

+ mppt Cp,ppt (Tppt - Ts)

+ tTIcw Cp,cw (Tcw - Ts) (W) (2.3-4)

mmuw =mass flow rate of makeup water (kg/sec)

Cp,muw =heat capacity of makeup water (Jlkg-OC)

Tmuw =temperature of makeup water (OC)

.
mppt =mass flow rate of precipitation (kg/sec)

Cp,ppt =heat capacity of precipitation (J/kg_OC)

(Note: for snow, sleet or hail,

sensible and latent heats must be accounted for)

Tppt

mew

Cp,cw

Tcw

=temperature of precipitation (OC)

=mass flow rate of cooling water (kg/sec)

=heat capacity of cooling water (J/kg_OC)

=temperature of cooling water (OC)

(Note: it is assumed that makeup

water, precipitation and cooling

water are completely mixed into the

upper convecting zone.)

The quantity, Qo, represents heat removal from the solar pond due to heat losses and

useful heat removal. Qo is composed of a number of components:

Qo =Qrad + Qconv + Qevap

+ Qbhl + Qshl + Qrem
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Where: <had =radiation heat loss from surface (W)

Qconv =convection heat loss from surface (W)

Qevap =evaporation heat loss from surface (W)

Qbhl =bottom heat loss (W)

Qshl =side heat loss (W)

<hem =useful heat removal (W)

2.3.2 Surface Heat Losses

Heat losses from the surface of the pond can occur through convection, radiation and

evaporation. In a salt gradient solar pond the non-convecting zone acts as an insulator.

One meter of non-convecting water is almost equivalent to 6 em of styrofoam [70].

Perturbations of the non-convecting zone affect its insulating ability. Floating baffles

or cellular structures can reduce the effects of wind. Their use can add significantly to

the overall cost, but the value of increased performance and availability may outweigh

these added costs.

Reducing wind effects can also result in reduced evaporation heat losses. Evaporation

and other surface heat losses can be further reduced through the use of various types of

covers. However, Fynn and Short [29] report that covers have generally been found to

be detrimental to salt gradient solar pond performance. They found that a cover adds

very little insulation and reduces radiation transmitted to the storage zone by up to 25

percent, or more. Single and double supported covers and floating covers were

evaluated. They found that a floating silicone fluid cover was best (of the types of

covers considered in their study) for evaporation control. Another feature of the
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silicone fluid was that it held dust, bugs, and other debris which could be removed by

mechanical filtering. Additional research in this area was recommended. Bathen [9]

has found that other, less expensive oils are equally effective. However, Tabor [88] has

stated that attempts to reduce evaporative heat loss by oil layers or monomolecular

layers above have not been successful due to the effect of wind removing the layer and

at best have increased temperatures by only a few degrees.

In another, similar approach, Ortabasi et al. [65] used a thin layer of oil (1-5 em)

contained within an open honeycomb structure to replace the non-convecting zone.

Claimed advantages of this concept are a significant decrease in absorption of solar

radiation in the oil (20 percent vs, 50 percent in a salt gradient solar pond) and therefore

an increase in amount of energy which reaches the storage zone.

2.3.2.1 Radiation Heat Loss

Radiation heat loss occurs due to the emission of long and short wavelength radiation

from the surface of the pond and assumes that the solar pond surface acts like a black

body radiator [7]. The relationship generally used for radiation heat loss [5, 46, 66]

utilizes the typical pond surface and sky emissivities over the temperature range of

interest and is further simplified by linearization. Kishore and Joshi [46] use the

following relationship:

Qrad =E 0" [(TS + 273)4 - (Tsky + 273)4] As

= hr (Ts-Tsky) As

Where: Qrad =radiation heat loss (W)
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I:: =emissivity of surface

0" =Stephan-Boltzman constant (W/m2-OK4)

T s = surface temperature (OC)

T sky = sky temperature (OC)

As =surface area of the pond (m2)

hr =radiation heat transfer coefficient

(W/m2..oC)

After linearization, hr, can beexpressed as:

hr = I:: 0" [(Ts + 273)2 + (Tsky + 273)2] [Ts + Tsky + 546]

and the sky temperature, Tsky, can beexpressed as:

(2.3-7)

(2.3-8)(Tsky + 273) = (Ta + 273) (O.55+O.061jP;')O.25

Where: T a = ambient <ill' temperature (OC)

Pa = partial pressure of water vapor in the air (mmHg)

2.3.2.2 Convection Heat Loss

Convection heat loss from the surface is a function of the wind speed and the

temperature difference between the solar pond surface and the ambient air. An

equation of the following form is typically used:

Qconv =he (Ts-Ta) As
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Where: he =convection heat transfer coefficient (W/m2_oC)

Ts =solar pond surface temperature (0C)

Ta = ambient air temperature (OC)

As =surface area of the pond (m2)

Many simplified solar pond models assume that the surface temperature of the solar

pond is always equal to the ambient air temperature (which varies sinusoidally both

daily and annually). Solar pond surface temperature is actually a function of sky

temperature, the ambient air temperature, air humidity, wind velocity, insolation (about

one-half is absorbed in the upper convecting zone), and the amount of heat conducted

upward through the non-convecting zone.

The convection heat transfer coefficient has been approximated by a variety of

empirically derived equations. For example, Atkinson [7] has used the following

equation:

he =0.255 f(Uz}

Where: 0.255 is an empirically-derived constant

f(Uz) =wind speed function which depends

on the wind speed measured at a height z

Atkinson chose a formula in which:

f(Uz) =3.75 U2
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Where: U2 =wind speed measured at height z =2m (m/sec)

Alcone [5] uses a convection heat transfer coefficient which as a function of wind

speed and the ambient air pressure:

hc =0.0041 U Paa

Where: U = wind speed (m/sec)

Paa=ambient air pressure (kPa)

(2.3-12)

Finally, Kishore and Joshi [46] have used the following formula for the convection heat

transfer coefficient:

hc =5.7 + 3.8 U (w/m 2-oC) (2.3-13)

At typical wind speeds (1-10 m/sec) and at 1 atmosphere (101.325 kPa) these

relationships vary by an order of magnitude. The Alcone relationship produces the

smallest values, and that of Kishore and Joshi [46], the largest. However, the latter

relationship provides values which are within the range of typical values given by

Kreith [50]. Therefore a reasonable estimate of Qconv is given by:

Qconv =(5.7 + 3.8 U) (Ts - Ta) As (W) (2.3-14)

2.3.2.3 Evaporation Heat Loss

Evaporation heat loss constitutes the largest fraction of total surface heat loss [64], and
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consists of two components -- latent heat loss due to evaporation and sensible heat loss

of water lost by evaporation [66]. According to Kishore and Joshi [46], evaporation

heat loss is a function of the partial pressures of water vapor and the wind convection

coefficient given in Equation (2.3-14) above, and can be expressed as:

Qevap =( A. hc ) (Ts - Ta> (Ps - Pa) As
~.6 Cs Pt

(W) (2.3-15)

Where: A. =,latent heat of evaporation of water (kJ/kg)

Ps =vapor pressure of water at the surface

temperature, Ts (mmHg)

Pa =partial pressure of water vapor in

the ambient air (mmHg)

Cs =humid heat capacity of air (kJ/kg_OC)

Pt =atmospheric pressure (mmHg)

As =surface area of pond (m2)

The Antionne equation [46] relates the vapor pressure of water at the surface, Ps, to the

surface temperature, Ts:

Ps(T) =exp (18.403 - 3885)
r, + 230

(mmHg) (2.3-16)

The partial pressure of water vapor in the air, Pa, can be calculated as follows:

Pa = (RH) exp (18.403 - 3885 )
Ta + 230

(mmHg) (2.3-17)

Where: RH =relative humidity, which is the ratio of PaJPs(Ta)
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2.3.2.4 Total Surface Heat Loss

The total surface heat loss, Qsh, is then:

Qsh =hr (Ts - Tsky) As + hc (Ts - Ta) As

+ I Ahe ) (Ps·Pa) As
\i.6 Cs Pt

2.3.3 Bottom and Side Heat Losses

(W) (2.3-18)

Heat loss through the bottom and sides of a solar pond can occur through conduction

and, in the case of brine leakage, heat and mass transfer. Brine leakage results in salt

loss, as well as heat, and can be minimized through the use of a liner or other sealing

method. A leak detection system consisting of a grid of conductivity probes is useful in

detecting and subsequently repairing leaks.

Conduction losses through the bottom and sides of the pond will be increased where

soil is poorly drained on the ground water level is high. Conduction losses can be high

even in normally dry, well-drained soil during periods of high precipitation. This

happened to the Alice Springs, Australia solar pond after a monsoon [30].

Insulation of the pond bottom and sides is feasible, but commercially available

materials are expensive. The use of naturally available materials with low thermal

conductivities, such as coarse sands or pumice pebbles, when available can be used.

These materials must be kept dry for maximum effect
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Heat losses to the ground are the second largest solar pond heat loss component.

Typical assumptions used in simplified solar pond models include: (1) an infinite (or

at least very large in horizontal dimensions) solar pond which implies that edge effects

or heat losses through the sides are negligible in comparison to those through the

bottom (i.e., exposed area of the sides is much less than that of the bottom); (2) ground

heat losses occur by conduction only; and (3) the use of constant soil properties which

ignore soil composition, moisture content, and coupled heat and moisture transport

phenomena. As a consequence, these simplified models have often tended to

underestimate ground heat losses. Leboeuf [53] states that actual ground heat losses are

often more than twice what would occur based on simple theory. Such underestimation

of ground heat losses may have also affected evaluations of the cost-effectiveness of

using insulation to reduce these losses.

Heat losses through the sides of solar pond can be significant, especially for smaller

solar ponds. Heat losses through the sides may be twice as large per unit area as those

through the bottom. Elhadidy and Nimmo [24] used a finite difference numerical

analysis of the two-dimensional, unsteady heat conduction equation to evaluate ground

heat loss in finite solar ponds. In this analysis, they considered: (1) different thermal

properties for soil adjacent to the bottom and sides of the solar pond; (2) various solar

pond lower convecting zone thicknesses; and (3) various ratios of pond depth to half

width and radii for rectangular and axisymmetric shapes, respectively. They found that

the ratio of temperature response of finite ponds to that of infinite ponds varies non

linearly with the ratio of pond depth (or half width), contrary to previous suggestions.

They also demonstrated that this temperature ratio depends on the surrounding soil

properties and on the lower convecting zone thickness.
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In their study of ground heat losses from a solar pond in the presence of moving ground

water, Bober and Duyar [15] found that at low Peclet numbers (a dimensionless group

used to determine chemical reaction similitude for scale-up and which incorporates heat

capacity, density, fluid velocity, and other pertinent physical parameters), side heat

losses represented a significant portion of the total ground heat loss. Nelson et al. [59]

also studied, via a computer model, the effects of high soil moisture (and ground water)

on solar pond performance and found that their presence can cause significant heat loss.

Bober [14] and Bober and Duyar [15] studied the effects of ground heat losses from a

solar pond in the presence of moving ground water under steady-state conditions. Their

studies found that the ground heat loss rate significantly increases as the water table

moved closer to the pond bottom. At water table levels close to the pond bottom, the

heat loss rate increased significantly with increasing Peclet numbers. In their

parametric study of solar ponds, Wang and Akbarzadeh [95] considered the effect of

ground heat losses, and concluded that with wet soil, especially if the ground water

level is high, the solar pond should be thermally insulated. Davis et al. [22] used two

computer models to investigate the performance of bottom insulation relative to

reducing earth-coupled ground heat losses in solar ponds. Model results showed that as

much as 20% of the incident insolation may be lost to conductive earth-coupling, unless

the bottom is insulated.

Early solar pond models underestimated or neglected ground heat losses [55]. A

problem with early experimental solar ponds in the U.S. was high, unexpected ground

heat loss due to moist but unsaturated soils [38,41]. At the Ein Boqek solar pond in

Israel the actual efficiency was only 11%. An efficiency of 18% had been expected.
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Tabor [88] attributes this efficiency difference to moving ground water beneath the

pond. He speculates that saturated soil led to a heat pipe effect due to formation of

water vapor and rapid heat transfer.

2.3.3.1 Governing Equations for Ground Heat Loss

A simplified, one-dimensional heat conduction model is often applied to calculate

ground heat losses, The governing equation is:

Kg ~T(z,t) = Pg Cg BT(z,t)
Bz2 Bt

(2.3-19)

Where: Kg =thermal conductivity of the ground (W/m-OC)

T(z.t) =temperature distribution in the

pond at a point specified by z at time t (OC)

Pg =density of the ground (kg/m3)

Cg =specific heat of the ground (J/kg_OC)

According to Hull [39], most ground heat loss models treat the earth below the pond as

a semi-infinite plane or a slab placed between the pond and a constant-temperature heat

sink. The first case is equivalent to a water table with zero flow. The second case is

equivalent to an infinite flow rate. The actual condition is somewhat between these,

with a finite ground water flow.

In this analysis, Hull neglected edge affects and horizontal heat conduction. Both

steady-state and time-dependent solutions were presented. He found that: (1) before

steady state is achieved, the ground heat loss may be significantly higher than the
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steady-state value and (2) if the time required to reach steady state is a large fraction of

the useful life of the pond, the average ground heat loss over the life of the pond may be

unacceptably high for economic viability.

Rezachek [73] used a three-dimensional, steady-state, finite-difference heat conduction

model to determine surface and ground heat losses from a solar pond. This model

evaluated the sensitivity of heat losses to variations in ambient air temperature, lower

convecting (storage) zone temperature, pond size and aspect ratio, thickness of ground

heat sink zone, solar pond depth, and thermal conductivity of the ground. The

following observations were made:

1. As expected, surface heat losses were much greater than heat losses through

the sides and bottom;

2. Surface heat losses were inversely proportional to the thickness of the non

convecting zone;

3. Ground heat losses were directly proportional to the thermal conductivity of

the ground;

4. Ground heat losses were directly proportional to the temperature difference

between the storage zone and the ground heat sink;

5. The ratio of specific side heat losses to specific bottom heat losses (w/m2)

approached 2:1;

6. Total ground heat losses were virtually independent of solar pond shape (i.e.,

aspect ratio = length/width);

7. Specific total ground heat loss decreases as the thickness of the ground heat

sink increases; and

8. Ground heat loss, as a fraction of total heat loss,
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significantly decreases as the solar pond size increases.

In another study conducted by Hull et al. [38], an attempt was made to determine the

dependence of conduction ground heat loss upon solar pond size and perimeter

insulation. A number of numerical simulations involving steady state heat loss from

circular or square ponds, were conducted. The results were used to derive coefficients

for a semi-empirical equation describing ground heat loss as a function of pond bottom

area, pond perimeter length, and for various proposed insulation strategies. The

equation derived was validated using data from the 400 m2 Ohio State University solar

pond. Good agreement was achieved. They also claim that most of the results are

general and should be readily adaptible to solar ponds of any size or shape in any

geographic location.

Their semi-empirical equation is of the form:

Qghl = a A + ~ P (W1m2)

Where: a and ~ are coefficients to be determined

A =pond bottom area (m2)

P =pond perimeter length (m)

(Note: for sloping walls, both A and P are

calculated using the radius or length of

side at the bottom of the pond.)

(2.3-20)

Figure 6 shows calculated values of a and f3 for selected pond configurations. It should

be noted that these coefficients are for heat loss from the storage zone only. Also, since
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Configuration

2 /

3_1

4

2.22

2.20

2.21

2.22

IHW/m)

54.8

36.1

40.4

53.6

Pond Shape

Circular

Circular

Circular

Square

Notes: Temperature difference between pond and heat sink is 4O"C. Soil thermal
conductivity is 1.0 W/m°C. Distance from pond bottom to the bottom of the
earth heat sink zone is 18 m,

Vertical insulation consisting of a 20 em thick slab of insulation with a thermal
conductivity of 0.034 W/mOC is shown by the cross-hatched area.

Figure 6. Coefficients for ground heat loss from solar pond storage zones.
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side heat losses include heat loss from a portion of the pond bottom near the walls, they

are not directly comparable to specific side heat loss calculated by other investigators.

Hull et al. [38] made the following observations:

1. For small ponds, (R < 192 m), perimeter insulation can significantly reduce

heat loss from the storage zone;

2. Insulation of the pond walls is thermally more effective than perimeter

insulation on the surface of the ground around the pond;

3. Uninsulated sloping walls are approximately the thermal equivalent of vertical

walls with insulation and are significantly better than uninsulated vertical

walls with surface insulation;

4. The most thermally effective configuration involves insulating the walls and

an area of the pond bottom extending 4 m from the walls;

5. However, extending vertical wall insulation 1 m below the pond bottom is

almost as thermally effective and, ignoring installation expense, is the most

cost effective of all the insulation strategies;

6. Heat loss from uninsulated parts of the pond is essentially linear with thermal

conductivity;

7. Heat loss from insulated portions of the pond almost independent of soil

thermal conductivity;

8. Heat loss is insensitive to increases in the earth cylinder radius;

9. Both a and ~ are linearly dependent on the temperature difference between the

pond and the heat sink;

10. The value of a is directly proportional to the soil thermal conductivity and

inversely proportional to the distance between the pond bottom and the bottom
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of the ground heat sink zone;

11. The value of ~ is almost directly proportional to soil thermal conductivity;

12. From a ground heat loss consideration, circular ponds are thermally the most

efficient, providing a minimum perimeter for a given pond surface area;

13. Rectangular ponds have a larger perimeter but are usually less expensive to

construct; and

14. The values of a and ~ for square ponds are almost identical to those for

circular ponds.

A review of data presented in this study for various solar pond configurations indicates

that side heat loss from the solar pond storage zone increases only slightly as the

thickness of the storage zone is increased from 1 m to 2 m. Intuitively, one would

expect side heat loss to be linearly dependent on exposed area. Observation number 7

above is also curious. One would expect conduction heat losses from insulated portions

of the pond to be a function of the combined effects of soil and insulation resistance.

No explanations were provided for either of these observations. Finally, although Hull

et al. [38] concluded that sloping walls retain heat better than vertical walls, they did

not consider the increased pond surface area and resulting increases in surface heat loss

which may more than compensate for any decreases in bottom and side heat loss of

sloping walls.
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2.3.4 Heat Removal

2.3.4.1 Methods of Heat Removal

Heat can be extracted from a solar pond by a number of methods. Heat can be extracted

using an internal (located within the pond) or an external heat exchanger [78]. In an

internal heat exchanger, a heat transfer fluid such as glycol or water is used to extract

heat from the pond [40]. The most common method of heat extraction from solar

ponds, at present, involves pumping hot brine from one side of the storage zone,

transferring this heat to a secondary or working fluid using an out-of-pond heat

exchanger, and returning the cooler brine to the other side of the storage zone [29, 48].

This method of heat extraction has been used successfully in Israel at Ein Boqek for

electric power generation, and Wooster, Ohio for greenhouse heating [60].

2.3.4.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Heat Removal Methods

Each of these heat removal methods has its advantages and disadvantages [29, 40, 77,

78, 88]. Past attempts at using in-pond heat exchangers with salt gradient solar ponds

have experienced problems associated with the corrosive effects of the high

temperature, highly saline brine on heat exchanger materials. In addition, a large

quantity of heat and corrosion resistant material is required for the in-pond heat

exchanger.

The in-pond heat exchanger needs to be removed for maintenance and repair. In

addition, according to Bathen and Gupta [8] effective heat transfer within the pond

required convection which can lead to instabilities within the salt gradient. However,

in tests conducted with an inexpensive plastic (polypropylene) in-pond heat exchanger

at the 1,000 m2 Argonne National Laboratory research salt gradient solar pond, no
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detrimental effects on the gradient zone stability were observed during the test period

[38].

Use of an external heat exchanger also has some disadvantages. These include the need

to pump hot, corrosive brine and problems with corrosion of pumps and heat

exchangers which necessitates the use of more expensive corrosion-resistant materials

for these components. Another problem associated with selective fluid withdrawal for

heat extraction (and subsequent return) is the possible effects of flow-induced

turbulence on the stability of the gradient zone. However. use of properly designed

diffusers for extraction and return of brine can help to minimize or eliminate this

problem.

There are also a number of advantages associated with selective brine withdrawal from

a given layer. Diffusers associated with brine withdrawal and return can be used to

maintain. and correct instabilities in, the density gradient. Also, there is no decrease in

the available fluid temperature (as would occur with an in-pond heat exchanger and

secondary heat transfer fluid). Heat is available to the external heat exchanger at

maximum temperature. Some investigators have also claimed that return of cooler

brine to the pond bottom would lead to lower ground heat loss and therefore higher

solar pond efficiency.

2.3.4.3 Optimum Heat Extraction

In order to optimize overall solar pond performance, heat needs to beextracted at an

optimum temperature and flow rate. The optimum heat extraction point has been found

to be just below the non-convecting zone/lower convecting zone interface with a return
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near the bottom on the opposite end of the solar pond [77]. As reported by Savage [78],

Weinberger has determined that the optimum heat extraction rate is equal to the

radiation reaching the pond bottom. However, depending on the application, it may be

better to extract brine at some temperature other than the optimum temperature,

especially for conversion of thermal energy to mechanical or electrical energy.

Consequently, the optimum temperature and rate of heat extraction is site and

application dependent and must be determined on a case-by-case basis.

2.3.4.4 Govemin~ Eguation for Heat Extraction

The governing equation for heat extraction (Qrem) from the pond storage zone is:

Qrem =mbr Cp (Tbr,w - Tbr,r) (2.3-21)

Where:
.

mbr =mass flow rate of brine (kg/sec)

Cp =heat capacity of brine (J/kg_OC)

Thr,w = brine withdrawal temperature (OC)

Tbr~ =brine return temperature (OC)

2.3.5 Energy Stora~e

2.3.5.1 Governing Equation for Energy Stora~e

One of the principal advantages of a solar pond is that the lower convecting zone serves

as an energy storage zone. An excess (deficit) of energy input with respect to energy

output results in an increase (a decrease) in the amount of energy stored in the storage

zone. Since the thermal mass (energy storage capacity) of a solar pond is large, the
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diurnal variation in storage zone temperature is small (-10C) [48]. The

"instantaneous" change in the energy content of the storage zone can be expressed as:

p Cp Asz (zb - ZLCZ) BT54 =Qs,in - Qs,out
Bt

(2.3-22)

Where: p = density of storage zone brine (kg/m3)

Cp = heat capacity of storage zone brine (J/kg_OC)

Asz = effective cross-sectional area of storage zone (m2)

Zb = depth of bottom (m)

ZLCZ = depth to top of lower convecting (storage) zone (m)

Tsz = temperature of storage zone (OC)

Qs,in = energy input to storage zone (W)

Qs,out = energy output from storage zone (W)

Energy input to the storage zone, Qs,in, is from solar radiation absorbed there:

Qs,in = (h(ZLCZ) - h(zb» I Asz (2.3-23)

Where: h(zLcz) =fraction of insolation remaining at ZLCZ

h(zb) =fraction of insolation remaining at zb

I =incident solar radiation (W/m2)

Asz =effective cross-sectional area of storage zone (m2)

Energy output from the storage zone, Qs,out, is composed of bottom and side heat

losses (Qghl), heat loss due to conduction upward through the non-convection zone

(Qnhl), and heat removal (Qrem):
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Qs,out =Qghl +Qnhl + Qrem (W) (2.3-24)

and, Qnhl =Kw Asz (Tsz - Ts)

(ZLCZ - ZUCZ)

(W) (2.3-25)

Where: Qghl = heat loss through pond bottom and

sides of storage zone (W)

Qnhl = heat loss due to conduction through

the non-convecting zone (W)

Qrem = useful heat removal (W)

Kw = thermal conductivity of non-convecting

zone (W/m-OC)

Asz =effective cross-sectional area of

storage zone (m2)

Tsz =storage zone temperature (OC)

Ts = surface temperature (OC)

ZLCZ =depth to top of lower convecting

(storage) zone (m)

Zucz =depth to bottom of upper convecting zone (m)

2.3.6 Solar Pond Efficiency

2.3.6.1 Factors Affectin~ Solar Pond Efficiency

An excellent article by Fynn and Short [29] outlines important considerations in sizing

and construction of solar ponds. Several of these considerations are summarized here.

Pond depth and area affect performance. The surface area of the pond determines the
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amount of insolation to which the pond is exposed. Overall pond depth, storage zone

thickness, and clarity affect the solar radiation transmissivity, collection efficiency, and

the maximum temperature in the storage zone. The maximum temperature in the

storage zone is a function of the rate of heat removal as well as the heat collection rate.

A solar pond with a relatively thick storage zone (i.e., 2 - 5 m) has a higher collection

and storage efficiency (lower heat losses) and is able to store a larger quantity of heat

for longer periods of time. However, the maximum temperature is lower. This makes

deeper ponds more suitable for lower temperature applications such as space heating or

as a heat source for heat pumps. A shallower storage zone (0.3 - 1 m) increases the

maximum available temperature (to> 900C). Higher temperatures are required for

absorption air-conditioning and generation of electricity. However, heat losses are

higher and storage periods are shorter [8, 29, 82].

The thickness of the gradient zone (in an salt gradient solar pond) is also important. A

thinner non-convecting zone increases the amount of solar radiation which reaches the

storage zone, but reduces the amount of insulation which the non-convecting zone

provides -- leading to greater heat losses. Optimum storage zone and non-convecting

zone thicknesses are site and application dependent. Shah et al., [82] state that it is best

to optimize these parameters before establishing the required area.

2.3.6.2 Definitions of Solar Pond Efficiency

Solar pond thermal efficiency can be defined as useful energy collected (heat removal

plus changes in the energy stored in the storage zone) over a given period of time

divided by the total insolation for the area over that same period. The relationship can
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be expressed as follows:

11th =EucfIt

Euc = Cp Asz (Zb - ZLCZ) (Tsz,f - Tsz,i)

+ Qrem «r -ti)

!f
It = f Idt

ti

(2.3-26)

(2.3-27)

(2.3-27)

Where: 11th =solar pond thermal efficiency

Euc =useful energy collected (1)

It =integrated insolation over the time period, tf - ti (J)

P =density of storage zone brine (kg/m3)

Cp =heat capacity of storage zone brine (J/kg_OC)

Asz =effective cross-sectional area of storage zone (m2)

Tsz,f =final temperature of storage zone at time tf (OC)

Tsz,i =initial temperature of storage zone at time ti (OC)

tf =final time

ti =initial time

2.3.7 Heat Loss Mechanisms for Two- and Three-Layer (-Fluid) Solar Ponds

Two layer solar ponds consist of a non-convecting or convecting layer on top of a

convecting storage layer. For a non-convecting and nonvolatile surface layer, the

principle heat loss mechanisms are heat conduction through the surface layer (as
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described in Equation (2.3-25» and heat loss from the surface is due to radiation

(Equation (2.3-6» and convection heat loss (Equation (2.3-14».

These heat loss mechanisms are applicable, for example, to a gel solar pond in which

the gel layer replaces the non-convecting layer of a salt gradient solar pond (assuming

that it is not covered with a thin water layer). These relationships are also applicable to

an upper layer consisting of a transparent solid.

Provided that layer transparencies and thermal conductivities are comparable to water,

and considering that there is no evaporation heat loss component (which is significant

in a SGSP) higher storage zone temperatures and heat withdrawals should be possible.

This was found to be true for gel solar ponds, where gel thicknesses were significantly

less than salt gradient thicknesses for comparable performance [96].

In the case of a convecting layer of one type overlaying a convecting layer of another

type, even if the upper layer is very viscous and has a low conductivity, we would

expect a greater heat loss than through a non-convecting layer.

As a first approximation of this heat loss mechanism, assume that natural or free

convection occurs in the upper layer due to buoyancy forces created by density

differences due to a temperature difference across this layer. This situation is

representative of a two-layer solar pond in which the lower layer is hotter than the

upper.

Globe and Dropkin as reponed by Pitts and Sissom [68], recommended the following

correlation for natural convection heat transfer in horizontal layers in enclosed spaces
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with isothermal walls:

NUb = 0.069 Grbl/3 PrO.407 (2.3-28)

3X 1Q5<GfbPr<7X 109

Where: NUb = Nusselt number (dimensionless)

= ratio of the temperature gradient immediately

in contact with the surface (of the lower

layer) to a reference temperature

gradient (Ts - Too )/b

= Itcb
kf

Ts = surface temperature of lower layer (0C)

Too = reference temperature (assumed to be temperature

of layer surface) (OC)

hc = convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2_0C)

b = characteristic length (thickness of the upper

layer) (m)

kf = thermal conductivity of fluid in

layer (W/m-OC)

Grb = Grashof number (dimensionless)

= ratio of buoyant to viscous forces

= ga(T-Too) b3
v2

g = acceleration of gravity (m/sec2)

a = thermal expansion coefficient (lfOC)

v = kinematic viscosity (m2/sec)

Pr = Prandtl number (dimensionless)

= C~Vl
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Cp == heat capacity (J/kg_oC)

f.1 == dynamic viscosity (kg/m-sec)

Therefore: he =0.069 kf (g a (T - Too)1/3 J>rO.407
v2

(2.3-29)

In order to keep the magnitude of the effective convective heat transfer coefficient (he)

sufficiently low enough to serve as an insulator:

Vfluid « Vwater

and, kfluid < kwater

Equation (2.3-29) can also be used for appropriate layers in the three-layer solar pond.

2.4 Stability Considerations

2.4.1 Stability Criteria

A salt gradient solar pond relies on a salt (density) gradient to prevent convection of

higher temperature storage zone (lower convecting zone) water to the surface where

heat will be lost to the atmosphere. The density of this saline solution is a function of

its salt concentration and its temperature. As salt concentration increases, the solution

density increases. Thus, in a salt gradient solar pond, relatively low salinity (low

density) water exists in the surface zone (upper convecting zone) and dense, high

salinity (high density) water exists in the bottom zone, producing a large salt

concentration gradient. This bottom zone also serves as the thermal energy storage

zone and the temperature there is consequently much greater than that in the surface

zone. Thus, a large temperature gradient also exists between the surface zone and the

bottom zone. However, solution density decreases with increasing temperature. Thus,

the opposite effects on density of increases in temperature and salinity with depth tend
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to counteract one another. As long as the effect of the salinity on the density is greater

than that of the temperature, the stability of the density gradient zone will be sufficient

to prevent convection of heat from the storage zone and then to the atmosphere.

2.4.1.1 Static Stability Criterion

Simple "static" stability against vertical convection requires only that the density of the

fluid increase (or at the limit, remain constant) as the depth increases. This stability

criterion can be expressed as follows [25]:

dT/dz < ~/a (dS/dz)

Where: dT/dz =temperature gradient with depth (OC/m)

dS/dz =salinity gradient with depth (kg/m4)

(2.4-1)

a

= - lip dp/dSlt

= salinity expansion coefficient (m3/kg)

= lip dp/dTls

(2.4-2)

(2.4-3)

= thermal expansion coefficient (lfOC)

p =density of solution (kg/m3)

= f(T,S)

Thus, the density gradient must satisfy the following relationship [58];

dp/dz = (dT/dz) + (dpsldz) > 0

Where: dp/dz = the density gradient (kg/m4)
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dps/dz =the density gradient due to salinity (kg/m4)

This differential equation can also be expressed in a finite difference form:

6p/ t:::.z =(X (t:::.T/t:::.z) + ~ (6p /6z) > 0

Where: 6p, 6T, 6ps are the finite differences in

density, temperature, and density due to

salinity which occur over the finite depth difference z.

(2.4-5)

Therefore, establishment of a suitable density gradient, which satisfies the static

stability criterion, requires that surface density be kept low enough (low salinity),

bottom density high enough (high salinity), and the thickness of the density gradient

small enough to maintain the necessary minimum density gradient as the temperature

of the storage layer is raised to the desired operating point.

This stability criterion is often expressed in another manner using thermal and saline

Rayleigh numbers [80]:

and,

(2.4-6)

(2.4-7)

Where: RT =thermal Rayleigh number

Rs =saline Rayleigh number
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g =acceleration of gravity (m/sec2)

(X = thermal coefficient of expansion (1,1OC)

AT =temperature difference across a distance h (oC)

KT =thermal diffusivity (m2/sec)

13 = salinity coefficient of expansion (m3/kg)

AS = salinity difference across a distance h (kg/m3)

v =kinematic viscosity (m2/sec)

The ratio of these two quanities, the Rayleigh number ratio, Rp, represents the stability

factor and is defined as:

(2.4-8)

2.4.1.2 Dynamic Stability Criterion

However, a salt gradient solar pond is subjected to various external perturbations (wind

stress, evaporation, rainfall, heat losses) which can create vertical, oscillatory

disturbances which can grow with time and eventually lead to mixing of the fluid and

the destruction of the stabilizing salinity gradient. This can occur if energy is

transmitted to the oscillation faster than viscous damping can remove energy from it.

One source of this kinetic energy input is the potential energy stored in the inverted

temperature profile. This potential energy can be transferred to the oscillation since

heat diffuses through the water 100 times as fast as salt. Thus a more stringent

"dynamic" stability criterion must be met [25,58].

(AT/6z)i < «Pr + 't )/(Pr + 1» (13/a)( AS/ AZ)i
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Where: 't =Lewis number =

Ks/KT =ratio of diffusivities

Kg =salt diffusivity (m2jsec)

KT = thermal diffusivity (m2jsec)

=k!(Cp p)

k =thermal conductivity (Wjm-OC)

Cp =specific heat (J/kg_OC)

P =density (kg/m 3)

Pr =Prandtl number

= V/KT

V =kinematic viscosity (m2jsec)

z =thickness of layer i under consideration (m)

The above equation becomes the basis for stability limit calculations in a given layer

(Az)i. In the non-convecting region, molecular diffusivity is used for KT, in the

convecting regions, an eddy diffusivity is used. Numerical calculations procede from

the upper boundary (the surface) to the lower boundary (the bottom) [58].

Schladow [80] states that for one-dimensional instability, the effects of lateral

boundaries are neglected and the stability of the system depends only on its molecular

properties. Equation (2.4-9) can be rearranged to give a relationship for Rp which is a

function of Pr and 'to The critical Rp is then:

Rp =(Pr + 1) _ 1.1-1.2
(Pr + 't)
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Typical Prandtl and Lewis numbers for solar ponds range from 3-10 and 30-140,

respectively [41]. Hull [41] also states that the required salinity gradients need to be

much greater than for dynamic stablity in order to maintain gradient zone boundaries at

a constant position.

2.4.2 Destabilizing Factors

2.4.2.1 Salt Flux

The upward diffusion of salt through the salinity gradient is a destabilizing factor

because it decreases the available density gradient. The salinity gradient in a salt

gradient solar pond is governed by the diffusion equation [88]:

%z(Ks (oS/oz» = as/at (2.4-11)

For steady-state conditions (as/at =0), integration across the non-convecting zone

gives the salt mass flux, qs:

qs = Ks (oS/oz) (2.4-12)

This is the form of the equation typically given by most references. This equation is

based on the assumption that salt diffusion is dependent only on the salt concentration

gradient. However, in the presence of a temperature gradient, this equation must be

modified [58, 74]:

qs =-K, (oS/oz) - KST (OT/Oz)
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Where: KST =Soret coefficient term which represents the transport

of salt as induced by the temperature gradient (m2jsec)

For sodium chloride and most other salts used in salt gradient solar ponds, the Soret

coefficient is positive and contributes 0-73% of the total salt flux. In one study, the

Soret coefficient was found to contribute an additional 27% in summer, and 4% in

winter, to the salt diffusion term [74]. On the other hand, Hull [41] claims that Soret

effects on gradient zone stability are negligible.

2.4.2.2 Heat Flux

Heat fluxes within a solar pond affect fluid densities and consequently solar pond

stability. Heat is lost from the surface by radiation, convection and evaporation (the

primary heat loss mechanism). Cooling of surface water through heat loss increases its

salinity due to water loss. Both cooling and increased salinity lead to increased density

and convective circulation (overturn) in the surface layer. These disturbances are

transmitted downward to the non-convecting zone.

Using the upper convecting zone as a heat sink has been suggested. This increased heat

flux will increase the rates of radiation, convection, and evaporation heat loss at the

surface and their possible associated adverse effects. High evaporation can contribute

significantly to turbulent kinetic energy via convective overturn. Most of the turbulent

kinetic energy created by convective overturn is dissipated, but some is available to do

work by entrainment. Therefore, various methods of reducing evaporation (e.g., use of

oils or monomolecular layers) may be worthwhile in areas of high evaporation [79].
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Schladow [79] has presented a relationship for the velocity scale associated with

convective overturn, which is defined as follows:

*3 ,.., -W = qglH+ ~gIWS

pCp
(2.4-14)

= thermal expansion coefficient (l/OC)

=acceleration of gravity (m/sec2)

Where: w* = velocity associated with convective ovenurn (m/sec)

g

I = surface layer depth (m)

if = rate of surface cooling CW/m2)

p =density of surface mixed layer (kg/m3)

Cp =specific heat of surface mixed layer (Jjkg_OC)

~ = salinity expansion coefficient (m3/kg)
.....,
W =rate of volume loss of water per unit

area due to evaporation (m/sec)

S =salinity of surface mixed layer (kg/m3)

2.4.2.3 Fluid Flow

As stated previously, forced circulation of brine for heat withdrawal has the potential to

erode the gradient zone layer. Hull [41] states that the motion of extracted or injected

fluid may create additional turbulence in the lower convecting zone leading to mixing

and erosion of the gradient zone. He also states that brine reinjection is more likely to

cause turbulence than is extraction.

Induced turbulence can be minimized through the use of properly designed diffusers
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and by maintaining laminar, rather than turbulent, flow through these diffusers.

Conversely, improperly designed diffusers can result in excessive turbulence and

gradient zone erosion. This has occurred at operating solar ponds. For example, the

2,000 m2 Miamisburg, Ohio solar pond used horizontal pipes with equally-spaced,

equally-sized holes. Uneven flow distribution caused gradient zone erosion. At the 400

m2 Ohio State University solar pond, high brine extraction rates also caused gradient

zone erosion. On the other hand, very high rates of heat extraction (112 W/m2 at the

156 m2 Wooster solar pond and up to 1,000 W/m2 at the 40,000 m2 Israeli solar pond)

were achieved, using properly designed heat extraction systems, without noticable

erosion of the gradient zone [41]. Obviously then, the design objective should be the

achievement of uniform laminar fluid flow.

Tabor [88] states that stable separated flow is achieved when the Froude number, Fr,

equals one. The Froude number is defined as:

and, if

Where: q =bulk volumetric flow per unit width

of the pond (m2/sec)

d =thickness of the mixed flowing layer (01)

p =density of the storage zone (kg/m3)

fu2 =density gradient of the gradient zone (kg/m4)
Oz

U=q P Cp6T/L
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Where: U = energy extracted per unit width of

the pond (W/m2)

.AT = temperature drop in the heat exchanger (oC)

L = length of the pond (m)

Cp = specific heat of the extracted fluid (oC)

then, by combining Equations (2.4-15) and (2.4-16), the following equation can be

derived which allows the calculation of d:

d
3 = L lJ (--2.L)1/2

pCpAT g~

Sz

(2.4-17)

Zangrando and Johnson [98] report that the interface between the storage and gradient

layers is stable if the following criteria are met:

and,

Rib =(g~ X
4)

> 10
9

Oz
P q2

Rid =(g Sp X
4

) > 500
Sz
P q2

Where: Rib = bulk Richardson number

Rid = outlet diffuser Richardson number

g = acceleration of gravity (m/sec2)

~ = density gradient at the bottom of the
Sz
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gnulientzone(kglrn4)

p =density of the storage layer (kg/m3)

X =thickness of the storage zone (m)

x =distance between the suction diffuser and

the interface between the gradient zone

and the storage zone (m)

q =bulk volumetric flow per unit width (m2/sec)

2.4.2.4 Wind

The effects of wind blowing across the surface of a solar pond have long been

recognized as one of the main contributors to mixing the surface zone and deepening of

the surface layer. A study by Nielsen and Szokolay [61] found that a wind of only 4

m/sec can deepen the surface zone.

2.4.2.4.1 Energy Entrainment Models

Wind blowing over the surface of the water creates a wind stress at the air-water

interface. van Dorn [91] conducted a series of experiments to determine the effects of

wind in an 8oo-foot model-yacht pond. Surface stress generated by the wind created a

surface slope which was the result of two effects: (1) a friction drag proportional to the

square of the wind speed and (2) a form drag which occured only above a cenain wind

speed. He attempted to correlate the surface slope with wind speed and obtained the

following relationship for wind stress:

't = Cz Pa W';'
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Where: 1: =wind stress (N/m2)

Cz =drag coefficient (dimensionless)

Pa =density of air (kg/m3)

Wz =wind speed (m/sec)

When he compared his results to those of other investigators, he concluded that the

observed differences in the values calculated for Cz could be due to differences in the

height at which the wind speed was measured.

Francis (28) found that Cz was not constant, but was a function of Wz- He obtained the

following empirical relationship:

Cz =0.00013 Wz (2.4-21)

On the other hand, Fitzgerald [28] conducted experiments in a laboratory wind tunnel

and found that Cz was constant for wind speeds up to about 4.12 m/sec and rose

gradually for higher wind speeds. Hence, considerable disagreement exists concerning

the appropriate value of Cz to be used.

Much of the early research on wind mixing was conducted on fluids which were

thermally stratified (e.g., lakes). According to Shennan et al. [83], large-scale shears

are common in stratified fluids since any horizontal pressure gradients (surface slope)

will interact with vertical density gradients to generate vorticity. The surface wind

shear produces turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) which is transported downward and

partially used to mix the fluid. Atkinson and Harleman [7] claim that a surface
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convection (mixed) layer is established within minutes after wind action begins.

Not all of the TKE transmitted downward is used to mix the stratified fluid (i.e.,

change its potential energy (PE». A portion of this energy is lost to viscous dissipation

or to generation of internal waves. Shennan et al. [83] claim that at least 70% and

sometimes more than 90% of the TKE is dissipated in this manner with the remainder

available for mixing. Kato and Phillips [43] assumed a nearly constant value (uncertain

to ± 30%). Harleman [33] reponed on a relationship obtained by Bloss and Harleman

which yielded the proportion of TKE convened to PE as a function of the Richardson

number (Ri).

Atkinson and Harleman [7] have adapted the wind mixing algorithm developed by

Bloss and Harleman to solar ponds. They compared the results obtained using this

algorithm with field data from an operating solar pond and obtained good agreement.

In the Atkinson and Harleman model, the solar pond is divided into a number of

stacked horizontal layers of thickness 6h. An idealized representatation of turbulent

entrainment in the mixed layer model is shown in Figure 7. The solid line shows an

initial profile while the dashed line shows the profile after a mixing event.

The mixed layer of depth h is bounded below by an interface of negligible thickness

across which there is a density jump 6p. The change in PE due to entrainment of a

fluid element of thickness lili is:

6Ep =A6h6p g h/2
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Where: 6 Ep =change in potential energy of a given layer (1)

A =surface area (m2)

6p = density jump (kg/m3)

g = acceleration due to gravity (m/sec2)

A h =mixed layer thickness (m)

p ...

z

ap

Figure 7. Idealized representation of turbulent entrainment for the mixed layer model.

Input ofTKE due to surface wind shear during a time interval At is:

Where: A Ek =input of TKE during time interval (J)

't =surface shear (N/m2)

Us =surface drift velocity (m/sec)

At =time interval (step) (sec)
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Where: Po =reference mass density (in LCZ ) (kg/m3)

u* =friction velocity (m/sec)

and, assuming u* _ us, then

Now, defining the bulk Richardson (Ri) number as:

Ri = P g h

Pou*2

(2.4-24)

(2.4-25)

(2.4-26)

then, the ratio of the change in PE of the mixed layer to the change in TKE during the

time interval 6t (assuming 100% conversion efficiency) is found to be:

Where: Ue= Ah
At

= entrainment velocity (m/sec)
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Bloss and Harleman found that the fraction of TKE convened to PE was a function of

R]. The relationship they obtained is:

and,

f(Ri) =0.057 Ri (29.5 -fRi)
14.2+Ri

for 0 < Ri < 870

(2.4-29)

(2.4-30)

This relationship is shown in Figure 8.

l.o-r------------~=:::::::--------__,

0.8

0.6

f(R.)
1 0.4

02

0L.---4-----l---+-----..1----+--i----j----t--l....
1 2 5 10 20 50

R.
1

100 200 500 1000

Figure 8. TKE conversion efficiency f(R) as a function of R;-
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It is now necessary to determine the friction velocity generated as a function of wind

speed. Assuming that the shear stress across the air-water interface is continuous:

(2.4-31)

The wind speed over the water surface is assumed to follow a logarithmic profile:

Wz=u* In z
K: ZQ

Where: K: = von Karman constant (0.41)

z = height at which wind speed is measured (m)

Zo = roughness length (m)

=f (size ofroughness elements on the surface)

=0.011 u*2
g

Combining Equations (2.4-31, 2.4-32, and (2.4-33) yields:

(2.4-32)

(2.4-33)

(2.4-34)

Owing to the presence of Cz on both sides of Equation (2.4-34) an iterative approach

must be applied to determine Cz to the required accuracy.

A schematic diagram of the assumed initial density gradient and typical zone

thicknesses are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Schematic diagram of initial solar pond conditions.

The algorithm used requires the presence of an initial mixed layer. This was

established as follows (Figure 10).

Before mixing
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Figure 10. Solar pond mixing mechanism.
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In the process of mixing, the PE of the upper layer (initial 6h) changes (increases).

Initial condition:

PEi = (mass) (center of gravity)

(2.4-35)

Where:~ = the initial density gradient (kg/m4)
az

Final condition:

(2.4-36)

PE =PEf-PEi

(2.4-37)

That is, the center of gravity of the mass of the initial layer under consideration has

been moved upwards 6h16. For this layer it is assumed that all of the TKE is converted

to PE. The required time for this initial layer to become mixed can then be calculated.

To = g (ap/az) {6hJ3

Po 12 \UJ
(2.4-38)

Then, the wind mixing algorithm is used to determine the thickness of the mixed layer

and the corresponding entrainment velocity of the solar pond when subjected to winds
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of various speeds using various time steps and layer thicknesses under the influence of

varying density gradients.

In their model, Atkinson and Harleman [7] also attempted to incorporate salt fluxes and

their effects on surface density and stability. They used a two-step approach. They

first evaluated the effects of salt and heat fluxes on surface density and stability in the

absence of wind energy, then applied their wind mixing algorithim. Since the surface

temperature changes slightly after wind mixing, this procedure is followed a number of

times during each time step until there are no significant changes.

It is reasonable to assume that additions of turbulent kinetic energy due to other factors,

such as the use of the surface for heat rejection or the effects of precipitation could be

similarly incorporated into a similar model. Similarly, the effects of methods of

reducing turbulent kinetic energy additions using various wave suppression techniques

or oils to reduce evaporation can also be incorporated. Schladow [80] has attempted

this in his model.

2.4.2.4.2 Waves and Currents

As stated previously, wind blowing over the surface of the water creates a wind stress

at the air-water interface. The surface shear stress produces waves as well as drift

currents. The force of the wind induces a surface set up in the direction of the wind

which creates a hydrostatic pressure gradient. The layer immediately below this

pressure gradient adjusts to this gradient by setting up in the opposite direction. Thus

opposing pressure gradients produce currents moving in opposite directions.

Turbulence is produced by the breaking of waves and the velocity shear of the induced
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currents. The magnitudes of these currents and heights of waves both depend on the

wind speed, the duration of time during which the wind acts, and the effective fetch

[2,4, 79].

2.4.2.4.3 Wave Suppression Devices

Wind-induced mixing is more difficult to control on large ponds because of the large

fetch involved [11]. The principal method for suppressing the effects of waves

involves a reduction in the effective fetch using various devices which divide the pond

surface into smaller regions.

In an experimental pond, Akbarzadeh was able to reduce the thickness of the upper

convecting zone by 50% (from 0.4 m to 0.2 m) and increase solar energy collection

efficiency by 20% through the use of floating rings [2, 4]. Important criteria for the

design of wind suppression devices include low cost (cost effectiveness) and minimal

shading [90].

Proper site selection and the use of natural windbreaks or topographic features can also

reduce the effects of the wind. Tabor [88] states that most of the naturally occurring

solar ponds appear to be protected from prevailing winds by local geographic features.

Man-made windbreaks can be used but add to overall cost. In their study of the use of

reflectors to augment solar pond performance, Casamajor et al. [20] found that 10 to 30

percent of the increase in shallow solar pond performance was due to the reflectors

acting as windbreaks.

Waves can beeffectively controlled through artificial devices. However, wind-induced
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subsurface currents may present a bigger problem and may ultimately limit solar pond

size [11] (or require modular construction).

2.4.2.5 Sloping Walls

Sloping walls may be easier and less expensive to construct and may reduce ground

heat loss; however, they may also create some adverse affects with regard to pond

stability. In a solar pond with vertical walls at steady state, a nearly linear salinity

gradient is achieved (actually the gradient is slightly nonlinear due to the effects of

temperature on salt diffusion). The diffusive salt flux per unit pond area is essentially

constant. In a solar pond with sloping walls, the cross-sectional area and corresponding

pond volume per incremental vertical distance increases as the surface is approached.

Thus, near the walls, salt diffusion cannot be treated as being strictly one-dimensional.

A given quantity of salt diffuses upward into an increasing quantity of water and the

resultant salt gradient near the wall becomes relatively smaller. That is, the resultant

concentration gradient at the surface near the walls is substantially reduced when

compared to areas farther from the wall. Another wall effect is due to insolation

absorbed by the wall in the vacinity of the gradient zone. Thermal convection was

observed in one such pond. As a result localized convection and a resultant increase in

salt and heat transfer rates can occur where the gradient zone meets sloping walls. This

has been postulated as a possible cause of gradient zone breakdown in the 2,000 m2

Alice Springs, Australia solar pond [3,41].

Akbarzadeh [3] has attempted to quantify the effects of sloping walls on salt dirfusion.

He developed the following differential equation:
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(2.4-39)

Where: S =nondimensionalized salt concentration

= (s - St)/(sb - St) (2.4-40)

s = salt concentration at depth z (kg/m3)

Sb =salt concentration at bottom of gradient zone (kg/m3)

St = salt concentration at top of gradient zone (kg/m3)

Q = rate of salt migration (independent of depth) (kg/sec)

= A(z) q(z) (2.4-41)

(2.4-42)

Qo =rate of salt mass consumption at steady state (kg/sec)

A(z) =pond area as a function of depth (z) (kg/sec)

A(Z) =pond area as a function of nondimensionalized

depth (Z) (m3)

=At (1 - C Z)2 =A(Z)

(Note: this relationship is for square
and round ponds--a similar relationship
can bedeveloped for rectangular ponds.

Z = non-dimensionalized depth (z/h)

At =area of the solar pond at the top

surface of the gradient zone (m2)

C = geometric factor

= 2 h couo)
D

h =thickness of gradient zone (m)

a. =angle of wall with horizontal (0)

q(z) =upward mass flux of salt (kg/sec)

=Ksds
dz
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Ks = molecular diffusivity of salt (m2/sec)

= Ko(b + I.l /)"T z/h) (2.4-45)

Ko = molecular salt diffusivity at some

reference temperature, TR (m2/sec)

b = ratio of salt diffusivity at temperature at

depth Z to that at reference temperature

= 1+ I.l (Ta - TR) (2.4-46)

I.l = specific change in salt diffusivity

with temperature (m2/sec-oC)

(Note: for NaCI and MgCl2 are 0.029 and

0.027, repectively)

Ta = mean ambient temperature (OC)

TR = reference temperature (OC)

/)"T = temperature difference between the upper

convecting zone and the lower convecting zone (OC)

dS = salt concentration gradient (kg/m4)
dZ

Qo = rate of salt consumption at steady state (kg/m2)

= At Ko (sb - st)/h (2.4-47)

It should be noted that the above equation assumes a linear temperature profile in the

gradient zone (which is generally not the case).

Schladow [80] has outlined two additional stability criteria which take wall-induced

instabilities into account: (1) passive wall instability where the presence of a sloping

wall produces layering at a critical Rp - 1.2-1.4 (Class C) and (2) active wall instability

where heating at a wall innitiates instabilities at a critical Rp _ 4-6 (Class D). In his
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model, each layer is tested for stability using the above criteria and those in Equations

(2.4-5) (Class A) and (2.4-8) (Class B). Class C wall instabilities are assumed to

propogate away at a certain velocity (1.2 m/sec) and the affected area fraction treated as

unstable. For Class D instabilities, he assumes sufficient heating and that instabilities

occur purely as a function of R .

Zangrando [97] recommends against the use of sloping walls in the gradient zone.

Sloping walls were suspected of being responsible for excess salt and heat transport at

the University of New mexico solar pond. However, all of the effects of sloping walls

become less significant with an increase in solar pond size.

2.4.3 Gradient Zone Establishment and Maintenance

2.4.3.1 Establishment

A salt gradient, in which salt concentration and density increase with depth, is

necessary to counteract the tendency of warmer (lower density) storage zone brine to

rise. Natural convection, if allowed to occur, would destroy the effectiveness of the

solar pond by transferring heat to the atmosphere. Methods of establishing this salt

gradient are discussed in detail by Fynn and Short [29] and Ochs et al. [62]. System

costs can be significantly reduced if the equipment used to establish and maintain the

salt gradient can also be used for heat extraction and pond cleaning [29].

2.4.3.2 Maintenance

Proper maintenance of the salt gradient is essential to the performance of the solar

pond. Salt continuously diffuses upward into the upper convecting zone and must be
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replaced or recycled. Instabilities in this gradient can be induced by rising bubbles

from outgassing in the pond bottom (if unlined) or from localized boiling. Wind

induced waves transmit their energy downward and cause mixing. Evaporation leads to

increases in surface density (by increasing salt concentrations and decreasing

temperature) which also results in convection. A great deal of present research efforts

are aimed at salt gradient maintenance and preventing instabilities.

Salt rising through diffusion can be counteracted by surface washing with less saline

water and salt addition to the storage zone or by the "falling pond" method in which

storage zone brine is removed, flash-evaporated for heat removal, and subsequently

returned to the storage zone. With this falling pond method, fresh or sea water is added

to the top of the pond to maintain a constant level.

Wind induced waves can be suppressed through the use of floating baffles or grids and

minimized by the installation of windbreaks. Evaporation can be suppressed through

the addition of covers consisting of plastic membranes, gels, or immiscible liquids.

Solar pond salt gradients, both natural and man-made, have shown an ability to

reestablish themselves when subjected to minor perturbations [54]. Additional research

is needed on methods which can be used to quickly restore gradient stability and

maintain solar pond usefulness when they are subjected to major perturbations.

2.4.4 Stability Criteria for Multi-Layer (-Fluid) Solar Ponds

For two- and three-layer solar ponds, the following stability requirements must be met:

1. The density of each successively higher layer must be less than the layer
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below it for all operating temperatures;

2. The temperature of each layer must remain below its boiling point; and

3. Each layer must be completely or nearly immiscible with that above

and/or below it.

2.5 Types of Solar Ponds

2.5.1 Salt Gradient

The most common type of solar pond is the salt gradient solar pond (SGSP) (Figure 1).

Its principle of operation has been briefly described in the introduction.

A number of problems are associated with SGSPs, including: (1) the high cost of salt in

some areas; (2) maintenance of brine clarity; (3) establishment and maintenance of the

salt gradient; (4) destabilization of the salt gradient by wind-induced brine agitation and

evaporation from the UCZ; (5) environmental effects of potential brine leakage on soil

and ground water; (6) corrosive properties of the brine; and (7) the effects of heat

removal on the salt gradient [23,36,42, 71, 87].

A number of alternative solar pond designs have been proposed and are currently under

development. Many of the design features of these alternative solar ponds are intended

to eliminate or mitigate the inherent problems associated with SGSPs. Other solar

ponds types include: (1) shallow; (2) membrane stratified; (3) gel; and

(4) immiscible/miscible.
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2.5.2 Shallow

A shallow solar pond (SSP) (Figure 11) basically consists of a number of

interconnected 5 to 15 em thick plastic bags with black bottoms and clear tops which

are placed on some type of prepared surface and are covered with a transparent glazing

to reduce heat loss. This type of solar pond is generally designed to operate in a batch

mode. Water is pumped to the collector modules during the day and is heated by the

sun. The heated water is then pumped to an insulated storage tank and/or is used

directly [1, 29, 32, 84].

The claimed advantages of an SSP over an SGSP include: (1) ability to use potable

water -- no salt is required; (2) reduced corrosion problems in heat exchangers and other

system components; (3) possibility of siting SSPs in urban areas on building rooftops,

reducing land costs; and (4) inherent modular construction will facilitate maintenance

and changes in system capacity. However, SSPs tend to be more expensive than

SGSPs because of the higher costs of materials of construction [62], except where salt

costs are prohibitively high.

Supported"
cover glazing "

Plastic bag
(clear top, black bottom)

Support
curb

lPrepared soil
surface or sand

Figure 11. Shallow solar pond (one module - end view).
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2.5.3 Membrane Stratified

A third type, the membrane stratified solar pond (MSSP) (Figure 12) uses a number of

fluid layers separated by transparent membranes. Adjacent membranes are separated

by a distance which is sufficient to completely suppress convection. As in the SGSP,

heat is collected and stored in the LCZ; however, no salt is required for this type of

pond. The major cost component of the MSSP is the membranes in the NCZ [36].

Other potential problems include membrane life, stability, cleaning, and changes in

membrane transparency due to biological growth and discoloration [23].

NeZ-membrane layer~

icz
(storage

zone)

Figure 12. Membrane stratified solar pond (one possible membrane configuration).

2.5.4 Qrl

The gel solar pond (Figure 13) uses natural, semi-synthetic, or synthetic polymer

thickeners to form a transparent non-convecting layer of gel which floats on top of the

LCZ. A solar pond of this type was first operated at the University of New Mexico.

Temperatures over l000C were obtained under optimum conditions. The gel layer

insulates the solar pond and prevents convection. It also cuts evaporation losses and
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reduces the effects of dust, algae, and the wind. Dust can be washed off the gel surface.

uez Fresh water layer

icz
Cool~d (storage zone)

bnne
return

Brine layer

C
Figure 13. Gel solar pond.

However, only a few candidate gels are suitable, gel costs may be high ($40-50/cu m or

$13-15/sq m) and because the useful life of the gel is estimated to be only three years,

maintenance cost will be high [8,67].

2.5.5 ImmisciblelMiscible

An immiscible/miscible solar pond (Figure 14) uses various combinations of different

immiscible or nearly immiscible liquids of different densities to accomplish the same

functions performed by the various layers of an SGSP. The different densities of these

liquids allow one layer to be floated on top of another.

Bathen [9] has conducted laboratory scale tests of this concept A number of

combinations of candidate fluids in three layer convecting and nonconvecting solar

ponds were evaluated. Candidate fluids used in Bathen's preliminary work included



pearl kerosene, transformer oil, mineral oil, water, saltwater, methylsalicylate, and

glycerin. Various combinations of these fluids were used to produce two-, three- and

four-layer ponds. Methylsalicylate was used as an immisible separation boundary

between the central layer and bottom storage layer. Its low solubility inhibited or

prevented the mixing of normally soluble fluids.

Bathen concluded that: (1) immiscible fluids with acceptable radiation transmission

characteristics could be used in solar ponds and (2) these ponds warmed up as fast as, or

faster than, SGSPs, reached higher bottom temperatures and exhibited better recovery

warm-up rates after perturbations. He found that cleaning and control of microbial

growth were important for continued pond performance. No economic data were given.

Additional research is required to develop this concept further and to identify the most

cost-effective fluid combination.

Lowest density fluid (oil)
Medium density fluid
(water or salt gradient)
Immiscible fluid separating layer

Highest density fluid
(concentrated salt or sugar solution)

Figure 14. Immiscible/miscible solar pond.
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2.6 Aumentation of Solar Pond OutPut

Solar pond output and system performance can be augmented by effectively increasing

the solar collection area through the use-of reflectors, increasing the effective storage

volume through enhanced ground storage, and by increasing the quantity and quality

(available temperature difference between source and sink) of available heat

(Figure 15). Auxiliary heat sources such as auxiliary boilers, concentrating collectors,

or waste heat from diesel engine-driven electricity generators can provide additional

heat and increase the maximum available temperature. Heat sink temperature can be

reduced through the use of colder deep ocean water (as with OTEC). These effects can

be combined and will increase the overall thermodynamic efficiency of the process.

The use of reflectors with both SSPs and SGSPs has been explored. Casamajor et al.

[20] found that on a clear New Mexico winter day, a reflector improved the

performance of an SSP by 75 percent; by 20 percent at the spring equinox; and a 0-10

percent improvement is expected at the summer soistace. Predicted performance

Secondary
0.

working fJuid

Ouan

Pro c... or spaco hlot

Boil.r

Direct

Au.mary boil.r

Dil.11 gln.ro or walt.
hea' rico••"

HoI
prilllary

fluid

Cool.d primary fluid r.turn

Enha~c.d Ground .,orogl

Figure 15. Methods of augmenting solar pond output.
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improvements for SGSPs were up to 14 percent in winter and essentially zero in July

[42]. Fynn and Short [29], based on extensive computer modeling, concluded that a

reflector at the Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center SGSP was

probably not practical because performance improvements did not justify additional

initial and maintenance costs.

Rabl and Nielsen [71] found that the ground below the pond can provide additional heat

storage if the size of the solar pond was large compared to the distance that ground

water moves in a year. If the flow rate is sufficiently small (no value was given), they

claim that ground water can offer storage equivalent to nearly 1 m of water at no extra

cost.

An auxiliary boiler can be used to maintain, or even increase, the maximum available

solar pond temperature and performance throughout the year, even during prolonged

periods of low or no isolation. A system of concentrating solar collectors operated in

series with a solar pond can also increase the quantity and quality of heat, and at a much

lower cost than one which uses only concentrating collectors. A system similar to this

has been proposed by Vindum and Bentz [93]. In this system, flat plate collectors will

preheat water to 6QOC. At these lower temperatures, flat plate collectors are more

efficient and cost effective than concentrating collectors. (Solar ponds are even more

cost effective.) An array of concentrating collectors is then used to further raise the

water temperature. Additional research is needed to optimize the mix of solar pond and

concentrating collector outputs.

A solar pond system can be combined with an existing (or proposed) diesel engine

powered electric generating plant. A similar 700 kWe (total) hybrid total energy plant
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has been designed by M.A.N. Neue Technologie of West Germany. This hybrid system

used an existing 600 kWe diesel electric power station and an array of horizontal-axis

tracking concentrating solar collectors which provide 100 kWe to supplement the

diesels. Smaller systems (100 kWe total) which use waste heat from diesel exhaust and

cooling water in series with concentrating collectors are also in operation. Electricity

and process heat are cogenerated [81]. A 100 kWe solar hybrid power plant has been

constructed in Meekatharra, Australia. An array of concentrating collectors provides

50 kWe. The remaining 50 kWe is provided by waste heat from the town's existing

diesel power system [60].

Solar pond-powered electricity generating efficiency can be improved by reducing the

heat sink temperature. SETS Inc., a Honolulu-based science and technology firm, has

designed a 0.4 ha, 20-30 kWe SGSP and a 1.2 ha salt producing evaporating pond

system to be located at the Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii, Keahole Pt., Hawaii.

The efficiency of the plant is to be enhanced through the use of cold ocean water (10 to

150 C) delivered through two existing cold water pipes which are presently used for

other research. SETS estimates that this pond will be up to 20 percent more efficient

than Israeli solar pond projects [10, 30]. The value of increased output will have to be

weighed against the increased cost of a cold water supply system (if this system does

not already exist).

Koai [47] has proposed a solar/fossil hybrid system in which solar energy is used to

produce saturated steam at a temperature of lOOoC. Combustion of fossil fuel is then

used to superheat this steam to 6000C. The result is a doubling of system efficiency for

a fossil fuel energy contribution of only 20% of the total energy input. The

fundamental principle here is that most of the heat (latent) is supplied by the solar
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system, with a small amount of high temperature heat supplied through combustion of

fossil fuels.

Although it is unlikely that solar ponds could provide saturated steam at l000C, it is

possible that low pressure steam at a lower temperature, or saturated vapor of some

other lower boiling point working fluid (e.g., ammonia) could be produced with solar

pond heat. And fossil fuels, waste heat or high temperature heat from a concentrating

solar collector system could be used to superheat this working fluid vapor.

Concentrating solar collectors require direct solar radiation for their operation and if

tracking collectors are used (either single- or double-axis) significant increases in

collectable solar radiation are possible (>30%). Figure 16 shows the geometrical

relationships for tracking solar collectors. And, Equations (2.6-1) through (2.6-4)

describe the derivation of the tilt factor which is used to determine the increase in direct

radiation available to a tracking collector in relation to that on a horizontal plane [16].

sino = sin(L) sin(os) + cos(L) cos(Os) cos(hs) (2.6-1)

= cos(i) (for a horizontal surface)

Where: a = solar altitude angle (degrees)

L = latitude (degrees)

Os = declination (degrees)

hs = sunset hour angle (degrees)

sinas = cos(Os) sin(hs) (2.6-2)
cosa

Where: as = solar azimuth angle (degrees)
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Figure 16. Solar geometry for concentratingcollectors.

The general equation for solar collector geometry is:

cos(i) = sin(SS) (sin(L) COS(13) - cos(L) sin(13) cos(aw»

+ COS(SS) COS(Ss) (cos(L) COS(13) + sin(L) sin(13) cos(aw»

+ cos«)s} sin(13) sin(aw) sin(hs) (2.6-3)

Where: 13 = collector tilt angle (degrees)

aw = wall azimuth angle (degrees)
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For rotation (tracking) about a north-south axis Equation (2.6-3) reduces to:

cos(i) = [(sin(L) sin(5s) + cos(L) cos(5s) cos(hs»2

+ cos2(5s) sin2(hs)] 1/2

Then beam radiation (lb,C> on a tilted surface can be calculated as follows:

(2.6-4)

Ib,c =Ib,h (.COS(i) )
sin(a)

Where: Ib,c = beam radiation on a tilted surface (W/m2)

Ib,h = beam radiation on a horizontal surface (W/m2)

Rb = cos(i)
sin(a)

= tilt factor which converts horizontal beam

radiation to beam radiation on a tilted surface

Kearney [45] has provided information on the efficiency of single-axis tracking

concentrating parabolic trough solar collectors, such as the ones used for Luz's solar

electric generating systems in California. Solar collector field efficiency is a function

of collector temperature, ambient air temperature, and direct insolation.
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CHAPTER 3

BASIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND

INCORPORATION OF UNIQUE FEATURES

A variety of theoretical mathematical models designed to simulate solar pond

performance have been developed using general principles of heat transfer and fluid

thermodynamics, hydrodynamics, solar radiation transmission and absorption, salt

diffusion, etc. Due to the complexity of processes involved, a lack of complete

understanding of these processes and a desire to keep computational requirements and

time within reason, a number of simplifying assumptions are generally applied.

Unfortunately, these simplifying assumptions often limit the accuracy or applicability

of these simplified models, or both. Chapter 2, Development of Governing Equations,

looks at a historical development of various solar pond models and attempts to identify

appropriate governing equations and to discuss their benefits and deficiencies.

The objectives of this work are to identify and utilize the best features of previous solar

pond models and to further expand on previous work by incorporating a number of

unique features which might help to improve the validity of simulation results and the

design and performance of solar ponds.

Most early solar pond models focussed on predicting the performance of the most

common solar pond -- the salt gradient solar pond. One unique feature of the computer

model developed in this study is its treatment of radiation transmission and absorption.

Many early models used simplifications and/or approximations of the radiation
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transmission function. While simplifying calculations, and often providing reasonably

accurate results, applicability was limited. Fitted analytical functions, a single

absorption coefficient approach or empirical relationships were often specific to a

single fluid type (e.g., salt/water solutions) or to a particular solar pond.

The current model employs a multi-part transmission function. This allows a more

accurate determination of radiation transmission and absorption over the entire

spectrum. And, this approach also allows the model to evaluate the use of

combinations of a variety of fluids. This latter feature is important for simulating and

evaluating the performance of alternate types of solar ponds (e.g., gel, membrane

stratified, immiscible), and comparing them to a SGSP.

Earlier models also tended to neglect the effects of internal reflection -- at the bottom

and at the air-upper fluid interface. And, this often led to overprediction of

performance.

The computer model developed for this study extends previous treatments of internal

reflection by: (1) utilizing a multi-part transmission function and (2) separately

evaluating diffuse and direct radiation components. Appendix A outlines the

development of these governing equations for a single-fluid, SGSP and further extends

this development to two- and three-fluid solar ponds. Much of the work on this study

was in the development of Appendix A.

This approach greatly extends the usefulness and applicability of this model. Solar

ponds of various combinations of fluids (and transparent solids) can be simulated,

evaluated and compared. The effects of changes in extinction coefficients over time
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due to additions of various dissolved and suspended substances can also be evaluated.

This also negates the need to develop new fitted analytical functions or empirical

relationships each time a different fluid, or combination of fluids, is evaluated.

SGSPs are able to produce process heat at a competitive cost in some areas and for

some applications. They have also been able to provide electricity. However, due to

relatively low operating temperatures and resulting low conversion efficiencies, solar

pond-generated electricity is only competitive in a few instances where fuel costs are

high and/or in remote applications. Applicability of solar ponds can be greatly

increased through performance improvements and cost reductions.

Augmentation of solar ponds can increase the amount and availability of solar pond

generated electricity. Another unique feature of this model is its ability to apply and

evaluate various methods of augmenting the performance of solar ponds. These include

the use of supplementary heat sources (concentrating solar, waste heat, fossil fuels,

biomass fuels) to increase the temperature of solar pond and/or working fluids and cold,

deep seawater as a heat sink. Both of these methods increase the available temperature

difference and thermal-to-mechanical power conversion efficiency.

Section 3.1, Basic and Unique Features of this Model, summarizes model features.

Section 3.2, Assumptions Used, summarizes assumptions used in the solar pond system

design model development. The reasonableness and validity of these assumptions is

discussed in considerable detail in Chapter 2, Development of Governing Equations.

Section 3.3, Development of Solar Pond Algorithms, summarizes the governing

equations used in the model, and where necessary,
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briefly discusses their selection and possible deficiencies.

3.1 Basic and Unique Features of this Model

The following is a list of features of the solar pond system design model:

1. Inclusion of stability criteria.

2. Ability to model surface heat loss mechanisms and the effects on

stability of wind, evaporation and convective overturn.

3. Ability to more accurately evaluate ground heat losses (bottom and side)

and the effects of these heat losses on solar pond performance.

4. Ability to simulate various heat withdrawal methods and the effects of

heat withdrawal on solar pond stability and performance.

5. Ability to simulate variable heat withdrawal (rate, time, and amount).

6. Ability to use salts other than sodium chloride and solar pond fluids

other than water/salt solutions.

7. Ability to model gel-type and membrane-stratified solar ponds.

8. Ability to use non-constant fluid properties which are functions of

temperature and salinity (if applicable).

9. Ability to accurately simulate solar pond system operation in virtually

any geographic location (site-specific design optimization).

10. Ability to vary pond layer thicknesses.

11. Applicable to model finite-size solar ponds.

12. Ability to select and evaluate candidate solar pond working fluids.

13. Ability to determine energy and material balances.

*14. Ability to apply and evaluate various methods of augmenting the
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performance of solar ponds.

*15. Ability to simulate multi-layer solar ponds consisting of various

combinations of immiscible or nearly immiscible fluids.

*16. Ability to compare the performance of various solar pond types.

3.2 Assumptions Used

The following.is a list of assumptions used in the solar pond system design model

development.

1. One-dimensional heat transfer in the vertical (z) direction.

2. The solar pond size (lateral dimensions) is variable.

3. Heat losses through the sides and bottom of the pond are due to

conduction only.

4. The major heat loss is from the surface with significant heat losses from

the bottom.

5. Water (or other fluid) temperature at the surface or upper convecting

zone (UCZ) (surface heat sink) is a function of heat gain due to

insolation absorption and heat conducted upward from the lower

convecting zone (LCZ) and heat loss due to radiation, surface convection

and evaporation.

6. The ambient air temperature varies sinusoidally about the average annual

ambient air temperature for the solar pond location, with a three-hour lag

between solar noon and the maximum daily ambient air temperature.

Actual monthly average temperatures and

* Unique features.
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temperature ranges for the solar pond site are used.

7. A constant ground temperature, equal to the average annual ambient air

temperature for the solar pond location, exists at some depth below the

pond bottom.

8. The solar spectrum is divided into five wavelength bands with a

corresponding absorption coefficient for each.

9. Beam (direct) and diffuse (scattered) components of incident insolation

are treated separately. Their contributions to total radiation absorption

in the lower convecting zone are subsequently combined.

10. Diffuse radiation is isotropic.

11. The pond bottom is partially reflecting and acts as a plane diffuse

reflector. The fraction of incoming radiation reflected from the pond

bottom and re-reflected from the surface affect the amount of radiation

absorbed in the LCZ.

12. Actual average monthly insolation measurements for the desired location

(or those correlated with a nearby measurement site) are used. As an

alternative, number of bright sunshine hours or cloud cover (in order of

preference) can be used. Diffuse and beam components are determined

by means of a clearness index.

13. All salt solution (or other fluid) parameters (e.g., thermal conductivity,

heat capacity) are calculated as functions of temperature and salinity (in

the case of salt solutions).

14. The model salt gradient solar pond consists of three zones: (a) a

relatively thin, upper convecting zone (UCZ) in contact with the

atmosphere, which is mixed by the wind and contributes little to solar

pond performance, (b) a thicker middle, non-convecting zone (NeZ) in
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which temperature and salinity (density) increase with depth in such a

manner as to form a stable (non-convecting) layer which prevents

convection and reduces heat loss by acting as an insulating layer, and

(c) a lower convecting zone (LCZ) which is in contact with the ground

and serves as the high temperature heat storage zone.

15. The ground beneath the pond serves as a heat sink. There exists a

constant temperature zone at some depth beneath the pond.

16. Zone boundaries are assumed to be stable and can be adjusted to any

reasonable position.

17. Heat removal from the top of the LCZ is possible without destroying

pond stability.

18. Upper convecting zone thickness is a function of wind mixing and

convective overturn.

19. Water losses due to evaporation from the UCZ and salt losses from the

LCZ due to diffusion are constantly replenished.

20. The UCZ and LCZ are completely mixed.

21. Solar pond operation is quasi-steady-state (fluid parameters change

relatively little over the time step(s) considered).

22. The adverse affects of sloping pond walls (increased heat and salt flux)

are not considered, as the significance of these effects decreases as solar

pond size increases.

23. Heat loss through individual layers of multi-fluid solar ponds is by

convection or conduction, dependent on layer type.
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3.3 Development of Solar Pond Algorithms

The following is a summary of equations used in the development of the solar pond

system design model:

Insolation - The ideal situation is where both global and diffuse radiation measurements

are available for a given site. Often this is not the case, and either or both must be

derived from available data, either insolation or meteorological data.

Global (Hb) - Global radiation is frequently measured and can be used as direct input

data and further reduced to approximate direct and diffuse components.

Occasionally, global data are not available and other types of data are used to

approximate global insolation. Two frequently measured meteorological parameters,

Bright Sunshine Hours and Cloud Cover, are often used. The following governing

equations were selected for their accuracy, simplicity and ease of use.

Total daily extraterrestrial radiation on horizontal surface

Ho = 86,400 GsdPi x (1.0 + 0.033 cos(360 n/365»

x (cos(DE) cos(LA) sin(Ws) +

2 Pi Ws/360) sin(LA) sin(DE» (J/m2)

Calculated from bright sunshine hours

H/Ho =0.16 + 0.62 (iilNd)
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Calculated from cloud cover

wHo =0.803 - 0.340 C - 0.458 C2; C<0.8 (2.1-19)

It should be noted that the above methods for determining global radiation (and direct

and diffuse components) are listed in their order of preference and accuracy.

Alternatively, data from a nearby insolation station can be used in conjunction with an

"Insolation Correction Factor." Obviously, the accuracy of model results is dependent

on the type and quality of the input data.

Clearness index OCT) - Correlations for estimating hourly diffuse radiation belong to

two general types. The first determines the diffuse fraction as a function of the

clearness index (Equation (2.1-21» and the second is a function of bright sunshine

hours. The first type is generally more accurate and is used here.

Diffuse component (&1) - A simple equation for the diffuse component as a function of

clearness index which generally gave the best results of a number of related correlations

was used and is as follows:

(2.1-22)

Direct (beam) component (Hx) - Then, given the global insolation as measured or

calculated above and the calculated diffuse component, the direct component can be

determined by difference:

- -Hx=H-Hd
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Once insolation data have been measured or derived, it is necessary to determined how

this radiation is reflected, transmitted or absorbed within the solar pond. This is

generally expressed as the radiation transmission function (htz) which determines the

amount of incident insolation remaining at a given depth. The amount of radiation

absorbed in a given layer can bedetermined by the difference available at the top of the

layer and at the bottom of the layer (amount of radiation absorbed =h(ztop) 

h(zbottom}}·

Development of h(z) for one-, two- and three-fluid solar ponds is discussed in detail in

Appendix A. Equations are presented for the reflection, absorption and transmission of

the direct component of incident radiation in a single-fluid solar pond and for solar

ponds with multiple fluid layers with both specularly and diffusely reflecting bottoms.

Similar equations are presented for the diffuse component of incident radiation.

Again, the unique features of Appendix A are its use of multi-part transmission

functions and separate treatment of diffuse and direct radiation components. The

following is a summary of governing equations for each solar pond type and each

component.

Radiation transmission as a function of depth (htz)

One-fluid-

Layer 1: Direct

hl(z}) = hl,l(z}) + C hl,l(Dl) (f(f3b) - g(Ctb»
1 - C f(f3b(D})
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: Diffuse

hl*(Zl) = hl,l*(zl) + C (hl,l*(Dl)) (f«(3b) - g(ab))

1 - C (f«(3b(Dl))

Two-fluid-

Layer 1: Direct

hlT(zt) = hl(zl) + Tl a2(D2) [BHA]
1 - a2(02) [BHc]

: Diffuse

hlT*(ZI) =hl**(zl) + Tl** g(a2'(D2)) [B][A]
1 - g(a2'(D2)) [BUC]

Layer 2: Direct

h2T(z2) =Tl (a2(z2) + a2(02) [0])
1 - a2(D2) [BUC]

: Diffuse

h2T*(Z2) =Tl** (g(a2'(z2)) + g(a2'(D2)) [0])
1 - g(a2'(D2)) [BUC]
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Three-fluid -

Layer 1: Direct

hl(Zl) = (1:hl,odd(zl) OCF + ~hl,even'(zl»

- (I:hl,even(zl) EFC + I:hl,odd'(zl»

: Diffuse

hj*(zl) = (1:hl,odd**(zl) OCFS + ~hl,even'*(zl»

1:hl,even**(zl) ECFS + 1:hl,odd'*(zI»

Layer 2: Direct

h2(Z2) = «1:h2,odd(z2) - ~h2,even'(z2»

- (1:h2,even(z2) -1:h2,odd'(z2»CF2)

: Diffuse

h2*(z2) = «I:h2,odd**(z2) -1:h2,even'*(z2»

(1:h2,even**(z2) - I:h2,odd'*(z2» CF2S

Layer 3: Direct

h3(Z3) = (1:h3,odd- I:h3,even') CF3
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: Diffuse

(A-348)

Energy Balance

Next, the energy balance (heat gain through insolation absorption - heat losses - useful

heat removal) for each layer must be evaluated. Selected governing equations for heat

balance were taken from Chapter 2 and are summarized as follows:

Overall (00) - The overall energy balance equation has a number of components. These

include radiation heat loss from the surface (<had>, convection heat loss from the

surface (Qconv), evaporation heat loss from the surface (Qevap), bottom heat loss

(QbhI>, side heat loss (QshI>, and useful heat removal (<hem).

Qo =<had + Qconv + Qevap

+ Qbhl + Qshl + <hem

Surface heat loss

Radiation

(W) (2.3-5)

Qrad =EO" [(Ts + 273)4 - (Tsky + 273)4] As

= hr (Ts - Tsky) As

Convection

hc = 5.7 + 3.8 U (Wjm2_oC)
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Evaporation

Qevap =1 Ahe ) rr, -Ta)(Ps - Pa) As
\i.6 Cs Pt

Total

Qsh = hr (Ts - Tsky) As + he (Ts - Ta) As

+ 1. Ahe ) (Ps - Pa) As (W)
\1.6 CsPt .

Bottom heat loss

Kg a2T(z,t) = Pg Cg aT(z,t)

az2 at

Qghl= aA+~P (W/m2)

Heat removal

Qrem = mbr Cp (Tbr,w - Tbr.r)

Conduction heat loss through NCZ

(W) (2.3-15)

(2.3-18)

(2.3-19)

(2.3-20)

(2.3-21)

Qnhl = Kw Asz (Tsz - Ts)
ZLCZ - Zucz
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Convection heat loss through various layers of two- and three-layer

solar ponds

he = 0.069 kf g a (T - Tco)1/3 Pr0.407

v 2

(2.3-29)

Stability

Stability criteria for SGSPs and multi-fluid solar ponds are discussed in Section 2.4

Stability Considerations. The 'first criterion is for SGSPs only and is used to

periodically check the stability of the UCZ/NCZ interface.

SGSP stability criterion

( 6.T/6z)i < «Pr + 't )/(Pr + 1» «(3/a )( 6.S/ 6.z)i

Stability criteria for multi-fluid solar ponds are discussed in Section 2.4.4.

(2.4-9)

Solar pond stability is further affected by convective overturn and wind mixing. Heat

fluxes within the solar pond affect fluid densities and consequently solar pond stability.

Heat is lost from the surface by radiation, convection and evaporation (the primary heat

loss mechanism). Cooling of the surface water (in a SGSP) through heat loss increases

it salinity due to water loss. Both cooling and increased salinity lead to increased

density and convective circulation (overturn) in the surface layer. These disturbances

are transmitted downward to the NCZ and serve to increase UCZ thickness and

decrease SGSP performance. The following governing equation was used to determine

the velocity scale associated with convective overturn:
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Convective overturn

*3 - ~W = qglH+ !3g1WS
pCp

(2.4-14)

The first term of this equation (associated with surface cooling) is the most significant.

The effects of wind mixing are one of the main contributors to mixing and deepening of

the surface zone. A variety of energy entrainment models have been employed by

previous investigators. Though considerable disagreement exists about the appropriate

drag coefficient (Cz) to use and the fraction of turbulent kinetic energy from wind

available for surface mixing, reasonable results have been obtained using the wind

mixing algorithm developed in Equations (2.4-24) through (2.4-34) (Section 2.4.2.4.1).

Augmentation ofsolar pondoutput

A number of methods for augmenting the output of solar ponds have been considered.

Among these, the use of concentrating solar collectors is addressed in Equations (2.6-1)

through (2.6-4). These equations describe the deviation of the tilt factor which is used

to determine the increase in direct radiation available to a tracking collector in relation

to that on a horizontal plane. Thus, direct insolation data for a horizontal surface (as

calculated in Equation (3.3-1» can be used to evaluate direct radiation incident on a

single-axis, tracking, concentrating solar system.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION OF MODELSIMULATION RUNS

Initialsolarpond modeling efforts wereconcentrated on a specific typeof single-fluid solar

pond (a SGSP)because: (1) algorithms developed for two- and three-fluid solarponds

wereextensions of the governing equations developedfor a single-fluid solarpond and

(2) the SGSPis the most common type of solarpond, hasthe mostoperating experience

and, therefore, can serve to validate the modeland serveas a basisof comparison for

alternative solarpond types.

Section4.1 attempts to develop a basecase SGSP whichcan serveas the basisof

comparison. It is not intended to be a SGSP whichcan be usedfor all applications. The

objective was the development of a SGSP whichuses reasonable layer thicknesses and is

fairly representative of typical operating solarponds. Greateremphasis is placedon solar

pondperformance and lesseremphasis on material (salt)requirements and cost

effectiveness.

Section 4.2 evaluatesthe effectof heatwithdrawal on selected basecase solarpond

performance parameters (thermal and Carnotefficiencies). Thermal efficiency of the base

case SGSPwasevaluated for process heat applications andCarnotefficiency for thermal

to-mechanical conversion efficiency.

Section 4.3 evaluates theeffectsof heat sink temperature and heatwithdrawal rateon

electricity generation. Various heatsinksare available forpowercycleheatrejection and
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the temperature of these heat sinks has a significanteffect on solar pond thermal-to

mechanical energy conversionefficiencyas well as the optimalrate of heat withdrawal.

Section 4.4 looks at the sensitivityof the base case solar pond thermalefficiency to changes

in ground conductivityand bottomreflection. Ground conductivityand bottomreflection

have been demonstrated to have a significanteffect on solar pond performance. This

sectionevaluates the magnitudeof the effect that varying these parametershas upon solar

pond performance.

Section 4.5 presents the results of an analysis of the use of various working fluids in low

temperaturepower cycles associatedwith solar ponds. This section was not intended to

identify the optimal workingfluid, but only to compare the potentialperformanceof solar

pond systems using three typical working fluids.

Section 4.6 evaluates various methodsof augmenting the performanceof solar ponds.

This section serves to identify promisingmethods of performanceaugmentation, but does

not attempt to optimize the use and/or contributionof auxiliary heat sources and sinks.

Section 4.7 evaluates the effects of wind mixing and convective overturn on UCZ thickness

and its subsequent effect on SGSP efficiency.

Finally, Section 4.8 summarizes the component terms of the base case SGSP heat balance.

These data are specificallyapplicable only to the given base case SGSP, but are indicative

of typicalrelative heat balancecomponentsfor a variety of solar pond types.
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A number of series of simulation runs were conducted to determine the effect of varying

selected parameters on the performance of various solar pond system combinations. The

following are the results and a discussion of these simulations.

4.1 DevelQpment of a Base Case Sinele-Fluid (Salt Gradient) Solar Pond

A SGSP is generally treated as a three-layer solar pond, consisting of a high-salinity LCZ,

a NCZ in which salt concentration and density increase with depth and a low-salinity UCZ.

However, for the purposes of this study, and because it consists of a single fluid (water) of

varying salt concentration, it is considered a single "layer" solar pond.

As stated previously, the performance of a saspis affected by the thickness of each of its

three zones. A thin UCZ is desired, as this layer reduces the solar collection efficiency of a

sasp. The minimum achievable thickness is determined by the effects of wind mixing,

convective overturn, relative rates of evaporation and precipitation, and the degree of

surface washing. Typical UCZ thicknesses for operating SGSPs are in the range of 0.1 to

0.5 meters.

The thickness of the NCZ determines how much of the solar radiation collected in the LCZ

is recoverable as useful heat and how much becomes heat loss to the atmosphere. A thicker

(thinner) NCZ decreases (increases) heat loss, but also decreases (increases), to a degree,

the amount of solar radiation which reaches the LCZ. Typical NCZ thicknesses for

operating solar ponds are in the range of 0.5 to 2.0 meters.

Finally, the thickness of the storage zone (LCZ) determines the quality (temperature) and

quantity of heat stored there (a thicker LCZ generally means a greater amount of stored

energy). The typical range ofLCZ thickness is <1 to >3 meters.
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For the given solar pond configuration, the following observations can bemade:

1. A thinner UCZ means an increased thermal efficiency;

2. A thicker NCZ means an increased thermal efficiency; and

3. Thermal efficiency increases as LCZ thickness decreases and reaches a

maximum at a LCZ thickness of 0.6 to 1.0 m, with the optimum LCZ

thickness decreasing as the UCZ thickness decreases.

An initial series of simulation runs was conducted to determine the effect of varying zone

thicknesses within typical operating ranges to identify reasonable combinations which

optimize solar pond thermal efficiencies.

Figure 17 shows solar pond thermal efficiency as a function of SGSP layer thicknesses.

Solar pond thermal efficiency (11th) is defined as:

11th = 2.Q.emIi:Qinsol (4.1-1 )

Where: 2.Qrem = total heat removed from the LCZ of the solar pond

over a given time period

lQinsol = total incident radiation on a horizontal plane

over a given time period

For this analysis, heat removal was proportional to average monthly global radiation and

averaged 125 kJ/m2-hr, or about 14% of the average annual hourly insolation averaged

over a 24 hour period. Heat removal occurred only when solar pond LCZ temperature was

~50oC.
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Figure 17. Salt gradient solar pond thermalefficiencyas a functionof pond
layer thicknesses.
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Thus, based on solar pond thermal efficiency, a LCZ thickness of 0.6 - 1.0 m is desirable

and a thicker NCZ and thinner UCZ are preferred for process heat applications.

Figure 18 shows solar pond Camot efficiency as a function of SGSP layer thicknesses.

Solar pond Carnot efficiency is defined as:

11Camot = 11th (Th- TC>/(Th+ 273) (4.1-2)

Where: 11Camot = solar pond Camot efficiency (%)

Th = temperature of fluid withdrawn from LCZ (OC)

Tc - heat sink temperature (OC)

For this analysis, a heat sink temperature equal to the average annual temperature (24OC)

was used. This assumption is reasonable if ground water is used for cooling or, in

Hawaii, if seawater is used (the average annual variation in seawater temperature is

relatively small).

Again, the following observations can be made:

1. A thinner UCZ means an increased Camot efficiency;

2. A thicker NCZ means an increased Camot efficiency; and

3. Carnot efficiency increases as LCZ thickness increases and reaches or

approaches a relative maximum at ~ 1.5 m.
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Figure18. SGSP Carnot efficiency as a function of solar pond layer thicknesses.
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Thus, for process heat applications, a thinner LCZ is desirable. Whereas, for electricity

generation or productionof mechanical power, a thicker LCZ is desirable. Considering

thatchanges in thermaland Carnotefficienciesare relatively smallover the rangeof LCZ

thicknesses considered, an LCZ of 1.2 m is a reasonable value for the base case solar

pond.

In both of the previous analyses, a thinner UCZ is desirable, the thinner, the better.

However, practical considerations will produce an UCZ of finite thickness. This UCZ

thickness will depend on wind speed, relative humidity,evaporation, precipitation, the

available density (salt)gradient, air temperatureand effectivesky temperature (which

affects long wave radiation). Based on previous work by this author, and others, an UCZ

thicknessof 0.2 m is reasonable.

Finally,a reasonable NCZ thickness for the base case solar pond must be determined.

Figure 19 shows the thermal and Carnot efficiencies as a function of NCZ thickness.

Considering the relatively small range of efficienciesover the range of NCZthicknesses

considered, the effects of NCZ thickness (plus those of the UCZ and LCZ) on total solar

pond depth and salt requirements, an NCZ thickness of 1.2 m was selected for the base

case solar pond.

Base Case Solar Pond

UCZ thickness = 0.2m
NCZ thickness = 1.2m
LCZ thickness = 1.2m
Area = 40,000 m2

KG = 1.0W/m2 - oC

C = 0.3
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Figure 19. Thermal efficiency and Carnot efficiency as a function of NCZ thickness.

Conclusions: The base case SGSP developedin this studyprovidesa reasonable

approximation of an operatingsolarpond. Calculated thermal and Carnotefficiencies are

within the ranges of those observedfor operating solar ponds. For both thermaland

Carnotefficiencies, a thicker NCZ meantincreasedefficiency. Solarpond thermal (solar

collection) efficiency was found to be greaterfor a thinnerLCZ and Carnot(thermal-to

mechanical power)conversionefficiency is greaterfor a thickerLCZ. Thus, the

application (desiredoperatingtemperature) determines therequiredLCZ thickness.
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4.2 EffectofHeat Withdrawal Rate OD Selected BaseCase SolarPondPerfonnance
Parameters

Nowthat a basecase SGSP has been established, a seriesof model simulation runs was

conducted to determine the optimum heat .emoval rate for: (1) maximum heatwithdrawal

and (2) maximum electricity generation. Figure20 showsSGSP thermal and Carnot

efficiencies as a function of the heat withdrawal rate.

Heat is withdrawn from the solarpond only whenTsz ~ 5QOC. Thermalefficiency closely

approaches its maximum at a heatremoval rate (Qrem> =125kJ/m2-hr. The total amount of

8.0 r---------------------------, 0.70

,
150

0.66

100 125
Q,..., (kJ/m2-hr)

Salt gradient solar pond thermaland Carnot efficienciesas a function of the
heat withdrawal rate for the base case solar pond.
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Figure 20.
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heat whichcan bewithdrawn increasesas Qremincreases,rapidly at first, then approaches

a maximum. On the other hand,Camot efficiencyand electricity generation are maximum

at <hem =100kJ/m2-hr. The solar pond is able to produceelectricityat this rate 73.6% of

the time (i.e.,capacity factor=0.736). Since heat or electricitycan be deliveredat its

optimumefficiency only partof the time, it is of interest to determine the maximum rate of

electricity generation for onlya given period each day (e.g.,during peak electricpower

demand periods). Utilitiesoften pay (charge) a premiumfor electricity generated (used)

during peak use periods.

Figure21 shows the Camot efficiency of the solar pond as a function of heat removalrate

for various daily withdrawal periods. The efficiencies and totalelectricity generated are

essentially equal for all periods. Factors affectingheat withdrawal rate (period) include

valueof electricpower duringwithdrawal period, parasitic power requirements for fluid

withdrawal/return (pumpingpower) and possibleeffectsof increasedfluid flow at

increased heat withdrawal rates on the stabilityof the NCZ/LCZ interface.

The Camotefficiency represents the maximumefficiency at whichthermalenergycan be

convertedto mechanical energy. However,actual powercycle efficiencies are lower due to

temperature differences acrossheat exchangersfor heat sourcesand sinks and actualprime

moverand generatorefficiencies.

Anotherseriesof computersimulations was conductedwhichconsidered heat exchanger

temperature differences and componentinefficiencies. The following relationship was

used:

EG =«r, -.1Th) - (Tc+ .1Tc» 11s13.6 X 1()6 J/kWh

Where: EG = electricity generated (kWh)
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Th = heat source (solarpondLCZ) temperature (DC)

8Th = temperature difference between heat sourcefluidand hot

working fluid (DC)

Tc = heat sink temperature (0C)

8Tc = temperature difference between heat sinkand cold

working fluid (DC)

11s = combinedconversion systemefficiency (turbine,

electrical generator)

Figure 22 shows the results of these simulations (with 11s =0.75, Tc =24OC, and heat

withdrawal period=12hour/day). Peak electricpower generation occursat a heat

extraction rate of approximately 143kJ/m2-hr. The corresponding heat withdrawal rate for

maximum Carnotefficiency was 176kJ/m2-hr.

Conclusions: The optimumheat withdrawal rate is a function of the application (i.e.,

processheator electricity generation). The optimumheat withdrawal rate for process heat

applications was generally greaterthanfor electricity or mechanical powergeneration.

Sincethe optimum heatwithdrawal rate (for maximum heator electricity production) could

only bemaintained for part of the time(capacity factor < 1.0), it may bedesirable to

produceelectricity onlyduring peak demand (use)periodswhenit is most valuable. The

efficiencies and total heatgenerated wereessentially independent of timeperiodconsidered

(i.e., 24 hoursper day, 12 hours per day). Other factors to consider when selectingthe

optimalheatwithdrawal rate include: (1) parasitic power requirements for fluid pumping

and (2)possible effectsof increased fluid flow at increased heat withdrawal rates on the

stabilityof the NCZ/LCZ interface.
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Figure22. Electric power generation as a function of heat removal rate.

4.3 Effects of Heat SinkTemperature and Heat Withdrawal Rateon Electricity
Generation

All previous simulation runs haveassumedthat ground water (or an other surface water

source) at a constant temperature (240C) was availableas a heat sink. However, some

areasmay not have a sufficient coolingwater resource and may require ambientair cooling.

Anotherseriesof simulation runswas conductedusing ambientair cooling (Ic =Tair)·

Due to the lowerheat transfer coefficients of airversus watera greater heat temperature

exchangerdifference (goC vs 50Cfor water) was assumed.
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Figure 23 shows electricity power generation as a function of heat sink temperature and

heat withdrawal rate. Compared to ground water cooling at its optimum heat withdrawal

rate of 145 kJ/m2-hr , ambient air cooling produces 26% less electricity at its optimum heat

withdrawal rate of 125 kJ/m2-hr. Whereas, deep seawater cooling produces 73% more

electricity than ground water cooling and 134% more than ambient air cooling.

Another interesting observation is that the optimum heat withdrawal rate decreases as heat

sink temperature increases.

Conclusions: The optimum heat withdrawal rate and electricity generation increased as the

heat sink temperature decreased. Cold, deep seawater cooling produced more than 2.3

times the electricity for a given solar input than did ambient air cooling.

4.4 Sensitivity of Base Case Solar Pond Thermal Efficiency to Chan&esin Ground
Conductiyity and Bottom Reflection

Next, a sensitivity analysis to changes in selected solar pond parameters was conducted.

Figure 24 shows Carnot and thermal efficiency as a function of ground thermal

conductivity (base case = 3,600 J/m-hr-0C). For a solar pond of the base case size,

thermal and Carnot efficiencies decrease by 5% and 14%, respectively, as ground

conductivity increases from 50% to 300% of its base case value. Thus, ground heat loss is

only a relatively small component of solar pond efficiency.
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Figure25 showsthermal and Carnotefficiency as a function of bottomreflectivity

(reflection coefficient C. The basecase value wasassumedto be C = 0.3. A solar pond

witha non-reflecting bottom (C=0) has thermal and Carnotefficiencies which are 5%and

31% greater, respectively, than that for C = 0.3.

Conclusions: Ground heatloss has a relatively greatereffecton Carnotefficiency thanon

thermal efficiency. An increase in ground conductivity from50 to 300% of its basecase

valueproduced decreases of 5 to 14%,respectively, in thermal and Carnotefficiencies.

This relatively smallchangewouldseemto indicate thatground heat lossis not significant

However, the abovecalculation considersonly groundheat lossesvia conduction. The

presence of water, eitheras a moving liquidor as a vapor, couldsignificantly increase
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groundheatlossand thereby increasethe relativeimportance of the groundheat loss

component and needfor control. The effectof bottomreflection is more significant,

especially with respectto Carnotefficiency.
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Figure 25. Thermaland Camot efficiency as a functionof bottomreflectivity
(reflectioncoefficient).

4.5 Use of VariousWorking Fluids

A varietyof working fluids have beenproposedfor low temperature powercycles such as

thoseassociated with solarponds. Threeof these have beenevaluated here. A halogenated

hydrocarbon (R-12), water (H20) and ammonia(NH3). A representative halogenated

hydrocarbon is included here only for comparison purposes. Environmental concerns
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make it unlikely that they would be used in any future system designs. Ammonia is a

typical working fluid at these temperatures and water can beused as a working fluid in (ill

open cycle-OTEC configuration (where the warm water is flash evaporated at a low

pressure to provide low pressure steam) or as a heat transfer fluid in a hybrid system where

NH3 is the working fluid.

Figure 26 shows solar pond system efficiency as a function of Th, Tc and type of working

fluid. The following observations can be made:

1. For all temperatures, TlH20 > TlNH3 > TlR-12, and

2. The rate of efficiency change decreases as Th increases, is greatest for

water, and ammonia> R-12.

Thus, it appears that water may be the best working fluid (of the three considered) for solar

pond operation. The relative performance advantage of water may be even greater if fresh

water is recovered as a byproduct. However, other factors may affect this relationship.
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Conclusions: Of the threecandidateworkingfluids considered(R-12, water and

ammonia), waterprovidedthe highestpower cycle efficiency. Other factorsmay effect this

relationship,however.

4.6 Au~entation of SolarPond Output

Two possiblemethodsof solarpond performance augmentation were considered. The first

involvedthe useof concentrating solar collectors to increasebrinetemperature and the

secondinvolvedsuperheating working fluid.

The first method involves usingconcentrating collectors to raise the temperature ofLCZ

brine with brine withdrawalat the previousrate (Qrem =138kJ/m2-hr). Each squaremeter

of concentrating solar collectorsprovides an additional 5.35 Wh/hr. But, at an overall

concentrating solarcollectorthermal-to-electricity conversion efficiencyof only 3.9%. By

reducing the brinewithdrawal rate to half of its previousvalue (Qrem= 69 kJ/m2), and

usingconcentrating solar collectors to augment this output, a specificincrease in output of

8.08 Wh/hr at an increasedconversionefficiencyof 5.9% is achieved. However, these are

very low conversion efficiencies for a high temperature concentrating solar collector

system,and this approachis probablynot the most effectiveuse of concentrating solar

collectors. In addition, high brine flow rates mean highpumpingrequirementsand further

reduce thepotentialbenefitsof this approach.

The secondaugmentation approach involvesthe use of high temperature heatfrom

concentrating solarcollectors(or combustionof fossil fuels) to superheat working fluid

vapor. Superheating of halogenatedhydrocarbons is generally not effective so this was not
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evaluated. Figure27 showsaverage superheat efficiency correction factors for ammonia

and wateras a function of heat source temperature at 2200c of superheat

The affectof superheat is that the overallcycleefficiency for superheated ammonia vapor>

superheated watervaporby 6 - 28% (with the greatestdifferences at the lowestTh-Tcand

lowestinitialsystemefficiencies). However, owing to a lower latent heatof evaporation, a

greaterworking fluid flowrate (for a givenoutput), and a higher specific heatcapacity for

ammonia, more heat is required to providethedesiredsuperheat Whenthe total heatinput

is considered, water,as a workingfluid, has as slightlygreateroverallcycle efficiency. An

additional benefitof wateras a working fluid is the potential production of fresh water.

However, more researchis required in this area.

Conclusions: Various methods of augmenting solarpond performance showed

considerable promise. Of these,use of cold, deep seawateras a heat sinkand superheating

of working fluid vapor showedthe most promiseand warrantfurther research. On the

other hand,heatingof pond brineto increaseconversion efficiency did not appearto be the

mosteffectiveuse of an auxiliary heat source. The minimal benefits of this approach are

furtherreduced by the high pumpingpower requirements. Superheating of organic

workingfluids is generally not effective. For a givendegreeof superheat, ammonia

produced higherpowercycleefficiencies but more heat (perpound) wasrequiredto

achieve the samedegreeof superheat, negating therelative advantage of ammonia exceptat

relatively small temperature differences between the heat source (Th) and heat sink (Te).
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4.7 Effect of Wind Mixing and Conyective Overturn on UCZ Thickness

Wind mixing and convective overturn were incorporated into the SGSP model. A number

of simulation runs were conducted.

A wind mixed layer was quickly established (in minutes to hours) before any significant

heating occurred. In the absence of surface washing to maintain a low UCZ salinity and a

strong density gradient, the thickness of UCZ increased and the NCZ decreased fairly

rapidly. Destruction of the NCZ occurs within a few months. When the effects of

convective overturn are included, destruction of the NCZ occurs within a month. On the

other hand, a stable VCZ thickness of 0.2 m at an average wind speed of 5.0 m/sec is

achieved with surface washing.

Conclusions: Application of the wind mixing algorithm at the start of pond warm-up

showed that a wind mixed layer was quickly established (in minutes to hours) before any

significant heating occurred. The UCZ continued to deepen but at a declining rate.

Addition of the effects of convective overturn increased the rate at which the VCZ thickness

increased. Pond stability was destroyed in several months with wind mixing only and in

less than one month with the addition of convective overturn. However, with surface

washing to maintain a constant VCZ salinity and the NCZ salt gradient, UCZ thickness

reached a constant value. Thus, it appears that surface washing is necessary for a SGSP.

4.8 Base Case Solar Pond Heat Balance

An analysis was made of a typical base case SGSP over a one year period of operation.

The following is a breakdown of heat losses and useful heat removal.
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Table 3. Basecase solarpond heat balance.

% of Total Insolation

43.2

31.7

6.3

7.9

6.9

3.6

0.4

Useful Heat Removal

BottomReflection & Subsequent Out-radiation

Surface Reflection

Bottomand SideHeat Losses

SurfaceHeat Loss

Evaporation

Radiation

Convection

Total 100.0

Thus, surface heat lossesconstitute 81.2% of total incidentradiation. The net thermal

efficiency is only 7.9%, and 6.9% of the incidentradiation is lost due to bottomand

internalreflection and subsequent out-radiation (at C =0.3).

Conclusions: As expected, surface heat loss was the largestcomponent of heat loss in the

base case sasp. Evaporation was the largest single heat loss component. Thus,various

methods of evaporation controlmayhavethe potential to significantly increasethepond

efficiency. However, theperformance increasewill not be proportional to the decrease in

totalheat lossdue to reducedevaporation heat loss, as the subsequent increasein storage

zone temperature will lead to an increase in radiation, convection, andground heatlosses,

reducing the net benefit. Lossesdue to bottomreflection and subsequent out-radiation are

also significant (especially at a relatively highreflection coefficient: C =0.3). At lower
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bottomreflection coefficients mostof this reflectedradiationwouldhave been absorbed in

the LCZ. Thus, highlyreflecting substances such as salt crystals shouldbe kept out of the

LCZ andoff the bottom.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING TIIE SOLAR POND

SYSTEM DESIGN COMPUTER MODEL

1. The base case SGSP developed in this study provides a reasonable

approximation of an operating solar pond. Calculated thermal and Carnot

efficiencies are within the ranges of those observed for operating solar

ponds. For both thermal and Carnot efficiencies, a thicker NCZ meant

increased efficiency. Solar pond thermal (solar collection) efficiency was

found to begreater for a thinner LCZ and Carnot (thermal-to-mechanical

power) conversion efficiency is greater for a thicker LCZ. Thus the

application (desired operating temperature) determines the required LCZ

thickness.

2. The optimum heat withdrawal rate is a function of the application (i.e.,

process heat or electricity generation). The optimum heat withdrawal rate

for process heat applications was generally greater than for electricity or

mechanical power generation. Since the optimum heat withdrawal rate (for

maximum heat or electricity production) could only be maintained for part of

the time (capacity factor < 1.0), it may bedesirable to produce electricity

only during peakdemand (use) periods when it is most valuable. The

efficiencies and total heat generated were essentially independent of time

period considered (i.e., 24 hours per day, 12 hours per day). Other factors

to consider when selecting the optimal heat withdrawal rate include:
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(1) parasitic power requirements for fluid pumping and (2) possible effects

of increased fluid flow at increased heat withdrawal rates on the stability of

the NCZ/LCZ interface.

3. The optimum heat withdrawal rate and electricity genemtion increased as the

heat sink temperature decreased. Cold, deep seawater cooling produced

more than 2.3 times the electricity for a given solar input than did ambient

.air cooling.

4. Ground heat loss has a relatively greater effect on Carnot efficiency than on

thermal efficiency. An increase in ground conductivity from 50 to 300% of

its base case value produced decreases of 5 to 14%, respectively, in thermal

and Carnot efficiencies. This relatively small change would seem to indicate

that ground heat loss is not significant However, the above calculation

considers only ground heat losses via conduction. The presence of water,

either as a moving liquid or as a vapor, could significantly increase ground

heat loss and thereby increase the relative importance of the ground heat loss

component and need for control. The effect of bottom reflection is more

significant, especially with respect to Carnot efficiency.

5. Of the three candidate fluids considered (R-12, water and ammonia), water

provided the highest power cycle efficiency. Other factors may affect this

relationship, however.

6. Various methods of augmenting solar pond performance showed

considerable promise. Of these, use of cold, deep seawater as a heat sink

and superheating of working fluid vapor showed the most promise and

warrant further research. On the other hand, heating of pond brine to
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increase conversion efficiency did not appear to be the mosteffectiveuseof

an auxiliary heat source. The minimal benefits of this approach are further

reducedby the highpumpingpowerrequirements. Superheating of organic

workingfluids is generally not effective. For a givendegreeof superheat,

ammonia produced higherpowercycleefficiencies butmore heat (per

pound) wasrequired to achievethe samedegreeof superheat, negatingthe

relative advantage of ammonia exceptat relatively smalltemperature

differences between the heat source (Th) and heatsink (Td.

7. Application of the windmixingalgorithm at the startof pondwarm-up

showed thata windmixed layer wasquicklyestablished (in minutesto

hours)before any significant heatingoccurred. The UCZ continued to

deepenbut at a declining rate. Addition of the effectsof convective overturn

increased the rate at which the UCZ thickness increased. Pond stabilitywas

destroyed in severalmonths with windmixingonly and in less than one

monthwith the addition of convectiveoverturn. However,with surface

washing to maintain a constantUCZ salinityand the NeZ saltgradient,

UCZ thickness reacheda constantvalue. Thus, it appears that surface

washing is necessaryfor a SGSP.

8. As expected, surfaceheat loss was the largestcomponentof heat loss in the

base case SGSP. Evaporation was the largest singleheat loss component

Thus, various methodsof evaporation controlmay have thepotential to

significantly increasethepond efficiency. However, the performance

increase willnot beproportional to the decrease in totalheat loss due to

reducedevaporation heat loss, as the subsequent increasein storagezone

temperature will lead to an increasein radiation, convection, and ground
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heat losses, reducing the net benefit. Losses due to bottom reflection and

subsequent out-radiation are also significant (especially at a relatively high

reflection coefficient: C =0.3). At lower bottom reflection coefficients

most of this reflected radiation would have been absorbed in the LCZ.

Thus, highly reflecting substances such as salt crystals should be kept out

of the LCZ and off the bottom.

9. Wind mixing, convective overturn and bottom reflection significantly affect

the performance of a solar pond. The ability to simulate and quantify the

effect of these factors will help improve the validity of solar pond system

simulation results and the design and performance of solar pond systems.

10. The ability to simulate various solar pond types under similar conditions

will allow a comparison of their performance at different sites and for

different applications.

11. The subject solar pond system design computer model incorporates a

number of important features, including some unique features, which might

help to improve the validity of simulation results and the design and

performance of solar ponds. However, as is true with any system model,

there are some deficiencies.

(a) Does not include the edge effects associated with sloping walls where

the SGSP cannot be treated as strictly one-dimensional. (However, as

pond size increases, the relative importance of these effects

decreases.)
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(b) Considerable disagreement exists concerning the appropriate value of

the drag coefficient (Cz) used in the wind mixing algorithm and

consequently the induced surface drift current and friction velocity.

These factors affect the calculated thickness of the wind mixed layer

(UCZ).

(c) Does not address the effects of wind-induced subsurface currents

which may adversely affect solar pond stability and may ultimately

limit solar pond size.

(d) The assumed effective convection heat transfer coefficient (Equation

(2.3-28» needs to be validated through small-scale immiscible solar

pond experiments.

12. Areas for future research and model development:

(a) Development of an economic model to evaluate and optimize life-cycle

costs, product values and the cost effectiveness of various systems.

(b) Develop or modify existing algorithms for component/subsystem

modules (e.g., boilers, pumps, multiple-effect evaporators, power

conversion systems, etc.). Integrate various selected combinations of

component/subsystem modules with the solar pond module to

simulate augmentation of outputs, combined (hybrid) applications and

multiple product outputs. Identify critical component/subsystems,

perform reliability analyses, and evaluate the benefits of

component/subsystem redundancy.
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(c) Conducta morerigorous technical and economic feasibility analysis of

promisingmethods of solarpondperformance augmentation. A non

rigorous analysis of variousaugmentation methods was conducted in

this study. For example,the analysesof this studydid notconsider

changesin system efficiencyas a functionof load. Also, a more

detailed analysis is necessary to optimizetherequirements

(contributions) of auxiliaryheat sources. The use of solar ponds in

hybrid- and open-cycle SPOTECsystemsshould be evaluated and

comparedto conventional open-, closed- and hybrid-cycle OTEC.

(d) Three typesof insolation models using different inputdata (global

radiation,numberof sunshinehours and cloudcover)wereemployed

in this model. A comparison of performance predictions basedon the

type of insolation model usedshouldbe conducted for a varietyof

sites.

(e) Furthersimplifications of the multi-fluid radiation transmission

functions might be possible. For example, the magnitudes of fluid

interface and bottom reflection coefficients (Pi and C, respectively) are

greatestat the air-upper fluid interfaceand at the bottom. Thus, terms

involvingreflection at these interfaces must be considered. However,

since the differences between refractive indices of adjacent layers

elsewhere in the pondwill generally be muchless than that between

air and mostcandidate fluids, someof the terms involving reflections

at these interfaces may be eliminated without significantly reducing the

accuracy of results. This couldreduce calculation time.
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(f) The effectsof various methods of reducingtheeffectsof windmixing

on UCZ thickness in a SGSPcan be simulated by determining a

turbulent kineticenergy (TKE) reduction coefficient. Several

investigators havedetermined percentage reductions in windeffects

due to, for example, floating ringsor other similarstructures.

Shadingcoefficients (reductions in insolation transmission due to the

area shaded by the structure) mustalso be considered.

(g) Algorithms have beendeveloped for two- and three-fluid solarponds.

However, time limitations and a needfor additional data forcandidate

fluids (extinction coefficients for each wavelength bandandvarious

fluidproperties as a function of temperature) haveprevented a detailed

analysis of variousalternative solarpond systems. The following

approaches can be usedfor these specificsolarpond types:

Gel SolarPond (without a surfacelayerof water)

A gel solarpond without a thin surfacelayerof water is considered a

two-fluid solarpond. The performance of a gel solarpondcan be

evaluated and compared to thatof a SGSPby: (i) eliminating the

evaporation heat loss termand (ii) by usingactual gel extinction

coefficients and gelproperties (or alternatively by assuming gel

transmission andotherproperties are the sameas for wateror salt

solutions).
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Membrane StratifiedSolar Pond (without a surface layer of water)

Again, this is considered a two-fluid solarpond. The effective

radiation transmission and heat conduction of the membranefmterstitial

fluidcombination must be determined. Again, the evaporation heat

loss termis eliminated from the heat balance equation.

Gel SolarPond and MembraneStratified SolarPond (witha surface

layerof water)

The approach requiredis identical to the above, but the evaporation

term must be included. The three-fluid solarpond algorithmis used

with wateras the top fluid

Multi-fluid Solar Pond (General Approach)

Radiation transmission and other fluid properties as a function of

temperature must be known or assumedfor each of the candidate

fluids. The selectedfluids must meet stability criteria (Section2.4.4)

and the effective convectiveheat transfercoefficient (Equation (2.3

29)) must be used for convectingfluids and a conductionheat transfer

coefficient(Equation (2.3-25)) used for non-convecting fluids. Then

the two-fluid or three-fluidalgorithmis used,as appropriate.

Extension to More than Three Layers

Some proposed immisciblesolar pondcombinations involvefour or

five layers,with the additionallayer(s) being,for example,a very thin

layerof methylsalicilate which is usedas an immiscible separation
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boundary layer between two layers. Two approaches can be taken.

The approach used for a three-fluid solar pond in Appendix A can be

extended to four or five fluids. However, this approach is probably

not warranted, as relatively little radiation is absorbed in the very thin

methylsalicylate layer and if the differences in refractive indices of the

methylsalicylate and the fluids above and below it are relatively small,

reflections at these interfaces can be neglected. Thus, the solar pond

can be treated (approximately) as a three-fluid solar pond.
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APPENDIX A

DEVELOPMENT OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR TRANSMISSION AND

ABSORPTION OF SOLAR RADIATION IN SOLAR PONDS

A-I Reflection. AbsmWon and Transmission of Direct Radiation in a SimPle Fluid
~

Figure 28 is a schematic diagram of the path of a single ray of direct incident solar radiation

as it interacts with the air above, and the fluid layer (L2) (or bottom) below the fluid layer

(LI) under consideration. This ray, with intensity I, impinges on the surface of Ll at an

angle of incidence, 90. In this analysis (Sections A-I, A-2 and A-3), reflection is assumed

to be specular at the interfaces. A portion of the incident radiation (RI,I) is is reflected

from the surface ofLI. The magnitude of the reflected radiation is a function of the angle

of incidence (90), the angle of refraction (91), and indices of refraction of air (NO)and the

fluid in LI (N I). The remainder of the incident radiation is transmitted to Ll. Some of this

radiation is transmitted downward through the fluid layer and the magnitude of this

transmitted radiation is a function of depth (hl,l(zl». Some of the radiation is is absorbed

in Ll.

Part of the radiation incident on L2 is reflected back towards the interface of LI and air, and

part penetrates into L2 (Tl,l). As can be seen from Figure 28, multiple reflections occur

within Ll. These multiple reflections contribute incrementally to transmission upward

from LI (RI,2; RI,3; OI'), absorption in and transmission downward to L2 (TI,2; TI,3; OI').

A radiation balance requires that:

R+T+A=1

or I=(R+T+A)I (A-I)
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where: I = intensity of incident directradiation

R = fraction of incident direct radiation reflected fromthe upper

surface of L1 0; transmitted upward out of L1 at ZI = 0

T = fraction of incident direct radiation transmitted to L2 at ZI~Dl

A = fraction of incident directradiation absorbed in L1.

Air, no

1=1

0

hl,l(zl)

Ll.n,l

ZI

D1

L2,~

Figure 28. Multiplereflections within Layer 1.

The following is thedevelopment of governing equations for a directradiation balance in a

singlelayer.

91 = sin-1«no!nl) sin90)

91er= sin-1(no/nl)
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Po = po(60) = ! sin2(60 - 61) + tan2(60 - 611
2 sin2(60 + 61) tan2(60 + 61)

PI =P1(61) =1 sin2(61 - 60) tan 2(61 - 60)

"2 sin2(61 + 60) + tan 2(61 + 60)

for 61 < 61cr

PI =1, for 61 ~ 61cr

62 = sin-I«n1/n2) sin61

62cr= sin-I(nl/n2) if nj > nj

P2 = P2(61) = ~(sin2(61 - 62) + tan2(61 - 62) ,

2\sin2(61+ 62) tan2(61 + 62)j

for 61 < 62cr

P2 = 1, for 61 z 62cr

over the range 0.$ Zl s Dl

where: D1 = thickness of LI

and ,a1,i(zl) = e- J1i zl/cos91

bl,i(ZI) = e- J1i (01 - zl)/cos91

For the following equations, ai (ZI) = al,i(zl) and bl (ZI) = bl,i(ZI). Each spectral

wavelength band component must be treated separately.

R1,1 =Po

hl,I(ZI)= (1 - Po) al(zl)

TI,1 = hl,I(DI) (l - P2)

hl,2(ZI) = hl,I(DI) P2 bl(ZI)

RI,2 = hl,2(O) (1 - PI)

hl,3(ZI) = hl,2(O) PI aI(zl)

TI,2 = hl,3(DI) (l - P2)

hl,4(ZI) = hl,3(DI) P2 bl(ZI)
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(A-5)

(A-6)

(A-7)

(A-8)

(A-9)

(A-lO)

(A-ll)

(A-12)

(A-l3)

(A-14)

(A-IS)

(A-16)

(A-17)

(A-18)

(A-I9)

(A-20)



Rl.3 =hl,4(O) (l - PI)

hl,5(Zl) =hl,4(O) PI al(Zl)

Tl.3 =hl,5(Dl) (l - P2)

hl.6(Zl) =hl,5 (Dl) P2 bl(Zl)

Rl,4 =hl.6(0) (l - PI)

hl.7(Zl) =hl.6(0) PI al(Zl)

Tl,4 =hl.7(Dl) (l - P2)
•
•
•

(A-21)

(A-22)

(A-23)

(A-24)

(A-25)

(A-26)

(A-27)

A-l.l Direct Fraction of Radiation Reflected or Transmitted from the Up.perSurface of L1

Components of R1 for each spectral wavelength band can be summed to give the total

quantity of direct radiation reflected from (Rjj) Of transmitted from (Rl,2. "', Rl,n) the

surface ofLl.

n

Rj = ~ Rl.i = RI.l + Rl.2 + Rl,3 + RI.4 + ... + RI.n
i=I

=PO + (I-PO) al(Dl) P2 bI(O) (1 - PI)

+ (I-PO) aI(DI) P2 bI(O) PI aI(DI) P2 bI(O) (l - PI)

+ (I-PO) aI(DI) P2 bI(O) PI aI(DI) P2 bI(O) PI X

aI(Dl) P2 bl(O) (1 - PI)

+ ...

and, since al (DI) =bI (0):

Rl = PO + (l - PO)(l - PI) al(DI)2 P2 X

1+ PI P2 al(DI)2 + (PI P2 aI(Dl)2)2 + (PI P2 aI(DI)2)3 + ...
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A-1.2 Geometric Series

if r < 1 Soo= lim aI(1-rn) = ai
n...oo 1- r r:r

(A-3D)

(A-31)

(A-32)

Now applying the principles of a geometric series, as discussed above, equation (A-29) can

bereduced to:

where, at = (1 - PO) (l - PI) at(DI)2 P2

r = al (Dt)2 PI P2

then,

therefore:

Soo = (l - PO) (l - Pt) aI(Dt)2 P2

1 - aI(DI)2 PI P2

Rl = Po + (1- Po) (1 - PI) at(DI)2 P2

1 - ar (Dt)2 Pt P2

(A-33)

A-1.3 Fraction of Direct Radiation Transmitted from Ll to L2

Similarly, the fraction of direct radiation transmitted from Ll to L2 can be calculated as

follows:

n

TI = ~ Tt,i = TI,I + Tt,2 + TI,3 + TI,4 + ... + TI,n
1=1

= (1 - PO) (1 - P2) aI(DI)

+ (1 - PO) at(Dt) P2 at(Dt) PI at(Dt) (1 - P2)

+ (1 - PO) at(Dt) P2 at(Dt) PI at(Dt) X

Pi aI(Dt) PI aI(Dt) (1 - P2)

+ (1- PO) at(Dt) P2 at(DI) PI aI(Dl) X

P2 at(Dt) pi aI(Dt) P2 aI(Dt) PI at(DI) (1- P2)
+ ...
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so,

Tj = (1 - Po) aI(DI)(1 - P2) X

1 + aI(Dt)2 PI P2 + (aI(DI)2 PI P2)2

+ (aI(DI)2 PI P2)3 + ...

Tt = (1- PO) (1-p~) aI(DI)

(l - at(DI)2 PI P2)

(A-35)

(A-36)

Note: TI represents the fraction of direct radiation transmitted to the second fluid layer or

absorbed at the bottom.

A-l.4 Fraction of Direct Radiation Absorbed in Ll

The amount of direct radiation absorbed in Ll can be determined by difference:

Al = 1- RI - TI

=1 - pO + (1 - PO) (1 - PI) aI(DI)2 P2

1 - aI(DI)2 PI P2

- (1 - PO) (1- P2) aI(DI)

1 - aI(DI)2 PI P2

Al = (1+ PI al(DI» (1-aI(DI» (1- PO)

1 - aI(DI)2 PI P2

(A-37)

(A-38)

Figure 29 is a schematic diagram showing the resultant sums of direct radiation

components reflected or transmitted upward from Ll (= RI), absorbed in Ll (= AI) and

transmitted to L2 (= TI).
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Figure 29. Resultant sums of direct radiation components reflected or transmitted upward
from L1 (=Rt ) , absorbed in L1 (=A) and transmitted to L2 (=Tt ) .

A-1.5 Intensityof Direct Radiation in L1 as a function ofDej!th (zll

An evaluationof the intensityof direct radiation at a given depth (h1(ZI» is of primary

interest to the solar pond modeler,and can be calculated as follows:

hl(ZI)

hl,l(ZI)

hl,3(ZI)

hl,5(ZI)

=hl,l(ZI) - hI,2(Z2) + hI,3(Z3) - hI,4(ZI) + hI,S(ZI) - hl,6(ZI) + ... (A-39)

= (1- PO) aI(zl) (A-40)

= (1- PO) aI(DI) P2 al(DI) PI al(ZI) (A-41)

=(1 - Po) aI(DI) P2 al(DI) PI X

aI(DI) P2 aI(Dl) PI aI(ZI) (A-42)

•
•
co

1: hl,odd(ZI) = (1 - PO) al(zl)

1- al(DI)2 PI P2
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hl,2(Zl) =(1 - po) al(Dl) P2 (bl(Zl)

hl,4(Zl) = (1 - Po) al(Dl) P2 al(Dl) PI al(Dl) P2 bl(Zl)

hl,6(Zl) =(1 - PO) al (Dl) P2 al (Dl) PI al (Dl) P2 X

al(Dl) PI al(Dl) P2 bl(Zl)

•
•
•

and, since bl(Zl) = al(Dl)

al(zl)

~hl,even (zj) = /(1- Po) al(Dl)2 P2\ (--.!-)
\ 1 - al(Dl)2 PI P2J al(zl)

hl(Zl) = ~ hl,odd(Zl) - It hl,odd (zj)

= l 1 - PO ) (a1(Zl) - P2 a1(Dl)2)
\1 -al(Dl)2 PI P2 ar (zj)

(AM)

(A-45)

(A-46)

(A-47)

(A-48)

(A-49)

A-2 Reflection. Absorption, and Transmission of Direct Radiation in a Series of Two or
More Fluid Layers

Figure 30 extends the analysis developed in Section A-I to multiple layers of fluids.

82cr =sin-1(nl/n2) if n2 > nj

P3 =P3(82) = .! (sin2(82 - 81) + tan2(82 - 8 1»)
2 sin2(82 + 81) tan2(82 + 81)

for 82 < 82cr

P3 =1, for 82 ~ 82cr

83 =sin-1«n2ln3) sin82)

82cr'=sirr! (n2ln3) if n3 > n2
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--,~----r-------.:,...-------_---l!.._~---O

L2,n2
~

JDl<~<D2
___~~~~~::":""='--~.:..£l-"""='=~----':"""'-!-- 02

Figure 30. Reflection, absorption, and transmission of direct radiation in a series of two
or more fluid layers.

P4 = P4(92) = !. (Sin2(92 - 93) + tan2(92 - 93»)
2 sin2(92 + 93) tan2(92 + 93)

for 82 < 92cr'

P4 =I, for 92~ 92cr'

over the range 01 < z2~D2

and, a2,i (Z2)=e- J.li (~ - D1)/cos92

b2.i (Z2)=e- J.li (02 - ~)/cos92

As before, a2(z2) =a2,i(z2) and b2(Z2)=b2,i (Z2)

h2,I(Z2) =Tl a2(z2)

T2.1 =h2.1(D2) (1 - P4)

h2,2(Z2) =h2,l(D2) P4 b2(Z2)

R2.1 =h2.2(D2) (l - P3)
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(A-56)

(A-57)

(A-58)

(A-59)

(A-60)
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h2,3(Z2) = h2,2(DI) P3 a2(z2) (A-63)

T2,2 = h2.3(D2) (1 - P4) (A-64)

h2.4(Z2) = h2,3(D2) P4 b2(Z2) (A-65)

R2.2 = h2,4(DI) (l - P3) (A-66)

h2,5(Z2) = h2,4(DI) P3 a2(z2) (A-67)

T2,3 = h2.3(D2) (l - P4) (A-68)

h2.6(Z2) = h2,5(D2) P4 b2(Z2) (A-69)

R2.3 = h2.6(DI) (l - P3) (A-70)

A-2.1 Direct Fraction of Radiation Transmitted Upward from L2 toLl

n

I: R2 i =R2 1 + R22 + R2 3 + ... + R2 n
i=l' , " ,

= TI a2(D2) P4 b2(DI) (l - P3)

+ TI a2(D2) P4 b2(DI) P3 a2<D2) P4 b2(DI) (l - P3)

+ TI a2(D2) P4 b2(DI) P3 a2(D2) P4 b2(DI) X

P3 a2(D2) P4 b2(DI) (1 - P3)

•
•
•

(A-71)

(A-72)

(A-73)

A-2.2 Fraction of Direct Radiation Transmitted Downward from L2 to L3 (or Bottom)

n

T2 = I: T2.i =T2.1 + T2.2 + T2.3 + ... + T2.n
i=l
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= Tl a2(D2) (1 - P4)

+ Tl a2(D2) P4 b2(Dl) P3 a2(D2) (1 - P4)

+ Tl a2<D2) P4 b2(Dl) P3 a2(D2) X

P4 b2(Dl) P3 a2(D2) (1 - P4) (A-74)

•
•
•

T2 = TI ( "2 (Di) (1 - P4) )
1 - a2 (D2)2 P3 P4 (A-75)

A-2.3 Fraction of Direct Radiation Absorbed in L2

A-2.4 Intensity of Direct Radiation in L2 as a Function of Depth (Z2)

h2(Z2) =h2,1(zj) - h2,2(Z2) + h2,3(Z2) - h2,4(Z2)
+ h2,S(Z2) - h2,6(Z2) + ... (A-78)

h2,1(Z2) =Tl a2(z2) (A-79)

h2,3(Z2) =Tl a2(D2) P4 b2(Dl) P3 a2(z2) (A-80)

h2,5(ZZ) =Tl a2(D2) P4 b2(Dl) P3 a2(Dz) P4 b2(Dl) P3 a2(z2) (A-81)

•
•
•
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=

and, since a2(D2) =b2(Dl)

1:h2.odd (Z2) = Tl ( a2(z2) )
1 - a2(D2)2 P3 P4

h2,2(Z2) =Tl a2(D2) P4 b2(Z2)

h2.4(Z2) =Tl a2(D2) P4 bl(Dl) P3 a2(D2) P4 bl(Z2)

h2.6(Z2) =Tl a2(D2) P4 b2(Dl) P3 a2(D2) P4 X

b2(Dl) P3 a2(D2) P4 b2(Z2)

•
•
•

1:h2.even(Z2) = Tl (a2(D2) P4 b2(Z2))
1 - a2(D2)2 P3 P4

h2(Z2) =1:h2.odd(Z2) - 1:h2.even(Z2)

and, since b2(Z2) =a2(D2)

a2(z2)

=Tl (a2(Z2) - a2(D2) P4 b2(Z2»)
1 - a2(D2)2 P3 P4

( 1 - '2~~ P3 P4 ) (.2(Z2)

(A-82)

(A-83)

(A-84)

(A-85)

(A-86)

(A-87)

(A-88)

(A-89)

A-3 Multiple Reflections and Interactions Between Adjacent Fluid Layers

Figure 31 is a schematic diagram of the path of a ray as it undergoes multiple reflections,

transmissions and absorption within and between adjacent fluid layers.
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Figure 31. Path of rays undergoing multiple reflections, transmission and absorption
within and between adjacent fluid layers.

RI, Tl. T2, and R2 are as defined previously.

RI' =R2 (1- pI) aI(DI) )

1 - aI(DI)2 PI P2

TI' =R2 aI(DI)2 PI (1 - P2»)
1 - aI(DI)2 PI P2

AI' =R2 (1- aI(DI» (1 + aI(DI) PI»)
1 - aI(DI)2 PI P2

T2' =TI' ( a2(D2) (l - P4) ,\

1 - a2(D2)2P3 P4J

(A-90)

(A-91)

(A-92)

(A-93)
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R2' =TI' a2(D2)2 P4 (1 - P3»)

1 - a2(D2)2 P3 P4

A2' =TI' (l - a2(D2» (1+ a2(D2) P4)\

1 - a2(D2)2 P3 P4 I
Ti' =R2' ( al(Dt)2 Pt (l - P2~'

1 - at(Dt)2 Pt P2 J
RI" =R2' ( al(Dt) (l - Pt) )

1 - at(DI)2 PI P2

. AI" =R2' (1 -at(Dt» (1+ al(Dt) PI).'

1 - al(DI)2 PI P2 J
Ti' =TI" ( a2(D2) (1 - P4) )

1 - a2(D2)2 P3 P4

R2" = Tt" a2(D2)2 (l - P3) )

1 - a2(D2)2 P3 P4

A2" =Tt" (l-a2(D2)} (1+ a2(D2) P4~'
1 - a2(D2}2 P3 P4 7

•
•
•

(A-94)

(A-95)

(A-96)

(A-97)

(A-98)

(A-99)

(A-loo)

(A-lOI)

A-3.l Fraction of Direct Radiation Reflected from Surface ofLI and Transmitted to Air

RIT = RI + Rj ' + RI" + RI'" + ... + RID'

= PO + (l - 0)(1 - t) at(DI}2 P2)

1 - at(Dt}2 PI P2

+ R2 ((1 -PI) aI(DI) ) \

1 - aI(DI) PI P2

+ R2' (1 -Pt) al(DI) )
1 - aI(DI) PI P2

+ '"
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(A-I03)

A-3.2 Fraction of Direct Radiation Absorbed in Ll

AlT =At + At' + At" + Aj " + ... + Atn•

= ((1 + pt at(Dt» (l - al(Dt) (1 -PO» \

1 - at(Dt)2 pi P2 J

+ R2 (1 - at(Dt» (1 + at(Dt) PI)

1 - at (Dt)2 Pt P2

+ R2' (1 -at(Dt» (l + at(Dt) Pt)

1 - at (Dt)2 Pt P2

+ ...

=At
(A-I04)

A-3.3 Direct Radiation Absorbed in L2

An =A2 + A2' + A2" + ... + A2n'

=Tt (0 -a2(D2» (1 + P4 a2(D2»'

1 - a2(D2)2 P3 P4 J
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+ ...

n

An =A2 + :E A2i '
i=l

= TI (1 - a2(D2» (l + a2(D2) P4)

1 - a2(D2)2 P3 P4

A-3.4 Fraction of Direct Radiation Transmitted to Bottom (or L3)

(A-107)

T2T = T2 + T2' + T2n + ... + T2n'

=TI (a2(D2) (l - P4) )
1 - a2(D2)2 P3 P4

+ TI' a2(D2) (l - P4)

1 - a2(D2)2 P3 P4

+ TIn a2(D2) (1 - P4)

1 - a2(D2)2 P3 P4

+ ...

n

T2T =T2 + L T2 i '
i=l
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(A-I09)

A-3.5 Intensity of Direct Radiation in L1 and L2 as a Function of Depth (ZI and zit
respectively)

A determination of the intensity of direct radiation in Ll as a function of depth requires the

addition of radiation in L1 due to initial transmission from air and multiple reflections

within L1 (given by equation (A-49» and the addition of radiation transmitted upward after

reflection from the interface ofL2 and L3 (or the bottom) (R2, R2', R2", ...) and multiple

reflections of this radiation within L1. The magnitude of this second component and its

contribution to the total can be calculated as follows:

hI',up(ZI) = R2 b(ZI) + R2' b(ZI) + R2' b(ZI) + ...

hl',down(ZI) =R2 bI(O) PI aI(ZI)

+ R2' bI(O) PI aI(zl)

+ R2" bI(O) PI aI(zI)

+ ...

and since, bl(O) = al(DI) and bI(ZI) = al(DI)

al(zI)

hl,down(ZI) - hI,up(ZI) =( (R2 + Ri + R2" + ... ) X

al(DI) PI aI(ZI) - al(DI»)

ar (zj)
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Applying equations (A-73), (A-9I), (A-94) and (A-97), equation (A-112) reduces to:

Similarly, the cumulative intensity of direct radiation in L2 as a function of depth (zz) can

be calculated as follows. Equation (A-89) represents the intensity of radiation in L2 as a

function of depth (zz) in the absence of that component of radiation which is initially

reflected upward from the interface ofL2 and L3 (or the bottom), passes through L2 and

LI, and is subsequently reflected back downward from the interface of LI and air back into

L2 (TI', TI", TI"', ... ). The magnitude of the cumulative radiation in L2 is proportional

to the ratio, X:

n
X = (TI +~ TIi')rrI (A-lI4)

i=I

where: TI' = TI (at (OI)Z PI (1 - PZ») (aZ(DZ)Z P4 (1 - P3) )
1 - aI(DI)Z PI PZ 1 - az(Dz)ZP3 P4 (A-lI5)

TI" =TI aI(OI)ZpI(l-PZ) Z az(Dz)P4(l-P3) Z

1 - aI(DI)Z PI P2 1 - az(Dz)2 P3 P4 (A-lI6)

TI "' = TI aI(OI)z PI (l - PZ) 3

I - aI(DI)Z PI PZ

Combining equations (A-I 14) through (A-II7) yields:

az(Dz) P4 (1 - P3) 3

1 - az(Dz)z P3 P4 (A-II?)

(A-lI8)



Multiplying equation (A-89) by (A-l 18)yieldsequation (A-l19) which givesthe

cumulative intensity of directradiation in L2 as a function of depth (Z2):

A-4 Stokes'EQuations

G.G. Stokesdeveloped a seriesof equations(which havebeen summarized by K.reith and

Kreider[KREF]) to calculated the reflection and transmission of one or more layers of any

transparent material whichhasmultiple interreflections as a function of its extinction

coefficient (J.L) and refractive index (n). Stokes'approach and the resulting equations are

summarized as follows:

z

+'t' (l-p')

p'

(l_p')2't'5 p'4 (l_p')2 't'3p'2

Figure 32. Reflection and transmission of radiation in layers of a transparent material.
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p' = !. (sin2(9i - 9r) + tan2(9i - 9r) ,

2 sin2(9i + 9r) tan2(9i + 9r)/

't =e- J17Jcos9r

and from figure 32:

p =p(p',t') = p' + p' 't'2(1 - p')2 [1 + p'2 't'2 + p'4 't'4 + ...]

't = 't(p','t') = (1 - p')2 t' [1 + p'2 t'2 + p'4 't'4 + ...]

(A-120)

(A-121)

(A-122)

(A-123)

Using the formula for an infinite geometric series, equations (A-122) and (A-123) reduce to

equations (A-124) and (A-125), respectively.

P (p',t') =p' (1+ 't'2 (l - P')2)
1 - p'2 't'2

't (p','t') ='t' ( (1 - p')2 )
1 - p'2 't'2

The corresponding equation for absorbance in this transparent layer is thus:

a(p','t') =1 - p(p',t') - t(p','t')

Equations (A-124) through (A-126) are called Stokes' Equations.

(A-124)

(A-125)

(A-126)

(A-127)

The quantities p' and 't' apply to single surfaces, single passes and single reflections. For

thin, very transparent materials t' = 1 and equation (A-125) reduces to:

't (p',t') =t' (1 -p')2 )
1- p'2 t'2

:= (1 _ p')2

1 - p'2

:= (l - p')2

(l - p') (l + p')

:= ..!..:.£.
l+p

Added layers of transparent materials will produce multiple interreflections of radiation.
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Equation A-36 also reduces to equation (A-127) if: I = 1; PO = PI =P2 =p'; and a = 't'==1,

then:

TI = (l - p') (l - p') 't

(1 - 't')2 p' p'

== (l - p')2

1 - p'2

== .!..:.£:..
1 + p'

The general equations for N + M transparent layers were developed in similar manner and

are:

and,

TN+M(p','t') = 'tN'tM

1-PNPM

PN+M(p','t') =PN + PM 'tN2

1- PN PM

For example, for two transparent layers:

't2(p','t') = 'tI'ti

1 - PI PI

P2(p','t') =PI + PI'tI2

1 - PI PI

Where PI and 'tl are from equations A-124 and A-125.

Again, with: 1=1; PO =PI =P2 =P3=P4=p'; and a = 't'==1:

(A-128)

(A-129)

(A-130)

(A-131)

Equation A-75 reduces to:

= TI

== TI

't' (l - P'»)
1 - 't'2 p'2

1 - p' )
1 + p'

I
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and since Tl :; 1- p')
1 + p'

T2 :; 1 - p' t- P
' )1 + p' 1 + p'

:; tl - p' 2
1 + p' (A-132)

Unfortunately, the above simplification is useful only where the transparentlayersunder

consideration are very transparent, relatively thin,and of the same material. For a solar

pond consistingof multiple layersof various transparent fluids (or other materials) with

varying thicknesses andtransparencies, a different approachis required,and was utilizedin

the developmentof thisappendix. Stokes' equations (as well as the equations developedin

sections A-I throughA-3 of this appendix) dealt only with specularreflection. A similar

approach is needed to developgoverning equations for diffuse (as well as specular)

. reflections in a multiple layer solarpond.

A-5 Reflection, AbsOllltion andTransmission of Direct Radiation in a SingleFluid
Layer with a Diffusely Reflecting Bottom

As discussed earlier,reflection at the bottom of a solar pond is expectedto be diffuse

owing to the rough surface of the bottomand an accumulation of undissolved salts and

other particulates. Hull[37] has developed a calculational procedureto determine the pond

transmission function (htz) in a solarpond with a diffuselyreflecting bottom. In his

analysis, Hull has assumed that: (1) incidentradiation and reflectedradiation are

unpolarized; (2) the refractive indexof water is constantand not a function of temperature

and salinity; and (3)a single extinction coefficient is sufficient to describe the attenuation of

insolation withinthe pond. Hull's approach is summarizedas follows:
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Air, no
1=1

Fluid, n1----------------+------+-----

D-
z' - UCZ

NCZ

I' d-

LCZ

o -1

Figure 33. Schematic diagramof radiation in a salt gradient solar pond.

As before, theintensity of the initially penetrating radiation is givenby:

ht(zt) = hl(O) e-~zl/cos9t> (A-133)

where: hl(0)=1-Pl

The fraction of this radiation reaching the pond bottomis hl(Dl), where Dl is thedepth of

the solarpond.

The intensity distribution of a planediffusereflectoris given by Lambert's law:

1(9b) = Io COS9b (A-134)

where: 9b =. anglebetween thedirection of radiation propagation

and the normal to the plane

10 .= normalized intensity
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The intensity distribution can be integrated over all angles to yield the upward reflected

radiation:

(A-135)

where: C =reflectivityof the bottom

a =J.1 (01 - ZI)

n/2

= J2 sin 9b cos 9b e- a/cosOt, d9b (A-136)

o
= (1-a) (e-a) - a2 ('Y+ log a - a + a2-~ + a4 - a5 ...)

2·2! 3·3! 4·4! 5·5!

where: 'Y = 0.5772157 ...

this integral is convergent for 0 50 a < co

h2(O) represents the reflection from the initial beam that reaches the surface. Part of this

radiation will be reflected back down into the pond as hl(ZI) which is given by:

h\ (Z\) = Chi(D\)r2 sin 9b cos 9b p(9b) e- ~ ('1+O\)/oosll"d~
o (A-137)

p(9b) = 1.. (Sin2(9b - 9a) + tan2(9b - 9a»)
2 sin2(9b+ 9a) tan2(9b - 9a) (A-138)

for, 9b < 9bcr

where: 9bcr

and, 9a

= critical angle given by sin 9bcr =noInl

= sin-1«nl/no) sin9b)
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The integral in equation (A-137) is bestevaluatednumerically, with the resultdepending

only on 13 =J.1 (zl+Dl). Equation(A-137) can be written as:

where:

Then,

1t/2

((Pb) =J2 sin9bcos 9b p(9b) e- ~/cos9j, deb
o

(A-139)

(A-I40)

(A-141)

(A-142)

As before, by applying the principle of a geometric series,equationA-141 reduces to:

h'J'{Zl) =hl(Zl) + f(Pb(Zl) - g(abZl) C hl(Dl)

1 - C f(Pb(Dl»

The following development (Figure 34) extends Hull'swork to a five-part extinction

coefficient and ultimately to a multiple-layer, multiple-fluid pond

Air, no
1= 1

----"*'"---~'I:----~~~---.:..u...:r_----O

=--=-----D
1

Figure 34. Radiation transmission and reflectionfrom Ll.

(A-143)
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ab,i = J.Li (Dj - zj )

g(ab)i = g(ab,i)

13b.i = J.Li (Zl + Dj)

f(13b)i = f(13b,i)

Rl.l = Po

hl,l(Zl) =(1 - PO) al(zl)

TI.l = (1 - C) hl,l(DI)

hl,2(Zl) =C hl,l(DI) g(ab)

RI.2 = hl,2(O) - hl,3(O) = C hl.l(Dl) (g(at>(O) - f(13b(O»

hl,3(ZI) =C hl,l(DI) f(13b)

Tl,2 =hl,3(DI) - (1 - C) hl,3(DI)

hl,4(Zl) =C hl,l(DI) C f(13b(DI» g(ab)

RI.3 =hl,4(O) - hl.S(O) =C hl,l(DI) (g(ab(O) - f(13b(O» X

C f(13b(DI»

hl,5(ZI) =C hl,l(DI) C f(13b(DI» f(13b)

TI,3 =hl,5(Dl) - hl.6(DI» =(1 - C) hl.S(Dl)

hl,6(ZI) =C hl,l(DI) f(13b(DI» C f(13b(DI» C g(ab)

RI,4 =hl,6(O) - hl.7(O)

= C hl.I(DI) (g(ab(O» - f(13b(O» C f(13b(Dl»2

hl,7(ZI) =C hl,l(DI) f(13b(DI» C f(13b(DI» C f(13b)

TI,4 =hl,7(DI) - hl.8(DI) =(1- C) hl,7(DI)

•
•
•
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(A-163)

(A-l64)

A-5.1 Intensity of Direct Radiation in L1 as a Function of De,pth.1z11

As before, the intensity of direct radiation at a given depth (hl,(ZI» can be calculated as

follows:

hl(ZI) =LhI,odd(ZI) - LhI,even(ZI)

l:hl,odd(ZI) =hl,I(ZI) + hl,3(ZI) + hl,5(ZI) + ...

= (l - PO) al(zl) + C hl,I(DI) f(~b)

+ C hl,i (DI) C f(~b(DI» f(~b)

+ C hl,I(DI) C f(~b(DI» C f(~b(DI» f(~b) + ...

= (l - PO) al(zl)

+ C hl,l(DI)f(~b) X

(1 + C f(~b(DI» + (C f(~b(DI)))2 + ..)

= hl,I(ZI) + C hI.l(DI)f(~b)

1 - C f(~b(DI»

Lhl,even =hl,2(ZI) + hl,4(ZI) + hl,6(ZI) + ...

= C hl,l(DI) g(ab)

+ C hl,l(DI) C f(~b(DI» g(ab)

+ C hl,l(DI) C f(~?(DI» C f(~b(DI» g(ab) + ...
= C hl,I(DI) g(ab) ~1 + C f(~b(DI» + (C f(f3b(DI)))2 + ..-)

= C hl,l(DI) g(ab)

1 - C f(~b(DI» (A-165)

hl(ZI) = hl,l(ZI) +C hI.l(DI) (f(~b) - g(ab»

1 - C f(~b(Dl»
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A-5.2 Direct Radiation Reflected or Transmitted from the Uwer Surface ofLl

Components of RI can be summed to give the total quantity of direct radiation reflected

from (RI,I) or transmitted from (RI,2, "', RI,n) the surface of Ll.

n
= L RI i =Rj I + RI 2 + RI,3 + R14 + ... RI n

i=l' " "

= PO

+ C hl,I(Dl) (g(<Xb(O) - f(Pb(O)))

+ C hl,I(DI) (g(<Xb(O) - f(Pb(O))) (C f(Pb(Dl)))

+ C hl,1(Dl) (g(<Xb(O) - f(Pb(O») (C f(Pb(DI)))2 + ...

Rl = PO + C hl,1 (Dl) (g(<Xb(O» - f(Pb(O»)

1 - C f(Pb(DI»

A-53 Direct Radiation Transmitted from Ll to L2

(A-167)

Similarly, the direct radiation transmitted from L1 to L2 can be calculated as follows:

n
TI = L TI,i =TI,1 + TI,2 + Tl,3 + Tl,4 + ... + Tt.n

i=1

= (1 - C) hl,1(DI) =(1- C) hl,l(Dl)

+ (1 - C) hl,3(DI) =(1- C) hl,l(Dl) (C f(Pb(DI»)

+ (1 - C) hl,S(DI) =(1 - C) hl,l(Dl) (C f(13b(DI»)2

+ (1 - C) hl,7(DI) =(1 - C) hl,l(Dl) (C f(Pb(DI)))3

+ ...
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TI = (l - C) hl,I(DI)

1- C f(13b(DI» (A-I68)

A-6 Reflection. AbsorPtion. and Transmission of Direct Radiation in a Series of Two or
More Fluid Layers with a Diffusely Reflecting Bottom

Figure 35 extends the analysis developed in section A-5 to multiple layers of fluids.

Note: g(ac) =g(ac(Z2» and f(13c) =f(13c(Z2»

p(6c) = 1. (Sin2(6C- 6b) +tan2(6c- 6b»)
2 sin2(Sc + Sb) tan2(8c + Sb) (A-I69)

for, Sc < Seer

and, p(Sb) = 1, for Sc z Seer

where: Secr=sin- l(nl!n2)

Ct2,i(Z2) =e- J.lt (z2 -D\)!eos92 (A-I70)

Ctc,i =Ili (D2 - Z2) (A-I7I)

g(ac)i = ni g(ac,i) (A-I72)

13c,i =Ili (D2 - 2 DI + Z2) (A-I73)

f(13e)i =f(13e,i) (A-174)

h2,I(Z2) =TI a2(z2) (A-175)

T2,1 =(l - C) h2,1(D2) (A-I76)

h2,2(Z2) =C h2,1(D2) g(ac) (A-I77)

R2,l =h2,2(DI) - h2,3(DI) =C h2,l (02) g(ac(DI) (A-I78)

h2,3(Z2) =C h2,l (02) f(13c) (A-179)

T2,2 =h2,3(D2) - h2,4(D2) =(1 - C) h2,3(D2) (A-I80)

h24(Z2) =C h2,1(D2) C f(13e(D2» g(ac) (A-I8!),
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Figure 35. Radiation, reflection and pond transmission in a two-layer solar pond.

. Figure 36 shows a portion of Figure 35.

---T-------:;~----~:__---:..L/_~----DI

~i L2, nz

Figure 36. Portion of Figure 35.
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R2,2 = h2,4(Dl) - h2,S(Dl)

= C h2,1(D2) (g(CXc(Dl» - f(~c (Dl))) C f(~(D2» (A-182)

h2,S(Z2) = h2,l(D2) C f(~c(D2» C f(~d (A-183)

T2,3 = h2,S(D2) - h2,6(D2) = (1 - C) h2.S(D2) (A-184)

h2,6(Zl) =: C h2.1(D2) C f(~c(D2» C f(~c(D2» g(CXc) (A-185)

R2,3 = h2.6(Dl) - h2,7(Dl)

= C h2,1(D2) (g(CXc(D2) - f(13c(Dl))) (C f(~c(D2»)2 (A-186)

h27(Z2) = C h2.1(D2) C f(~c(D2» C f(~c(D2» f(~) (A-187).

A-6.1 Intensity of Direct Radiation in L2 as a Function ofDe.pth (zV

h2(Z2) = Lh2,odd(Z2) - Lh2, even(Z2)

Lh2.odd(Z2) = h2,l (Z2) + h2,3(Z2) + h2,S(Z2)+ ...

=Tl a2(z2) = h2.1(Z2)

+ C h2.1(D2) f(~d

+ C h2,1(D2) C f(~c(D2» f(~d

+ C h2,l (D2) C f(~c(D2» C f(~c(D2» f(~c) + ...

= C h2,1(D2) f(~c) + h2,l (Z2)

1 - C f(~c(D2»

Lh2,even(Z2) = h2,2(Z2) + h2,4(Z2) + h2,6(Z2) + ...

= C h2.1(Z2) g(ac)

+ C h2,l(Z2) C f(~c(D2» g(ac)

+ C h2.1(Z2) C f(~c(D2» C f(~c(D2» g(CXc) + ...

= C h2,1(D2) g(ad
1 - C f(~c(D2»
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h2(Z2) =h2,1(Z2) + C h2,1(D2) (f(~C> - g(~»

1 - C f(~c(D2»

A-6.2 Direct Radiation Transmitted Upward from L2 to Ll

n
R2 = L R2,i =R2,1 + R2,2 + R2,3 + .. + R2,n

i=1

(A-189)

= C h2,1(D2) (g(~(DI» - f(~(DI»)

+ C h2,1(D2) (g(~(DI» - f(~c(DI») (C f(~c(D2»)

+ C h2,1(D2) (g(~(DI» - f(~c(DI») (C f(~c(D2»)2 + ...

R2 = C h2,1(D2) (g(~(DI» - f(~c(DI»)

1- C f(~c(D2» (A-190)

A-6.3 Direct Radiation Transmitted Downward from L2 to L3 (or Bottom)

n
T2 = L T2,i = T2,1 + T2,Z+ TZ,3 + ... + TZ,n

i=1

= (l - C) hZ,I(DZ)

+ (1 - C) h2,3(DZ) =(l - C) h2,1(D2) C f(~b(DZ»

+ (l - C) h2,S(DZ) =(l - C) h2,1(Dl)(C f(~b(Dl»)Z

+ '"

TZ = (l - C) hZ,I(Dz)

1- C f(~b(D2»
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Figure 37 is a schematic diagram of the development of the R2 component as it enters and

interacts with Ll.

~~-----o

Figure 37. Diffuse reflection and transmission in Ll.

for, 9b< 9bcr

g(Ctb)i

~b,i

f(~b)i

Pl(9b)

=J.1i (01 - ZI)

= g(Ctb,i)

=J.1i (01 + ZI)

= f(~b,i)

= 1 (Sin2(9b - 9a> tan2(8t,- 9a> )
2' sin2(9b+ 9a> + tan2(9b+ 9a>

(A-192)

(A-193)

(A-194)

(A-195)

(A-196)

= 1 for 9bz9bcr

where: 60cr =sin-1(D(Y'nl )

<Xd,i =J.1i Z1

g(O<Vi =g(ctdJ)

l3d,i =J.1i (2 Dj - ZI)
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(A-200)

(A-201)

for, 8b < 8'bcr

and P2'(8b) = 1 for 8b ~ 8bcr'

where: 8bcr' =sin-l(n2lnl)

hl,l(ZI) =R2 (g(ab»

RI,I' =hl,I'(O) - hl,2'(O) =R2 (g(ab(O» - f(13b(O»)

hl,2'(ZI) =R2 f(13b)

TI,I' = hl,2'(DI) - hl,3'(DI) = R2 (f(13b(DI»

- f(13b(O» f(13d(DI)))

(A-202)

(A-203)

(A-204)

(A-205a)

hl,3'(ZI) = R2 f(13b(O» f(13d) (A-205b)

RI,2' = hl,3'(O) - hl,4'(O) =R2 f(13b(O» (f(13d(O»

- f(13d(DI» f(13b(O») (A-206a)

hl,4'(ZI) =R2 f(13b(O» f(13d(DI» f(13b) (A-206b)

TI,2' =hl,4'(DI) - hl,S'(DI) =R2 f(13b(O» (f(13d(DI» f(13d(DI)

- f(13b(O) f(13d(DI))) (A-207)

hl,S'(ZI) = R2 f(13b(O»2 f(13d(DI) f(13d> (A-208)

Rl,3' =hl,S'(O) - hl,6'(O) =R2 f(13b(O»2 (f(13d(Dl» f(13d(O»

- f(13b(O) f(13d(DI))) (A-209)

hl,6'(ZI) =R2 f(13b(O»2 f(13d(Dl»2 f(13b) (A-21O)

TI,3' =hl,6'(DI) - hl,7'(DI) =R2 f(13b(O»2 (f(13b(Dl»2 f(13b(DI»

- f(13b(O) f(13d(DI))) (A-2I1)

hl,7'(ZI) =R2 f(13b(O»3 f(13d(DI»2 f(13d» (A-212)

RIA' =hl,7'(O) - hl.8'(O) =R2 f(13b(O»3 (f(13d(DI»2 f(13d(O»

- f(13d(DI) f(13b(O») (A-213)
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•
•
•

(A-214)

A-6.4 Intensity of Direct Radiation in Ll and L2 as a Function ofDepth (Zl and Z2.
respectively)

Similarly.

hl'(ZI) = Lhl,even'(ZI) - Lhl,odd'(ZI)

Lhl,even'(ZI) =hl,2'(ZI) + hl,4'(ZI) + hl.6'(ZI) + ...

=R2 f«(3b)

+ R2f«(3b(O» f«(3d(DI» f«(3b)

+ R2f«(3b(O»2 f«(3d(DI»2 f«(3b)

+ R2f(f3b(O»3 f«(3d(DI»3 f«(3b)

= R2 f«(3b)
1 - f«(3b(O» f«(3d(DI»

Lhl,odd'(ZI) =hl.I'(ZI) + hl,3'(ZI) + hl,S'(ZI) + ...

= R2 g(<Xb)

+ R2 f«(3b(O» f(~d)

+ R2f«(3b(O»2 f(~d(DI» f(~d)

+ R2f«(3b(O»3 f«(3d(DI»2 f«(3d)

= R2 (g(<Xb) + f«(3b(O» f«(3d» )
1 - f«(3b(O» f«(3d(DI»

= R2 (f«(3b) - f«(3b(O» f(~ct> - g(<Xb»)
1 - f(~b(O» f«(3d(Dl»

n
RI' = L RI,i' =RI,I' + RI,2' + RI,3' + ... + RI.n'

i=1
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TI'

= R2 (g(CXb(O» - f(~b(O))) f(~d(DI»

+ R2 f(~b(O» (f(~d(O» - f(~d(DI» f(~b(O»)

+ R2 f(~b(O»2 (f(~d(DI» f(~d(O» - f(~d(DI» f(~b(O»)

+ R2 f(~b(O»3 (f(~d(DI»2 f(~d(O» - f(~d(DI» f(~b(O»)

= R2 (g(CXb(O» - f(~b(O» + f(~(O» f(~d(O» - f(~b(DI» f(~d(O»)
\ 1 - f(~b(O» f(~d(DI»

(A-2I7)

n
= L TI i' =TI i' + TI 2' + TI 3' + ... + TI 0'

i=l' , " ,

TI'

= R2 (f(~b(DI» - f(~b(DI)))

+ R2 (f(~b(O» f(~d(DI» (f(~b(DI» - f(~b(O» f(~d(DI)))

+ R2 (f(~b(O»2 f(~d(DI»2 (f(~b(DI» - (f(~b(O» f(~b(DI)))

= R2 (f(~b(DI» - f(~b(O» f(~d(DI»)
1 - f(~b(O»(f(~d(DI») (A-2I8)

and, using the above approach:

T2' = (l - C) h2,1'(D2)
1- C f(~c(D2) (A-219)

h2'(Z2) = h2,I'(Z2) + C h2,1'(D2» (f(~c(Z2» - g(~(Z2)))

1 - C f(~c(D2» (A-220)

R2' = C h2,1'(D2) (g(~(DI» - f(~c(D2»)

1 - C f(~c(D2» (A-221)

hj "(ZI) = Ri (f(~b) - f(~b(O» f(~d) - g(CXb»)
1 - f(~b(O» f(~d(Dl» (A-222)

R 1" = Ri (g(CXb(O» - f(~b(O» + f(~b(O» f(~d(O) - f(~d(DI» f(~b(O»)\
1 - f(~b(O» f(~d(DI» }

(A-223)

T 1" = Ri (f(Pb(DI» - f(Pb(O» f(~d(Dl»)
1 - f(~b(O» f(~d(DI» (A-224)
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T2" = (1 - C) h2,1"(D2)
l-C f(~c(D2)

h2"(Z2) = h2,1"(Z2) + C h2,1"(D2) (f(~c(Z2» - g(ac(Z2»)

1 - C f(~c(D2))

A-6.5 Total Direct Radiation in Ll as Function of Depth (zIl

hl,l(Zl) = (1- PO) al(zl)

hl,l(Dl) = (1 - PO) al(Dl)

h2,1(Zl) = Tl a2(z2)

h2,1(Dl) = Tl a2(D2)

= Tl (1 - C) a2(D2)

l-C f(~c(D2)

Now, the following shorthand is used to simplify equations:

(A-225)

(A-226)

(A-227)

(A-228)

(A-229)

(A-230)

(A-231)

[A] = f(~b) - f(~b(O» f(~d) - g(ab)

1 - f(~b(O» f(~b(Dl)) (A-232)

[B] = C (g(ac(Dl» - f(~C<D2»)

1 - C f(~c(D2» (A-233)

[C] = f«(3b(Dl» - f(~b(O» f(~d(Dl»

1 - f(~b(O) f(~d(Dl» (A-234)

[0] = C (f(~c(Z2» - g(ac(Z2»)

1 - C f(~c(D2» (A-235)

[E] = g(ab(O» - f([3b(O» +flf3b(O» f(f3d(O» - f(f3d(Dl» f(~b(O»)

1 - f(~b(O» f(~d(Dl))) (A-236)

[F] = l-C
1 - C f(~c(D2» (A-237)
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Then,

hI'(ZI) = RZ [A]

ht"(ZI) = RZ' [A]

hI"'(ZI) = R2" [A]

RZ = hZ,I(DZ»[B]

RZ' = hZ,I'(DZ» [B]

RZ" = hZ,I"(D2» [B]

(A-238)

(A-239)

(A-240)

•
•
•

(A-241)

(A-242)

(A-243)

•
•
•

hZ,I(DZ) = TI az(Dz)

hZ,I'(DZ) = TI' az(Dz) = TI az(D2) [B][C]

hZ,I"(DZ) = TI" az(Dz)

= TI az<D2) [B][C][B][C]

•
•
•

RZ = TI az(Dz) [B]

TI = (1- C) hI,I(DI)

1 - C f(~d(DI»

TI' = RZ [C] =TI az(Dz)[B][C]

TI" = RZ' [C] =TI' az(Dz)[B][C]

= TI a2(DZ) [B][C] az(Oz} [B][C]

•
•
•
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= hl(ZI)

+ TI a2(D2) [B][A]

+ TI a2CD2) [B] a2(D2) [B][C][A]

+ TI a2(D2) [B] a2(D2) [B][C] a2(D2) [B][C][A]

•
•
•

(A-251)

A-6.6 Total Direct Radiation in L2 as a Function ofDe.pth (Z2)

h2T(Z2) = h2(Z2) + h2'(Z2) + h2"(Z2) h2'''(Z2)+ ... + hn'(Z2) (A-252)

h2(Z2) = h2,l (Z2) + bz.i (D2) [D] (A-253)

h2'(Z2) = h2,1'(Z2) + h2,1'(D2) [D] (A-254)

h2"(Z2) = h2,1"(Z2) + h2,1"(D2) [D] (A-255)

h2"'(Z2) = h2,1"'(Z2) + h2,1"'(D2) [D] (A-256)

•
•
•

h2,1(Z2) = TI a2(z2) (A-257)

h2,l'(Z2) = TI' a2(z2) (A-258)

h2,I"(Z2) = TI" a2(z2) (A-259)

h2,1"'(Z2) = TI"'a2(z2) (A-260)

•
•
•

h2,1(D2) = TI a2(D2) (A-261)
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h2,I'(D2) = TI' a2(D2)

h2,I"(02) = Tt" a2(D2)

h2,1"'(02) = TI'" a2(D2)

•
•
•

TI' = TI a2(D2)[B][C]

T I II = TI a2(D2) [B][C] a2(D2) [B][C]

TI"' = TI a2(D2)' [B][C] a2(D2) [B][C] a2(D2) [B][C]

•
•
•

h2T(Z2) = h2(Z2) + h2'(Z2) + h2"(Z2) + h2'''(Z2)+ ... + h2n'(Z2)

= TI a2(z2) + a2(D2) [0]

+ TI a2(z2) + a2<D2) [0] (a2(D2) [B][C])

+ TI a2(z2) + a2(D2) [0] (a2<D2) [B][C])2

+ TI a2(z2) + a2(D2) [0] (a2(D2) [B][C])3 + ...

= T) az(zz) + aZ(D2t?]
1 - a2(D2) [B][ ]

A-6.7 Total Direct Radiation Reflected Of Transmitted Upward From Ll

RlT = RI + RI' + RI" + RI'" + ... + R1n'

= RI + R2 [E] + RZ' [E] + R2" [E] + ...

= RI

+ TI a2(D2) [B][E]

+ TI a2(D2) [B] a2(D2) [B][C][E]
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+ r, az(Dz) [B] a2(Dz) [B][C] az(D2) [B][C][E]

RlT = Rl + T] az(Dz~ ~BJ..lm.
1 - az(Dz BJ[CJ (A-269)

A-6.8 Total Direct Radiation Transmitted Downward from L2 or Absorbed At Bottom

= h2,l(DZ) [F]

+ hZ,l'(DZ) [F]

+ hZ,l"(Dz) [F]

+ hZ,l"'(D2) [F] + ...

and, hZ,l(D2) = Tl a2(Dz)

h2,l'(Dz) = r, az(D2) [B][C] az(Dz)

hZ,l"(D2) = Tl az(Dz) [B][C] a2(Dz) [B][C] az(D2)

hZ,l"'(Dz) = Tl a2(D2) [B][C] az(Dz) [B][C] az(D2) [B][C] az(Dz)

Tzr = T] az(Dz) [F]
1 - a2(Dz) [B][C] (A-270)

A-7 Deyelwment of Eqyations for the Diffuse Component of Incident Insolation

A similar approach can be taken for the development of equations for the diffuse

component of incident insolation. As shown in Figure 38, diffuse radiation is shown to be

isotropically emitting from a point A infinitesimally above the surface of the pond (this

point is shown above the surface for illustrative purposes only).
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A
~--=

ZI

h1.1*(Z\) ! LI, n1

::::;;;.--"'--------D\
BOTIOM

Figure 38. Diffuse radiation in a one-layer solar pond.

eo = 1C/2 - eo'

1C/2

f(f30) = J 2 sin eo cos eo p(eo) e- PoIcos9b deo
o

(A-271)

(A-272)

Since A is only infinitesimally above the surface, Po =0 and the exponential term on the

right hand side of equation (A-272) reduces to 1.

p(eo)

for all eo

=
(A-273)

where, 81 =
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A-7.1 DiffuseRadiation Reflected fromthe Surface ofLI

(A-275)

(A-282)

(A-283)

A-7.2 DiffuseRadiation Transmitted into LI

hI,I* I-RI,1*=

= I - f(130) (A-276)

where: «u' = Ili Zl (A-278)

g(al')i = g(aI,i'> (A-279)

n
g(al') = L ni g(al,i'> (A-280)

i=l

and, hll*(ZI) = (l - f(130» g(al') (A-281),

g(aI') is solved numerically.

Now,making the following substitutions into equations (A-166), (A-167),and (A-168)

yieldsthe corresponding equationsfor diffuse radiation.

hl,l*(ZI) for hl,l(ZI);

hl,l*(DI) forhl,l(DI); and

RI,I* = f(PO)

hl*(ZI) = hl,I*(ZI) + C hl,l*(DI) (f(Pb) - g(ab»

1 - C f(13b(DI»

RI* = f(130) + C hl,l*(DI) (g(ab)(O» - f(130»

1 - C f(13b)(DI»
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= (l - C) hl.!*(DI)
1 - C f(Pb(DI» (A-284)

----------=k-~:_:_:__,._----------____:___?lF_--O

=-....------0.
Z2

~ L2, n2

=--.==-------...---°2

Figure 39. Diffuse radiation in a two-layer pond.

Figure 40 shows a portion of Figure39.

A
Air, no

0

II L1, n
l

°1

L2,02

Figure 40. Portion of Figure 39.
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and:

Note:

1t/2

f(~l') =J2 sin 81 cos 81 Pl(8l) e- ~1'/cos91 del
o

where: ~l,i' = J.1i (01 + Zl)

f(~l')i = f(~l,i')

Pl(8l) = !. (sin2(8l - 8b) + tan2(8l - 8b)'
2 sin2(8l + 8b) tan2(8 l + 8b)j

1C/2

f(~ 1") = J2 sin 61 COS8l P2(8l) e- ~2'/cos9l d8l
o

(A-285)

(A-286)

(A-287)

(A-288)

(A-289)

then:

where: ~ 1,i"

f(~ 1")i

and: P2(8l)

= J.1i (2 Dl - zj)

= f(~l,i")

= !. (Sin
2(8 l - 82) + tan2(8 l - 92»)

2 sin2(8l + 82) tan2(8 l + 82)

(A-290)

(A-291)

(A-292)

Rl,l** = f(~o) (A-293a)

hl,l**(Zl) = hl,l**(O) g(Ul') (A-293b)

Tl,l** = hl,l**(Dl) - hl,2**(Dl) = hl,l*(O) (g(Ul'(Dl) - f(~l'(Dl»

(A-294)

hl,2**(Zl) = hl,l*(O) f(~l")

Rl,2** = hl,2**(O) - hl,3**(O) =h*l,l(O) (f(W'l(O)

- f(~"l(Dl» f(~l'(O))) (A-295)

hl,3**(Zl) = hl,l*(Dl) f(~l') =hl,l*(O) f(~l") f(~l') (A-296)

Tl,2** = hl,3**(Dl) - hl,4**(Dl) =
hl,l*(O) (f(~l"(Dl) f(~l'(Dl» - f(~l'(O» f(~t"(Dl») (A-297)

hli"*(Zl) = hl,l*(O) (f(~l"(Dl» f(~l'(O» f(f3l"» (A-298)
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R **1,3 = hl,l*(O) - hl,s**(O) = (hl,l*(O» X
h1,1*(O) f(~t"(Dl» f(~I'(O» (f(!3l"(O» - f(!3l"(01» f(!3l'(O»)

(A-299)

(A-300)

•
•
•

hl**(Zl) = 2, hl,odl* (Zl) - 2,h 1,even** (zj) (A-301)

Lhl,odd**(Zl) = hl,l**(Zl) + hl,3**(Zl) + hl,S**(Zl) + ...

= hl,l*(O) g(al')

+ hI,l*(O) f(~l"(Dl» f(~l')

+ hl,l*(O) f(!3l"(Dl» f(~l'(O» f(~l"(Dl» f(~l') + ...

= hl,l*(O) (g«(lll) + f(!3l"(Dl» f(~l') )
1 - f(!3l'(O) f(!3l"(Dl»

Lhl,even*(Zl) = hl,2**(Zl) + hl,4**(Zl) + hl,6**(Zl) + ...

= hl,l*(O) f(~l")

+ ni.i*(0) f(!3l"(Dl» f(!3l'(O» f(~l")

+ hl,l*(O) f(13l"(DI» f(~l'(O» f(!3l"(Dl» f(~l'(O» f(!3l") + ...

= (h1,1*(0» (f(!3l"» )

1 - f(!3I'(O»(f(!3l"(Dl)))

= (hl,l*(O» g(a'l) + f(!3"l(Dl) (f(Wl) - f(~"l»)
1 - f(lh'(O» f(!3l"(Dl» (A-302)

Similarly,

00

Tl** ~T ** T ** T ** T **= ~ I,i = 1,1 + 1,2 + 1,3 + ...
i=1

= h1,l*(0) (g(al'(Dl» - f(~l'(Dl»)

+ hl,l*(O) f(!3l"(Dl» (f(!3l'(Dl) - f(!3l"(O» f(!3t"(DI»)
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+ hl,l*(O) f(~l"(Dl)) f(~l'(O)) (f(~l"(Dl)) f(~l'(Dl)

- f(~l'(O»(f<lh"(Dl))))

Tl** = (hl,l*(O» Ig(a'l(Dl» - f(~l"(Ol»

+ f(131"(Dl» (f(~l'(OI)) - f(~I'(O)) f(~l"(Dl)).' ~
1 - f(~l'(O» f(~l"(Dl)) J ~ (A-303)

00

= ~Rl t* =Rl 1** + Rl 2** + RI3** + ...i=l ' , , ,

= f(~O)

+ hl,l*(O) (f(~l"(O» - f(~t"(Dl» f(~l'(O))

+ hl,l*(O) f(~t"(Dl» (f(~l'(O» f(~l"(O» - f(~l"(Dl» f(~l'(O»)

= Rl,l** + hl,l*(O) ( f(~2'(O» - g(al'(Dl) f(~l'(O)))
1 - f(~'(O» 1 - f(~l'(Dl))

= f(~O) + hl,l*(O) (f(~ll(O» - f(~l"(Dl» f(~l'(O»)
1 - f(Wl(O» f(~"l(Dl)) (A-304)

The development of equations for reflection, transmission and absorption of diffuse

radiation follows the samepattern as equations (A-170) through (A-270) withthe following

substitutions:

where:

and

a2,i' = Ilj (Z2- 01)

g(a2')j = nj g(a2,O

7[/2

g(a2') = f 2 sin e2 cos e2 e-CJ.2'/cos92 de2
o
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and ±x/2 if n2 > n I

therefore:

h2,I*(Z2) = T I** g(a-2') (A-309)

h2,1*(D2) = TI** g(<X2'(D2» (A-31O)

h2,1*(Z2) = hj*(Z2) + C h2,1*(D2) f(~c) - g(ac»

1 - C f(~c(D2» (A-311)

R2* = C h2,t"'(D2) (g(ac(DI» - f(~c(DI)))

1 - C f(~c(D2» (A-312)

T2* = (l - C) h2,1*(D2)
1 - C f(~(D2» (A-313)

hl*'(ZI) = R2'" (f(~b) - f(~b(O» f(~d) - g(<Xb»)

1 - f(~b(O» f(J3d(DI» (A-314)

RI* = R2* (g(<Xb(O» - f(~b(O» + !lI3b(O» f(13d(O» - f(J3d(DI) f(~b(O»)
1 - f(13b(O» f(13d(DI»

(A-315)

TI*' = R*2 (f(13b(DI» - f(13b(O» f(13d(DI»)
1 - f(13b(O» f(13d(DI» (A-316)

A-7.3 Total Diffuse Radiation in Ll as a Function of Depth (Zll

hIT*(ZI) = hl**(ZI) + TI** g(<X2'(D2» [B][A]

1 - g(<X2'(D2» [B][C]
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A-7.4 Total Diffuse Radiation in L2 as a Function of De.vth (Z2)

h2T*(ZV = Tt"'* (g(a2'(z2» + g(<X2'(D2)) [0])

1 - g(<X2'(D2» [B][C]

A-7.5 Total Diffuse Radiation Reflected or Transmitted Upward from Ll

RIT* = Rl** + Tl** g(a2'(D2) [B][E]

1 - g(a2'(D2» [B][C]

(A-3I8)

(A-3I9)

A-7.6 Total Diffuse Radiation Transmitted Downward from L2 or Absorbed at Bottom

T2T* = Tl** g(a2'(D2» [F]

1 - g(a2'(D2)) [B][C]

A-8 Extension to Three or More Layers

(A-320)

The previous sections of this appendix developed equations for reflection, absorption and

transmission of direct (I) and diffuse (1*) components of total incident solar radiation

(IT =I + 1*) in a solar pond consisting of one or two layers of various fluids. Using this

same approach, similar equations can be developed for three, or more, layers.
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------'----+---l~----..;...:::.-*--------D2

--------~~~~:!:....----------D3

Figure 41. Three-layer solar pond.

R1 = Po + (1 - PO) (l -Pt) at(Dt)2 P2

1 - at(Dt)2 pi P2

Tt = (l -po) (1 - P2) at(Dt)

1 - at(Dl)2 Pt P2

1:ht.even (Zt) =((l -PO) at(Dt)2 P2) (-2.-)
1 - at(Dt)2 Pt P2 at(zt)

1:hl.odd(Zt) = (l - po) at(zt)

1 - at(Dt)2 Pt P2

ht(zt) = ( 1 - PO ) (at(zt) - P2 at(Dt)2)
\ 1 - at(DI)2 pi P2 at (Zl)

(A-33)

(A-36)

(A-48)

(A-43)

(A-49)
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Figure 42. Portion of Figure 30.
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------~-..:----""'r---:---....!!-~-O

LI, n
1

°1
L2, n2

°2
L3, n3

---F-~----~--/L--------- 03

Figure 43. Effectof higher order reflections from L2 on Ll.

The additional contributions to RI, hI and TI due to higherorderreflections from L2 on LI

can be determined as follow (see Figure43):

Rl i' :::: R~ =I'.hl.even multiplier
RI.r hl,2 I)

R2.1 = TI a2<D2) P4 a2<D2) (l - P3)

hl,2(DI) =(1- PO)al(DI) P2

(A-321)

(A-62)

(A-44)

Then, the correctionfactorfor the even terms of hI (ECF) can be determined froma

combination of equations(A-321), (A-62)and (A-44):

ECF =

=

1 + R21
hl,2(01)

1 + T I a2<D2) p4 a2<D2) (1 - P3)

(l - PO) aj (01) P2
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Similarly,

R2,1 al(Dl) pI = Thl,odd multiplier
61,1(0)

hl,I(O) = 1- PO

And, the correction factor for the odd terms of hj (OCF) can be determined from a

combination of equations (A-323) and (A-40):

OCF = 1 + R2 1 al(Dl) PI
ih,I(O)

= 1 + Tl a2<D2) P4 a2(D2) (1- P3)

1- PO

(A-323)

(A-40)

(A-324)

______....:..lL----=~--~~---------:.lL-~~-0

L2,n
2

---I-:.....----~-----~~-~~:.....----- D
2

h3.1(~) L3, ~

D3

BOTIOM

Figure 44. Effect of higher order reflections from L3 on L2.
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h3,odd(Z3) = C h3,1 (D3) f(13d) + h3,1 (Z3)

1 - C f(13d(D3»

h3,even(Z3) = C h3,l(D3) g(<Xd)

1 - C f(13d(D3»

h3(Z3) = h3,l(Z3) + C h3,l (D3) (f(13d) - g(<Xd»

1 - C f(13d(D3» '" (A-189)

R3 = C h3,l(D3) (g(<Xd(D2» - f(13d(D2)))

1 - C f(13d(D3» '" (A-190)

T3 = (1 - C) h3,l(D3)
l-C f(13b(D3» '" (A-191)

h3,l'(Z3) = h3,l(D3) C f(13d(Z3» '" (A-179)

h2'(Z2) = R3 \ f(1lc) - f(llc(Dl» f(llt) g(<<c))
1 - f(13c(Dl» f(13t<D2» '" (A-216)

R2' = R3 g(<x<;(Dl» - f(13c(Dl» +

f(Ilc(D\» (f(PdD1» - f(PdD2» f(Ilc(D\» )
1 - f(l3c(Dl» f(/3t<D2» '" (A-217)

T2' = R3 (f(Ilc<D2) - f(Ilc(D\» f(Ilt<D2l))
1 - f(13c(Dl» f(13t<D2» '" (A-218)

Rl' = R2' (g(UblO» - f(/lblO» + f(~blO» f(~e(O» - f(~e<D\» f(~blO» )
1 - f(13b(O» f(13e(Dl»

'" (A-217)

hl'(Zl) = R2' (f(~b) - f(~b(O» f(~e(D\» - g(Ub»)
1 - f(13b(O» f(13e(Dl» '" (A-216)

Ii' T'= ]

T' Lh2,even
,

(A-325)2

T2" T'T'= 1 2

Lh2,even
,

(A-326)
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Contribution due to TI' in L2 expressed as a convection factorfor even terms in h2':

(A-327)

Contribution due to T2' andT£ in L3 expressedas a correction factorfor even termsin h3':

(A-328)

Then,

hI(Zl) = (2,hI,odd(ZI) OCF + 2,hI,even'(ZI»

(2.hI,even(ZI) ECF + 2.hI,odd') (A-329)

h2(Z2) = «2.h2,odd(Z2)- 2.h2,even'(Z2»

(2,h2,even(Z2)- 2.h2,odd'(Z2») CF2 (A-330)

h3(Z3) = (2,h3,odd(Z3)- 2,h3,even'(Z3» CF3 (A-331)

And,similarly for the diffuse component (usingthe following term correspondance tables):

Diffuse Direct

hl,l*(DI) (X hl,l(DI)

Ttl' (X TI

hl,l*(ZI) (X hI,I (ZI)

2,hI,even**(Zl) (X 2,hI,even(ZI)

2,hI,odl*(Zl) a 2.hl,odd(:q)

h2,I**(D2) (X h2,I(D2)

h ** h2,I(Z2)2,1 (Z2) ex.

h2,odd**(Z2) (X h2,odd(Z2)

h2,even**(Z2) (X h2,even(Z2)
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h3,1**(D3)

h3,1**(Z3)

T2

h3,1(D3)

h3,1(Z3)

The diffuse component in L1 and L2 of the three-layer pond is treated in the same fashion

as in L1 of the two-layer pond The tissue component of L3 of the three-layer pond is

treated the same as in L2 of the two-layer pond.

ThI,odlt*(ZI) = (l-f(llo» (g(a(z,) + f(~I" (OI)! f(~,'(z I)))
1 - f(~1 (DI» (A-332)

ThI,even**(Zl) = (l-f(~O)) ( f(~,"o.» )
1 - f(~I"(O» (A-333)

Th2,odl*(Z2) = T," (g(a(zv) +.!!132"(D2)) ~<Ili(Z2))
1- f(~(D2» (A-334)

Lh2,even**(Z2) = T," ( f([1i'(Z2)))
1 - f(~"(Dl» (A-335)

Th '* R2~ ( f(~bCz,)) )l,even (ZI) =
1 - f(~b(O» f(~e(DI» (A-336)

Thl.odd'*(ZI) = R2 g(lXb(z,» + f(~b(O) f(lJe(z,)) )
1 - f(~b(O» f(~e(DI» (A-337)

Th ,* R3' f(Ile(Z2»)2.even (Z2) =
1 - f(~C<Dl» f(~c(D2» (A-338)

Th2.odd'*(Z2) = R3' g(lXcCZ2» + f(~c(Dl» f(il[(zV) )
1- f(~c(Dl» f(~f(D2» (A-339)

Th3,olk!*(Z3) = c h3/(D3) f(~d(Z3» + h3,I"(Z3)

1 - C f(J3d(D3» (A-340)

Th3,even*(Z3) = C h3,I"(D3) g(CXd(Z3»

1 - C f(~d(D3» (A-341)
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ECFS = 1+ R2.I**(DI)

1 - f(~O) f(~£(DI» (A-342)

OCFS = 1 + R2/*(DI) f(~1'(DI»

1 - f(~O) g(a(O» (A-343)

CF2 = 1 + TI'*fl"t"'* (A-344)

CF3 1 T'* T"*= + 2 + 2
T2' (A-345)

hI*(ZI) L ** Lh '*= ( hI,odd (ZI) OCFS + I,even (ZI»-

Lh ** L '* (A-346)( Leven (ZI) ECFS + hI,odd (ZI»

h2*(Z2) L ** L 'll<= « h2,odd (Z2) - h2,even (Z2»-

(Lh2,even**(Z2) - Lh2,odd'*(Z2») CF2S (A-347)

h3*(Z3) = (h3,odd"'(Z3) - h3,even*(Z3» CF3S (A-348)
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APPENDIXB

MODEL ALGORITHM FLOW CHARTS

START

yes

Read
SGSP Fluid Properties

as f(T,S)
(lookup table)

v, Ks ' p , cp' ~,n, ~

no

UserInput
Location of Solar Pond

Latitude
Longitude

Nearest Insolation Monitoring Station
Insolation Factorfor Solar Pond Site

PRINT
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Global
Insolation

Hours
Bright

of
Sunshine

Calculate Global Insolation on
Horizontal Surface Based on

Monthly Average Bright
Sunshine Hours

PRINT

Calculate Globallnsola
tion on Horizontal Sur
face Based on Monthly
Average Cloud Cover

Calculate clearness index, and hourly
fractions of total, direct and diffuse radia

tion components and sunset (sunrise)
hour angles

yes

Read selected solar incident
angles (9) and fractional depths

(Zk) for radiation transmission
function (hz) lookup table

no
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UserInput
absorption characteristics for

SGSP (1\ I' nl,l' RI,)

Input thickness of
UCZ, NCZ & LCZ

Type
ofSP

Two-Fluid

User Input
absorption characterisitcs for
eachfluid (JJ.,.I' n'.I' RI, & ~.I'

n2•1, R12)

Input thickness of
L1&L2

PRINT

Three-Fluid

User Input
characteristics for eachfluid

(JJ.,.I' n'.I' RI'.I~ ~.I' n2.I' RI2 &
Jl. 3.1' n3•1, RIJ

Input thickness of
L1,L2&L3

0!-----~,

User Input-
Heat removal rate; Area of concentrating collectors; Collector operating

temperature; Number of months of SP operation; Startup month; Working fluid
type; Heatsinktemperature; Working fluid superheat (YIN); Average wind

speed; Average relative humidity; Average annual air temperature and daily
range; Ground conductivcity; Zonethickness, andAverage temperature.

~
PRINT I

I
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yes

User Input
Initial UCZ S & P
Initial LCZ S &P

Initial Tucz:TNez' Ta

Single
Fluid
SP

no

User Input-
Initial fluid properties (as appropriate
and based on layer type) He' KI, a, v,

Cpt P. T1, T2• T3 (Three-Fluid) &Ta

Initial wind mixing to
establish an UCZ of

reasonable thickness

User Input-
Pond dimensions L &W

/

Calculate fluid properties as a function of T
(and S in the case of salt solutions)

1
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Single-Fluid

Interpolate hz from look-up table
as a function of solar incident

angle (9) and layer thickness (z)

Type of
SP

Two- or
Three-Fluid

1

Calculate hz for each layer of
two- & three-layer solar ponds

Calculate heat balance for each layer based on layer type (con
vecting or non-convecting); heat losses (side, bottom, upward

conduction from storage zone, radiation, evaporation [for water
only], and conduction to air); heat removal for use; and heat gain

due to insolation absorption or heat conduction from a lower layer.
New T for each layer. Also, considers augmentation by concen
trating solar collectors via heating of storage zone fluid or super

heating of working fluid.

Single-Fluid Type

ofSP

Wind mixing and convec
tive overturn and resultant

change in UCZ &NeZ Two- or
thickness Three-Fluid
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Stability
Check

Print Monthly
Results

Time Step
(1 hour)
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